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THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths) took the Chair at 3.30 pm, and read prayers.

STATEMENT BY THE LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION .ADDRESS-IN-
REPLY

Presentation to Governor - Non-attendance of Opposition Members
HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [3.31 pmil - by
leave: The Opposition will be declining the offer to attend upon His Excellency on this
occasion to present the Address-in-Reply speech. Last week's events clearly demonstrate
why the Opposition has taken this action. I do not believe it will be of interest to the
House to debate this matter again.

BILLS (7) - ASSENT
Messages from the Lieutenant Governor received and read notifying assent to the
following Bills -

1. Secondary Education Authority Amendment Bill
2. Fisheries Amendment Bill
3. Pearling Amendment Bill
4. Totalisator Agency Board Betting Amendment Bill
5. State Bank of South Australia (Transfer of Undertaking) Bill
6. Fire Brigades Superannuation Amendment Bill
7. Local Government Amendment Bill

PETITION - LOGGING OF HESTER STATE FOREST
Department of Conservation and Land Management Proposal

HON J.A. SCOTT (South Metropolitan) [3.35 pm]: I present the following petition
signed by 13 citizens of Western Australia -

To the Honourable the President and Members of the Legislative Council in
Parliament assembled.
We the undersigned, are very concerned at the management practices of the
Department of Conservation and Land Management in the Bridgetown-
Greenbushes Shire. We request the Legislative Council to -
(a) consider the Department of Conservation and Land Management's current

logging proposals for the Hester State Forest are an unacceptable risk to
the long term economy and quality of life of the Bridgetown-Greenbushes
Shire Community;

(b) call upon the Department of Conservation and Land Management to hold
a public workshop open to all of the Bridgetown-Oreenbushes Shire
Community, to establish and address all of the issues and impacts of
logging of the Hester State Forest upon this community; and

(c) call upon the Department of Conservation and Land Management to
manage the Hester State Forest in accordance with the wishes of the
Bridgetown-Greenbushes Shire Community,

and your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners as in duty bound will ever pray.

[See paper No 15 1.]



URGENCY MOTION -WESTERN AUSTRALIA POLICE FORCE
Restoration of Public Confidence

THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths): I have today received the following letter -

Dear Mr President,
At today's sitting, it is my intention to move under SO 72 that the House, at its
rising adjourn until 9.00 a.m. on December 25, 1994 for the purpose of discussing
the urgent need to restore public confidence in operational areas of the Western
Australian Police Force.
Yours sincerely
John Cowdell ML~C

In order for this mailer to be discussed, it will be necessary for at least four members to
indicate their support by rising in their places.
[At least four members rose in their places.]
HON J.A. COWDELL (South West) [3.40 pm]: I move -

That the House at its rising adjourn until 9.00 am on 25 December 1994.
Members will be aware that public confidence in our Police Force has been shaken. I
refer members to a couple of recently published opinion polls appearing in The West
Australian of 30 April and the Sunday Times of 17 April. The West Australian conveyed
the finding of its poll as follows -

Nearly half of all West Australians believe that incidents involving police, such as
internal brawls and drink-driving are common ...

Twenty-eight per cent said recent incidents had either confirmed their negative
view of police or created a negative perception ...
The poll found 49 per of people believed the incidents were quite common and
40 per cent thought that they were rare.

Perhaps the next comment is indicative -

The poll found Labor voters were more cynical about the police than coalition
voters.

Hon Max Evans: How do you interpret that?
Hon J.A. COWDELL: The article continues -

Fifty per cent of Labor voters thought incidents involving police were common,
compared with 44 per cent of Liberal voters and 41 per cent of National Party
voters.

Maybe that is because there are no police in the bush to deal with National Party voters!
The PRESIDENT: Orler!
Hon J.A. COWDELL: The Sunday Times indicated a similar lack of public confidence in
the police in an article of 17 April which read -

The public is losing confidence in the WA Police Force, according to a Sunday
Times newspoll ...
The poll, conducted this week, showed 34 per cent of the 377 people surveyed
had diminishing confience ...
The level of respect for most police officers was over 50 per cent among those
surveyed but only 16 per cent had respect for all officers. About a quarter had
respect for some of the force.

Clearly, public confidence in the Police Force has been shaken. To ascertain the reasons
for that, we need not go far. The Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative
Investigations, in his last annual report, comments as follows -
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During the year there were 1 073 complaints (involving 1 203 allegations) made
about police - an increase in allegations of 3.5% on the preceding year. Of the
allegations made, 855 were sent direct to the Commissioner of Police and 345 to
my office. There were 1 095 allegations which concerned conduct of police
officers; 66 involved both conduct and administration and 42 related to
administration.

The commissioner went on to list the allegations and to summarise public complaints.
He grouped them in five major areas. Under the heading "Failure to comply with police
procedure", 379 complaints were received. These covered areas such as "improper
arrest"; "entry, search and seizure"; "unlawful detention"; "custody"; "handling of
property"l; "failure to perform duty"; "inadequate investigation"; "failure to prosecute"; or
"improper prosecution". Under "Assault or excessive force", 260 complaints were
received; 230 complaints dealt with demeanour or incivility; and 167 complaints related
to "other misuse of authority". The "Administration matters" category received only
36 complants.
The total of 1 203 complaints indicates the basis for the decline in confidence in the
police. When the Parliamentary Commissioner gave his report to the Parliament earlier
this year, the Press reported that public confidence had hit rock bottom. The Sunday
Times said that the Ombudsman had a wide range of briefs covering all state
departments, including authorities such as SECWA and Homeswesr, but most complaints
were about the police. This related to the incidents involving the embattled Police Force,
but I will not go through the list. The Ombudsman was quoted as making a particular
comment at the time the repont was tabled. He said that be wanted to reassure the public
that although the confidence in the Police Force was near rock bottom, checks and
balances were in place. In recent years the WA police had suffered a series of
embarrassing incidents which had eroded public confidence.
The: second explanation for the decline in public confidence is the series of well
documented cases which have appeared in the media. The press reports of the last six
months - I was going to say 12 months, but that is not necessary - indicate an
unbelievable litany of incidents. I refer to only a selection of media comment during that
time. In June alone, and the month is not yet finished, we have "Death crash officer faces
drink charges". This refers to a police officer being cleared of wrongdoing in a fatal
traffic accident which occurred after he spent several hours drinking in the Marble Bar
Hotel, but having to face court later this week on a charge of drink-driving in Perth on
Sunday.
The next article is headed "Police destroyed bug tapes" and refers to the bugging of the
office of former Wanneroo mayor, Dr Wayne Bradshaw, and the fact that the transcript
of these tapes has been destroyed -
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: As they are required to do.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: I was not suggesting otherwise. Another article, of 13 June, is
headed "Police on perjury charge" and reads -

Two detectives have been charged with perjury after a man was acquitted of drug
charges last year.

The 10 June "Aboriginal quits 'racist' police" article reads -

One of WA's longest-serving senior Aboriginal policemen quit yesterday,
branding the force Australia's most racist.
Gerry Collard, who reached the rank of sergeant after more than 23 years service,
said that racism had become entrenched among the State's 4 000 police.
"As I look back now, I feel ashamed of myself for having stayed for 23 years
working with people that are mainly a racist organisation", he said.
"I'm embarrassed now when I look back and consider that I enjoyed my work as a
police officer'.
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Police are investigating claims that an officer defecated in Mr Collard's cup
during a recent send-off party at the Central Law Courts detention cen.

Hon NY. Moore: Did he say that those problems began in February last year?
Hon J.A. COWDELL: I am not saying that that is the case at all.
Bon N.F. Moore: I am pleased that you acknowledge that these problems have been
around for a long time.
Hon I.A. COWDELL: They are not problems of 16 months' duration.
Hon NE. Moore: I am pleased to hear it.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Another article, of 15 June, read -

A detective has been accused of breakting a suspect's arm during questioning.
The officer, believed to be from the Motor Task Force, has been suspended from
duty.

These few choice incidents were reported only this month, which is not yet complete.
We can go back further. On 27 May The West Australian reported "Gem theft claims jolt
for top police". This related to the Argyle diamond thefts. Another article, headed
"Crack police hit by internal probe", reads -

An internal WA police inquiry is scathing of one of the force's crack units - the
armed robbery squad - which came into disrepute after last year's notorious
Sinatra's tavern affair.
A confidential report questions the squad's supervision and discipline and
suggests officers did as they pleased without consulting supervisors.

A further headline, "Policeman faces tial", was followed by -

A traffic policeman alleged to have heated a friend's blood sample in a
microwave oven will face a District Court trial in August.

Still in May, the following appeared in the Press -

Police stonewall on Sinatra's probe
WA police are stonewalling on key questions outstanding since the controversial
Sinatra's affair in September last year.

A further headline in May was "Assault victim considers legal action against police", and
that related to June Stack. A further article stated -

Police woes grow with on-air abuse
Morale in the WA Police Force is so low that several junior officers openly
abused an inspector over the twa-way radio during an emergency on Thursday.
The officers abused the VKI radio duty inspector after he called off a high-speed
chase despite pleas from one officer that the driver of a stolen car they were
chasing would kill someone if he was not stopped.

All of that occurred in May. I go back earlier still to a section of The West Australian
devoted to "State of play with internal investigations" in the Police Force. It is incredible
that a newspaper should present a column giving the public an up to date reference on
internal investigations. In April the following appeared -

Woman urges theft probe
A woman has called for a police internal investigation to be re-opened into claims
that detectives stole $4000 from her home during a drugs raid.

The headline "Police pmobe assault claim" referred to another internal investigation into
an incident that occurred after a netball game. A further article appeared as follows -

TRO man to appear on assault charge
Tactical response group officer Dan Donegan will appear in court next month on
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a charge of assault occasioning bodily harm - which carries a maximum penalty
of three years jail.
Const. Donegan is alleged to have head-butted a fellow officer at a nightclub.

That newspaper report contained details of the 1110 assault on uniformed officers. The
editorial in The West Australian on 13 April has the heading 'TRG takes on the law".
The editorial stated -

Once again, an unsavoury incident involving police officers has brought discredit
to die WA police force.
The brawl between tactical response group officers and bouncers at a Perth night
spot ...

The following report also appeared under die heading "Detective pleads guilty" -

An off-duty detective caught driving a police car under die influence of alcohol

These become die least serious of die charges as one gets used to die run of die mill
drunk driving charges against police officers, on or off duty. A further headline included
"Gun find at officer's home" -

One of 12 shotguns stolen from a Balcatta gun shop was seized in a raid on a
Scarborough house occupied by a policeman.

In March the headline "Officers in drink-drive cases" referred to two more drink-driving
cases. A further editorial in March under the heading "Side-stepping the law" stated -

Magistrate Deborah Benneic-Borlase spoke for most West Australians yesterday
when she said we get the police force we deserve.
She made the statement in her frustration that one of the officers involved in the
notorious Sinatra's Tavern affair was going to evade a charge of driving under the
influence.

A further headline was "Orphan arrested after police raid"'. Under that headline was a
graphic description of a raid on someone's home at 4.30 in the morning to answer
outstanding warrants. Those warrants had been issued 20 years ago for assault and
stealing charges. A further headline screamed "Publican tells of police assault". This
incident occurred in Bunbury.
The media has brought to our attention in the Last six months a litany of events that have
contributed to die demise of public confidence in our force. That is not to revisit those
stories of an ongoing nature. We are all aware of the Mickelberg saga, die ongoing
questions of whether justice has been done with respect to die Dethridge lockup inquiry,
Stephen Wardle, and a range of other cases. Of course, the stories are not confined to the
general Press. I read the latest copy of The Western Teacher which contained a graphic
description of the charging and public pillorying of one of the members of that union -
the outcome of which was "Sex case thrown out of court". The article stated -

Phil Burrows will never be the same, but each day his emotional condition
improves slightly. A little under three months ago, Perth Magistrate Deborah
Benneti-Borlase threw charges of child sexual abuse against Phil out of court.
The Police handling and investigation of the case angered the Magistrate and she
was scathing in her criticism of them.

Then follows a detailed examination of die processes involved which led to the charges.
Information has been presented to Parliament in recent times that may be of concern with
respect to the number of bugging applications, or bugs that have been utilised, by die
police. No doubt, the committee headed by Hon Derrick Tomlinson will in due course
assess similar mailers that may have been brought to its attention.
Very clearly we are now at the crossroads with respect to the future of our Police Force
and public confidence in it. An air of expectation comes with the new commissioner.
This was captured fairly clearly in die editorial in The West Australian on 14 June -
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The appointnent of an outsider as WA's police commissioner is an essential step
in the critical struggle to put right a dispirited and problem-riddled force.
Victorian Bob Falconer will provide bard-beaded leadership and a clean break
with the past. A professional policeman with a no-nonsense reputation and an
impressive record of achievement in Victoria, Nfr Falconer has sound credentials
to take over from Brian Bull.
Mr Falconer's appointment brings a new broom to WA. He will take up the job
free of any ingrained biases or professional and personal alliances that might
handicap efforts to tackle the growing police problems.
Those problems include failing discipline, declining morale, the need to make the
most of stretcbed resources of manpower and equipment and the insidious and
ever-present threat of internal corruption. The catalogue of incidents reflecting
breakdowns in each of these areas has reached alarming proportions.
Although the Court Government will be criticised for not appointing a West
Australian, the problems in the force are serious enough and so well entrenched to
warrant the move.

This mood of being at the crossroads was captured by a number of articles, one under the
heading "By-the-book chief to tackle tattered image", and a summary of the sorts of items
brought to our attention by the media in recent times. One headline was "Punch-drunk
force sets big challenge", a comparison with the time of Ray Whitrod's appointment to
the Police Force in Queensland. Further headlines were "Outsider takes over embattled
police" and "Bull: I gave it my best shot". We are clearly at a crossroads now with
respect to the need to take definite action to restore the reputation of the Western
Australia Police Force. Action is required. The police cannot expect more funds at the
expense of health, education, or transport, or out of taxpayers' pockets, until a reform
package has been put together. Police should not expect more powers until they
demonstrate that they can properly exercise their present powers. I refer to recent
requests for increased powers to use listening devices and so on that have been brought to
this Parliament. T1he Police Force must be seen to be free of any manipulation, whether it
be politically or commercially inspired. In this regard I bring to the attention of the
House the question of private sponsorship of the Police Force.
We realise the growing importance of private commercial sponsorship of the Police
Force. We are not saying that this will provide the extra 800 officers that the force is
looking for, but it certainly fills deficiencies in the provision of support services for the
police. The Commissioner of Police in Western Australia, and the commissioners
generally, at the last meeting of Australian commissioners in March, came out with a
firm policy on non-expansion of sponsorship into operational areas. The idea that was
presented in the media at the time was of the police appearing with the name of their
sponsor - the State Government Insurance Office or the FAI Insurance Group - on their
uniforms as a means of keeping the force going and providing much needed resources.
That was dismissed, quite rightly, as not a serious level of sponsorship that any Police
Force would be looking at. I do note, however, an expansion in sponsorship in what are
called the soft or non-operational areas. There appears to have been no problem in this
regard so far. All of us will be aware of examples such as the police helicopter, which
has been supported by various commercial sponsors; the dog squad, which I understand
is supported by FAI; various private support for the motor cycle section; the supply of
computers and the provision of cars for community policing. Members will be aware of
one recent newspaper article which was headed "Free car fleet provides tonic in difficult
times". That referred to a rather impressive gift of 70 Toyota Canrys to bolster the
community policing fleet of vehicles.
We have had in recent times a record of growing commercial sponsorship of the police
providing much needed resources. The police have put into place various policies for
ensuring that that sponsorship is carefully considered and is not inappropriate. The
Police Department's guideline No 7 refers to sponsorship and states -
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Ali occurrences are to be documented giving full details together with any
proposals for consideration. Care must be taken to ensure that association with a
sponsor/donor to their organisation is not likely to damage or compromise the
image or standing of the Department. The following factors should be
considered:
a) the history and reputation of the sponsor,
b,) the legitimacy and ethical standing of the sponsor and/or sponsor's

business, and
c) the potential for conflict of interest between the sponsor's activities, or the

activities of their organisation, and Department objectives.
Guideline No 8 states -

All sponsors are to be discretely vetted. Their motivation for involvement, if
known, together with the factors listed under Procedure 7 are to be included in the
vetting process.

This clearly indicates that the WA Police Force is aware of the possibility of problems in
sponsorship. Similarly, the police commissioners at their March meeting were also
aware of those issues and the need to handle the area of private sponsorship with a great
deal of care. As I have said, there can be dangers with private sponsorship. Those
dangers may be exemplified in the Custom Fleet sponsorship of the WA Police Force.
Earlier I referred to the newspaper article about the 70 Toyota Carnrys provided to the
community policing fleet. Custom Fleet, a vehicle management company which is part
of die National Australia Bank, paid for the vehicles. The article refers to the manager of
the Custom Fleet in Western Australia. It states -

Mr Bevan said it was hoped that all 70 vehicles would be replaced after two years
and the sponsorship would be on-going. .. .

"We have funded the vehicles, we have paid for them and at the end of the day
that comes to about $1.7 million."

That is an extraordinary act of generosity; an act seemingly unique to Western Australia.
let us remember the resolution of the police commissioners' conference that sponsorship
should be based on clearly articulated policies and practices that address accountability,
integrity and conflict of interest issues.
Hon George Cash: Are you suggesting that with the 70 Cainrys the policy was not
followed?
Hon J.A. COWDELL: I will proceed if the Leader of the House will let me follow the
line which I am just starting. This act of corporate sponsorship of extraordinary
generosity was an act by the last remaining division of Custom Credit Corporation Ltd, a
company of unsavoury reputation, but nevertheless a wholly owned subsidiary of the
National Australia Bank. Many members opposite will probably be awart of some of the
more unsavoury aspects of Custom Credit through the denunciations of that company in
the Federal Parliament by Liberal Senator Ian Campbell. The situation can be verified by
some of the recent court findings in other States such as Custom Credit losing its licence
to operate in Victoria under the Credit Licensing Authority and its being asked to repay
to former holders of loans $90m in interest that should have been paid. The consumer
service in Victoria managed to compile a list of 80 or 90 reasons why the licence of
Custom Credit should be cancelled in that state; and it was. Custom Credit is a shell
company now, so we must ask a question of Custom Fleet, the sponsor. Could there have
been a conflict of interest, particularly when the WA fraud squad has been investigating
former senior officers of Custom Credit in Western Australia over the past three and a
half years, and has subsequently laid charges?
Hon I.D. MacLean: Are you suggesting it is a form of bribe?
Hon J.A. COWDELL: If the member listens to what I say, he will hear what I say.
I am raising the question of whether there might be a conflict of interest with respect to
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commercial sponsorship of the Western Australia Police Force. Custom Fleet, a
subsidiary of Custom Credit, is providing substantial sponsorship, and the National
Australia Bank, the parent company of Custom Credit, stands to make millions of dollars
in insurance claims if charges against former senior officers of Custom Credit are
proceeded with and can be made to stand up. This company, of course, currently is by
far the major private sponsor of the WA Police Force, so the following questions must be
answered in order to reassure the Western Australian community on this particular aspect
of the operation of our Police Force. I am not saying this is the only aspect. Is the
National Australia Bank, through Custom Credit, sponsoring the WA Police Force with
an ulterior motive in mind?
Hon George Cash: Do you think that is the case?
Hon J.A. COWDELL: I am asking the question. I ant not stating an opinion.
Hon George Cash: But do you have an opinion on it?
Hon J.A. CQWDELL: The Police Force must answer these questions to be satisfied that
there is no conflict of interest but -

I-on George Cash: You seem, by implication, to be suggesting there is an ulterior
motive.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: - I will proceed with these things that die Police Force must be
satisfied of, to make sure that this is a legitimate exercise and that there is no conflict of
interest in receiving this sponsorship.
Hon George Cash: We happen to agree with your comments in that regard.
Hon LA. COWDELL: Is it true that Custom Fleet vehicles have been provided to
officers of the WA fraud squad while investigating Custom Credit cases? Is it true that
these vehicles have been wholly maintained by Custom Fleet and made available to
officers on a 24 hour basis, thus allowing private use as well? Is it a fact that Custom
Fleet's $1.7m exercise in philanthropy is unique to the WA Police Force and that no
similar sponsorship has been undertaken in other states? Is it tute that officers of the WA
fraud squad determined that there was insufficient evidence to pursue former senior
officers of Custom Credit in Western Australia, but subsequently changed their minds on
this matter? Is it true that former senior officers of Custom Credit in Western Australia
have been selectively targeted? Is it usual that former officers of Custom Credit are now
to be charged with conspiracy when the time limit for substantive charges under the
Criminal Code has expired?
I understand also that charges have been laid against a number of former clients of
Custom Credit. Is it true that the mere laying of charges against former Custom Credit
clients has disrupted civil suits by those clients against Custom Credit in liquidation?
People must have confidence in the processes of the WA Police Force before charges are
laid. They must have confidence that there is no conflict of interest with respect to the
most significant private sponsorship of the Police Force by the last remaining wing of
Custom Credit. A further question must be asked: Is Wanneroo MLA Wayde Smith
being protected from further scrutiny with respect to aspects of his business dealings?
The relevant questions that arise out of the Custom Credit case are these: Did the manner
of charging former Custom Credit loan officers lead to the reciprocal charging of former
clients? Is it true that Mr Smith was a client of the only senior loans officer of Custom
Credit not charged? Would further investigation leave Mr Smith open to charges of
conspiracy to commit an indictable offence, conspiracy to pay a secret commission,
conspiracy to defraud, and theft, as was the case with customers of other senior loans
officers of Custom Credit? Would it at least lead to examination in open court of the
financial dealings of Mr Smith? The people of Western Australia must be assured that
there is no illegal activity in relation to the hundreds of thousands of dollars borrowed by
Wayde Smith from Custom Credit, under circumstances that appear no different from
those of clients who have been charged.
I raise these matters to address the grave concerns of the Custom Credit Action Group. I
raise these matters so that the new Commissioner of Police may reassure the public that
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private commercial sponsorship has not corrupted our Police Force in any way. The
commissioner must know that he can rely on the Western Australian community and its
institutions for support. I refer in particular to the media; Parliament, its committees; the
Parliamentary Commissioner; the Executive and the judiciary. The police must earn and
maintain the trust of the community, which raises the necessity of bringing before
Parliament causes for concern so that any potential conflict, concerns or perceptions in
the public Mhind that reflect on the reputation of the Police Force may be allayed and dealt
with.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [4.17 pm]: Hon
John Cowdell has raised a number of interesting issues in addressing his motion. His
intention is to have the House adjourn until 9.00 ani on 25 December 1994 for the
purpose of - and these are the important words - discussing the urgent need to restore
public confidence in operational areas of the Western Australia Police Force. On the face
of it, one would have expected Hon John Cowdell to be able to go into great detail on the
alleged lack of confidence by the people of Western Australia in the general operations of
the Police Force. He has not tried to do that. In his final comments it was obvious that
he was using this opportunity to raise certain matters in respect of the activities of
Custom Credit, a subsidiary of the National Australia Bank, which has apparently
provided the Police Force with 70 Toyota Camnry cars for community policing. He
acknowledged the generous contribution by Custom Credit, but implied that there may be
some conflict of interest in that Custom Credit saw fit to hand over those cars to the
Police Force.
I will generally summarise my understanding of the debate because I will run out of time
in my response. Hon John Cowdeil began his speech by referring to several articles
published in various newspapers that claimed, in general terms, that the police were
battling to keep up with crime. Crime is an emotive issue. It will always guarantee a
headline. As I made my notes, I asked: Is Hon John Cowdell referring to the past 12
months or so that the coalition Government has been in office or does he intend his
comments to refer to a time prior to February 1993? By way of interjection, he was
asked whether he believed that some of the difficulties that he said were perceived by the
community about the Police Force were limited just to this Government's time in office.
I was pleased when he at least acknowledged that any claims that the police were battling
to keep up with crime were not designed to refer just to the past 12 months or so. When
Mr Cowdell was prepared to admit that. I was required to strike out that part of my notes
that accused him of being hypocritical in the extreme.
He then listed a litany of events in which he tried to paint the Police Force as some sont
of sinister operation that should not enjoy the confidence of the public. I say again that
any activities that involve police officers in Western Australia, particularly at this stage,
will always enjoy a headline in the newspapers. One thing that I have learnt since being
a member of this place is that the headline, in itself, does not necessarily prove the guilt
or otherwise of the people and events that are mentioned in the report. We have seen
some very emotive reporting over a period. In respect of some of the incidents in which
police officers have been involved, the media have gone overboard in wanting to play up
the fact that yet another incident has involved a police officer.
There are more than 4 000 police officers in Western Australia. If we were to judge from
the number of lines that they got in the Press over a period, it could be fairly stated that
99.9 per cent of the police officers are people who are well respected in the community,
who get on with their job and who want to continue to be able to serve their community.
It is true, and it is acknowledged by senior ranks in the Police Force, that there will
always be occasions when one or two people within the Police Force of 4 000 will bring
the force into disrepute. That can be said of any organisation which has a considerable
number of people. It can equally be said of members of Parliament, who in Western
Austr-alia number only 91.
After Hon John Cowdell had concentrated on some of the negative aspects of the Police
Force, he went on to state that we were now at the crossroads. He repeated that on a
number of occasions. However, I anm still unsure of what he meant by that terminology
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because he did not expand on that comment, He then decided that he should change tack
and raise the issue of sponsorship. He referred to corporate sponsorship of the police
helicopter, the dog squad, and the motorcycle division, although I ant unsure of what he
was alluding to in that latter instance. He talked about 70 cars for community policing
provided by Custom Credit Corporation Ltd. He acknowledged that sponsorship
guidelines were in place in Western Australia, and mentioned in particular guideline No
7. If this guideline were in place, we would expect that it would be adhered to by the
Police Force. As Hon John Cowdell has just raised that issue in the House, I am unable
to respond at this stage. However, 1 will make some inquiries overnight so that tomorrow
when I continue my comments on this issue I will be able to deal with that matter.
My concern is that Hon John Cowdell is suggesting that because Custom Credit provided
the Police Force with 70 cars for community policing, because Custom Credit was, or is,
a subsidiary of the National Australia Bank, and because certain officers of Custom
Credit are being investigated, or have been charged, in respect of unspecified matters, by
implication there is something wrong with the apparently generous gift of those vehicles
to the Police Force. At no time did Hon John Cowdell provide any information or
evidence whatsoever to sustain the implication which he was so ready to make on so
many occasions during his speech. However, he has raised matters which require further
investigation. That is his right in this place. As I have said, I will endeavour to seek
further information about that matter overnight. I will not, as Hon John Cowdell
suggested, wait for the new commissioner, Mr Falconer, to arrive in Western Australia on
11I July to cake up his appointment to get an assurance from the Police Force that
everything is above board.
I am advised that Custom Credit closed its operations in Western Australia two years
ago, that the community policing division of our force commenced negotiations with
many vehicle distributors and finance agencies in July 1993 - that is, after Custom Credit
closed in Western Australia - and that a contract was signed with Custom Fleet, a wholly
owned subsidiary of the National Australia Bank, on 11I November 1993. Custom Fleet
provided a commercial rate; that is, the same rate that any other group would have been
given had it approached the company at that time with the intention of purchasing
70 vehicles at a value of approximately $l.7m. I am further advised that the role of
Custom Fleet was to provide funding to the Police Department.
[Debate adjourned, pursuant to Standing Order No 195.]

LAND DRAINAGE AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from 15 June.
HON SAM PIANTADOSI (North Metropolitan) [4.31 pml: The Opposition supports
the Bill, but with some strong reservations. *This Bill seeks to legitimise the
Government' s action of last year to abolish drainage rates in the country as a result of
which it is in something of a bind. The Opposition's difficulty is that the Bill goes only
part of the way towards resolving the problem. The Government has opted to selectively
adopt only part of the recommendations of the Lee report. A government. adviser
admitted to me this morning that this Bill does not solve the problem because
negotiations are continuing with local authorities and communities in order to find a
solution. Interestingly, in response to points raised by the Opposition spokesman on
water resources, Eric Ripper, the Minister in the other place admitted that the Bill
resolves only part of the problem for the Government.
The Minister also said in the other place that he expected to have some answers by about
April next year when the final reports are presented to him. Surely, therefore, the
Government should wait until April to introduce a Bill when the report will be finalised
and the Minister will have the advantage of its recommendations. Obviously many other
people would like to see a Bill introduced that covens the whole package. The Minister
has acknowledged to the Parliament that he is continuing negotiations in order to
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overcome problems. As the Act allows actions to be taken for a specified time, I do not
see why certain actions taken last year under section 96 of the existing Act could not
remain in place until April next year when the Minister will have before him the full
proposal. He should then be able to put forward a Bill that will rectify the whole problem
rather than go part of the way. The Minister also admitted that unless there was
agreement by the various authorities and groups within the area, the drainage debt would
blow out by- approximately $3m. The question asked by many people is: Who will pick
up the drainage rates tab for people in the south west? Probably most of the residents in
the metropolitan area who pay drainage rates are subsidising certain groups who are
exempted firom having to pay that charge, especially those who run businesses
throughout those areas and who work their land for profit. As I stated this morning, an
analogy is that of a poor battler in Balga or Girrawbeen who runs a broken down old
Holden and who subsidises a Capel farmer who drives a Mercedes Benz.
Hon Barry House interjected.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: It may hurt, but that is a statement of fact. The person in
Balga has no choice but to pay.
Hon Barry House: Who subsidises the Baiga man's public transport?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The other people in the metropolitan area. If Hon Barry
House wants to go into subsidisation I will canvass that with him; that is not a problem.
'Me issue is that people who utilise the land for profit are being subsidised by others. As
an accountant the Minister for Finance knows very well that whatever charges country
people pay in order to achieve that profit are offset by tax relief. People within the
metropolitan area cannot offset their drainage costs through tax relief;, yet he is trying to
say that is a fair system.
Hon Barry House: Who removed the drainage rates from the districts in the first place?
Hon Doug Wenn: The Liberal Party in 1977.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: This morning I was told that argument could be used.
Several members interjected.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Now someone is saying that although a person made a
mistake in the first instance, it is okay to make a mistake the second time around. Can
we therefore expect this Government to repeat many of the alleged mistakes that
occurred throughout the 1980s?
Hon Barry House: Burke should have been fair and removed it for all of them.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Does Hon Barry House mean all Western Australians,
including metropolitan residents?
Hon Barry House: It would be nice if that were possible.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Mr House wants to eat his cake and have it too. Should the
people in the metropolitan area have their drainage rates removed as well?
Mr President, large sections of the south west are urbanised similarly to the city. The
argument that members from the south west are using is, "Give us the benefit and remove
the impost from the people of the south West. Let the city pay for it." That is basically
what Hon Murray Montgomery is saying. If he is saying anything different, let him get
to his feet and say so. Even Hon Barry House just now alluded to that fact, but he
stopped short when it got to the question of a fair and equitable distribution for
everybody and having the drainage impost removed from the metropolitan area. No
more words came out of his mouth; he stopped suddenly and drew the line. He just
wants it all, part and parcel, for one group. If someone has a business and pays for a
facility, and makes money and a profit just like other businesses in Western Australia that
must pay water rates depending upon how much is used, he should be charged
accordingly. He can offset that cost against his taxation. Much has been said about the
fact that if the land were not drained it would not be able to be used.
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Hon Barry House: Sometimes it was over-drainedL
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I know that as weli. Some have complained that it was over-
drained and that other facilities should be in place. We are talking about a business, and
the reason people do not want land drained is that it is affecting their business. It has
nothing to do with conservation or with any other matter, it gets down strictly to a
business matter. Let Hon Barry House tell me I am wrong. He cannot tell me I amn
wrong. My argument is that if those trees and that land had not been cleared in the firt
place, severe flooding would have occurred only on the odd occasion. The tes in all the
areas where clearing has taken place would have been able to absorb the water. That
land was cleared for profit and those drains were put in place to support those farns. I
agree those facilities should be in place to assist farmers to make a pmofit and generate an
income, but why should I and a lot of other people in Western Australia subsidise a profit
making business when that business can pay that cost and claim it as a deduction,
whereas other people paying for drainage, like me and all the people in metropolitan
Perth who face that impost, are not allowed to claim for it? Many years ago there were
many areas in Perth, Mr President, as you will recall better than I, which were under
water. I remember when I first came to Perth a drainage system was installed in areas in
the north eastern corridor to drain suburbs like Morley and Innaloo. Housing went in, as
it was the only way to develop the land. I guess the same applies to developing farm
land, those drains were put in to assist.
A Government member interjected.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: If Hon Murray Montgomery wants to make a point -
Hon E.J. Charlton: He is trying to help you.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: He is no help at all. He is just looking after his maces, trying
to save them a bob or two so they can go out and buy another Mercedes.
Hon Murray Montgomery: Not like you.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I do not own a Mercedes.
Hon Murray Montgomery: Why bring it into the argument?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Is the member denying the fact that a lot of those farmers
drive Mercedes?
Hon Murray Montgomery: No.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The member is not denying it. I am glad he is being honest
for once.
It is the same reason the drainage system was put into metropolitan Perth - to provide a
service and a facility for people which they pay for. I believe where that facility and
service is being operated and was put into operation to assist a profit making
organisation, the people should bear some of the cost. Perhaps Hon Barry House will
answer the question for me: Last year did his people in the south west pay any drainage
rates at all?
Hon E.J. Charlton: Yes.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Could that be said a little louder?
Hon HiU Charlton: Those who owe it have to pay it.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I am talking about drainage rates that everybody pays; did
they pay last year? He is seeking help from his colleagues.
Hon E.J. Charlton: You are trying to have a go at the people who have not paid.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The member from Tammin cannot get his facts right. The
Opposition hsugetd to the memberintepsthtesoudtckohsow
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that facility like everybody else. At least it assists their living, where they are able to
make a profiL. Many people pay a drainage rate and get no profit from it whatsoever.
The benefit is already there because it assists their business.
Hon Barry House: It has to be worth something to them.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Of course it is. It is keeping their businesses viable.
Hon Barry House: It is preventing residential property from being flooded.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: We are not talking about just residential property, but about
businesses and other areas. The same argument could be made for the metropolitan area.
Those drains are in existence for the same reason. Is the member saying that where
drains exist in those areas those people should be exempt?
Hon Barry House: No. I am saying it should be a fair and equitable system.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: That is all the Opposition is saying, Mr President. The
majority of people in Western Australia pay rates on drainage that they do not use and
which does not affect them. They must still pay that impost. Why should a certain group
of people pay that, when a select few in six areas, as I understand it, are excluded? In
those six areas the majority of people affected are business people. The greater majority
there operate a business. The Minister himself has admitted that this does not go the
whole way to fixing the problem. I agree completely that things like bridges and so on
should be allocated to Main Roads. The Opposition supports that and agrees with it, but
there is still the fair and equitable system that the members in Government talked about,
which is not there. I would like to hear Hon Barry House inform the House as to what he
believes to be a fair and equitable system.
Hon Barry House: I guess CRF.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Who pays that?
Hon Barry House: Everybody.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: They ame just more and more subsidies. If Hon Barry House
will say that people in areas like Kewdale, Wclshpool, Morley and Bassendean, where
there are drains, should all be freed from having to pay that rate, I will support him. He
should get up and say it. and the Opposition will support that conclusion, because it
would be a fair and equitable system.
Hon Barry House: I agree with you.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Then why does the member not say so?
Hon Barry House: I just did.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Why does Hon Barry House not suggest an amendment to his
colleague who is handling the Bill in this place -

Hon Barry House: That may be the final stage of this process.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: - or to the Minister for Water Resources, who is of the same
political persuasion as he, to bring about those changes?
Hon Barry House: He is working towards something like that.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Why does the Government not withdraw the Bill until it
comes up with a proposal that is fair and equitable for everybody? Under section 96 of
the Act the Government can carry on with the same action as it did last year and give
another 12 months to a select group of people, rather than proceed with this legislation - a
hotchpotch which does not fix the problem. However, the Government is still intent on
pursuing the same line. This Bill will protect only a small group of people; it will not do
justice to Western Australians. By the Minister for Water Resource's own admission in
the Legislative Assembly, the Bill still contains flaws. He said that he was still awaiting
reports and hoped to have the final report before him by April next year, another
10 months.
The Minister has also stated that a lot of doubt exists as to whether the local government
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authorities will accept that responsibility. Certainly some sections of the community do
not Want it. The Minister himself admits that problems exist. If this legislation Will not
fix the problem completely, why bring it forward now when the consultations am still
ongoing? The Minister stated that the matter would not be overcome. It is natural that
the additional cost to the system must be borne by the Water Authority. The Minister has
agreed that the subsidies to country areas under WAWA, which from memory stand at
something like $74m, could be blown out by Mnother $3m because of this. That is
another $3m which will go towards the subsidisation of businesses.
Throughout debate on the matter we are told by this Government that many people must
stand on their own two feet; that same subsidies are to be removed. In many cases the
Government has done that, but it has used a special section of the Act to continue to
favour certain businesses. The water allowance to many people in the metropolitan area
was removed, and the allowance no longer exists. The Minister for Finance was
probably one of the decision makers who ensured that the allowance was removed. Why
did the Government not apply that across the board? Why be selective? The
Government says that it is applying certain principles across the board-, however, it seems
that there are the privileged. and then there are those who will not get any benefit of
subsidisation. Some of that 150 kilolits may have been used for business purposes, but
now that opportunity is gone. The drainage subsidy is being given to people who run a
business. Does the Minister have the figures showing what percentage of people within
those regions run businesses? An area comprising 2 500 kmns of drains on every farm,
including those in Mundijong. Waroona, Harvey, Roelands, Busselton and Albany,
covers a lot of businesses.
Hon Max Evans: One problem with people making more profit is that all the extra
profits go to the Federal Government in taxes.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I am sure that Hon Max Evans' party would see a great deal
of that profit. This is probably a backdoor way of raising funds for his own party. The
Minister should consider the group of people the Government is subsidising. It is shades
of Wannerco all over again. There are rural areas in some of the northern suburbs.
Hon John Halden: Eric's interested for the first time.
Hon SAM PIANTADQSI: He probably wants to pick up some of the pointers to put in
drains around Tammin so a few dollars can be collected there for the National Party.
Hon E.J. Charlton: I will get you to collect it.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Not a problem; I am sure I could learn a lot from Hon Erie
Charlton as the enforcer in that region. I do not mind being his apprentice at this stage.
Hon Doug Wenn: The heavies.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: After Phil Lockyer, what can I say?
There are many small businesses over quite a wide area. I consider most of the farms,
whether large or small, as businesses because they would all be able to offset that cost.
Would there be 1 000 businesses throughout that area?
Hon Max Evans: From Mundijong down, many of them subdivide.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Yes, but there are many businesses such as cattle and sheep
properties in Mundijong as well.
Hon Max Evans: You must work out those which are affected by the drainage rates and
those which are not. It is not that simple.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The Minister should consider going back to the Minister
responsible, the Minister for Water Resources, who admitted that problems still exist.
The matters are not being resolved. The Lee report recommended a package. The
legislation was to be introduced as a package; however, that has not occurred. The
Minister for Water Resources admitted in the other place that he could not see the issue
being resolved in the immediate future. He has admitted that after six months in
consultation trying to come to an agreement, the talks are ongoing.
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[Questions without notice taken.]
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I ask the Minister for Finance to consider the
recommendation to withdraw the Bill. The second reading speech referred to fair and
equitable rating. In the other place the Minister for Water Resources, by interjection,
said country people might argue that the wealth of the country keeps the city alive; also,
if country water is proving to be the lifeblood of those in the city, those people believe
the city consumers should pay the country consumers for their water. It is a bit like
eating a cake and having it all.
Hon Max Evans: It's like having your milk and sucking it.
Hon SAM PIANTADQSI: Does the Minister support that too? That is all very good.
Many comments and statements by the Minister in the past, and on this occasion, will
come back to haunt him. People will be reminded of his comments.
Hon Peter Foss: We could say that about your haircut. It could not have been an Italian
hairdresser.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Italian hairdressers are probably more professional than some
of the Minister's Portuguese mates.
Hon Peter Foss: I have been to an Italian hairdresser but I have never had a haircut like
that.
Hon EJ. Charlton: You don't have a head lie that!
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I ant not as conservative or as stiff as Mr Foss.
The Minister for Water Resources also said that it all depends which report people want;
whether they want a package now or in six months. The report recommends that the
legislation be introduced as a package, but rather than a package deal we have given
some candy to people. No way in the world will the Government be able to ask people to
accept other conditions or costs when they already have what they wanted in the first
instance - a zero raring on their properties. Even the Minister for Water Resources
accepts that it will be a struggle to convince local government and the people to accept
the Government's recommendations. Thie Minister for Water Resources further said that
if the Water Authority were to find another way -

The PRESIDENT: Order! When I call for order, it means that members should stop
what they are doing. I hope that the member is not alluding to debate in the Legislative
Assembly.
Hon SAM PJANTADOSI: No, Mr President.
The PRESIDENT: If you are, it is out of order.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The Lee report recommended a total package, but that has not
occurred. Now the onus is being put on the Water Authority to become a sound manager
to try to recoup some of the costs. The aim is to try to have local authorities accept their
responsibilities, and the Minister for Water Resources has acknowledged publicly that it
may be beyond his control, in the light of the provision of zero ratings. There is no
reason for the people in the region to accept any other consideration in regard to the
package. The weapon in the Minister's armoury has been discharged, and there is no
way he can retrieve the situation.
T1his. legislation will not overcome the problem that exists with drainage ratings. The
preferred option would be for the Minister - and he has admitted this - to wait until April
next year when he receives another report on what can be done. I urge the Minister for
Finance to take those comments on board and to put to the Minister for Water Resources
the possibility of withdrawing this Bill until those other matters have been addzcs;s.-
The Opposition generally supports the Bill but we have some reservations becau se it does
not address the thrust of the Lee report. It is not a fair and equitable proposal.
HON DOUG WENN (South West) [5.47 pm]: I support the Bill but I have some
concerns about it. The Bill puts the cart before the horse because the second reading
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speech states that only a part of the Lece report relating to the abolition of drainage rates
has been implemented. I support that move, as I did when in government. At that stage I
insisted that a number of people should receive a zero rating but I was not successful
even though many people came to Perth to meet the Minister and debate the issue. The
non-implementationt of die remainder of the recommendations of the Lee report concerns
me, particularly when the Minister has offered control of the drainage system to die
shires and councils. Perhaps the Minister for Finance can indicate how much
consultation has occurred with die local government authorities, particularly those in the
areas affected.
I am concerned that the second reading speech states that the shires and councils are
under no obligation to take over the maintenance of the drains and so on, whether large
or small. We are all aware of the law of gravity. Rain runs downhill, and the flow begins
as a small creek, which does not affect farmers dramatically. However, by the time it
reaches the bottom of the hill it can have catastrophic consequences in country towns.
That is the reason I amn concerned about councils taking over the drainage systems. Some
financial impact will be involved in the maintenance of drains, large or small, and my
concern is that the impact will be felt by the town ratepayers. A different rating system
applies to fanms and local suburbs. Perhaps the Minister can point out the financial effect
in that regard.
The report also recommended that legislation be introduced into this place to provide for
that transfer and that a task force be appointed to prepare for the transfer of that
responsibility. Nowhere does the report say that that had been done. That is why I said
at the outset that the introduction of this legislation now is putting the cart before the
horse. I suggest to the Minister very strongly that he not necessarily withdraw the Bill
but delay it until he has the opportunity to introduce the other legislation into this place
so that those Bills can be dealt with cognately.
We on this side of the House and many others would be happier with that procedure
because we would then have some idea about what die local government authorities, the
councils and shires, will be responsible for. I am pretty sure that they, too, would like to
know what is intended. Where is the other legislation? When will it be introduced? Has
the task force been considered and, if so, when will it be set up? There are 18 419
drainage customers in country areas who will be exempted from the rate. Obviously the
responsibility will be shifted elsewhere.
Hon Max Evans: What do you mean, for finance or for drainage?
Hon DOUG WENN: I mean drainage. I am talking about drainage and I will come to
the finance issues in a moment. I say, once again, that the introductdon of this legislation
now is putting the cart before the honse. I suggest very strongly to the Minister that the
Bill not be withdrawn - it is a good Dill and I will support it - but that the other legislation
be enacted, if not before this legislation is finalised, then at the same time.
Another concern is finance. Hon Sam Piantadosi spoke about cross-subsidies. In this
day and age we axe all subsidised in some way or other.
Hon Max Evans: Hon Kim Chance put this well the other night when he talked about
cross-subsidisation. in 1985. The then government put in subsidisation of about $35m a
year to country areas which is now being absorbed by WAWA.
Hon DOUG WENN: I read that in the report, too; but I will not go through it now. The
second paragraph of the second reading speech says -

All other aspects of the Land Drainage Act will remain in place which will allow
the Water Authority to continue the operation and maintenance of the country
drainage systems in the six districts for the time being.

I am concerned with the part that states -

Actions in progress to collect rates duc prior to 1 July 1993 will also be
unaffected.

Those 18 419 drainage customers will be affected by this legislation. How many of those
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people - quite a number of these people are from the Vasse, Busselion and Capel areas -
by way of protest have refused to pay their rates? How much do those outstanding rates
amount to? The second reading speech states that where the local councils and shires do
not pick up dhe rating and the maintenance, that obligation will fall back onto the Water
Authority. The Water Authority is already carrying a fairly large debt. I wonder what
impact die non-collection of the outstanding rates, particularly from those who have
refused to pay, will have on the debt. What will be the extent of future borrowings, if
any, required to maintain the drains? If there is already a debt -

Hon Max Evans: The drainage debt got taken over a couple of years ago, perhaps in
1991 or 1992, by WAWA during your government's term and it is absorbing the interest
costs. The debt was about $200n, and the interest of about $25m a year had to be picked
up by the Water Authority. It is looking only at the operating costs of about $3m a year.
It is a question of which authority will pick up that amount, whether WAWA has to wear
it or whether it will be picked up by the others.
Hon DOUG WENN: It comes down to which authority will pick up the financial
responsibility. If it is the local governments, it will impact on the local country residents
who will be charged rates in the future.
Hon Max Evans: That is what we are talking about now.
Hon DOUG WENN: I also notice in the second reading speech that no responsibility has
been negotiated with the local councils for the proposed new obligations. It does not
seem to be very sound practice to hand over all of the benefits to the people and then go
back to them to persuade them to accept the obligation that has been recommended as
part of the overall package. The Government has said, "You will", without any
negotiation. I wonder whether the councils and shires have done a costing of what they
will be hit with when given this new responsibility. I will not take up the time of the
House any further, because most of the relevant points were made by Hon Sam
Piarnadosi, and some of my colleagues would like to speak on the Bill, as do some
government members. The introduction of this and the other piece of legislation has
been done the wrong way around. We should bring in the other legislation before this
Bill is finalised. I would be very happy to support the proposal that we deal with those
Bills cognately. I support the Bill but I have grave concerns that die other Bill is not
being introduced at this time.
HON MURRAY MONTGOMERY (South West) (5.57 pm]: I support this Bill, quite
unashamedly. Given that most of the drainage rates will be abolished in my electorate, I
should be supporting the Bill and should have been fighting for the abolition of these
rates. Hon Sam Piantadosi should also fight for what he believes would be an ideal
situation for those in his electorate.
Hon Bob Thomas: But he did.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: I did not say otherwise. I am arguing that he should
support his electorate and try to get rid of the rates levied in North Metropolitan Region.
I have no problems with that. However, this legislation will abolish the drainage rates in
the south west. It comes back to the Lee report recommendations made in 1987. In the
intervening seven years none of those recommendations was implemented. At least with
this legislation we are now dealing with that part of the recommendations in both of the
previous reports which suggested that the way in which rates were levied should be
addressed.

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7-30pm
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: Before the dinner suspension I was referring to the
Lee report and its recommendations. It is important to examine history a little to see
when the drainage system started - it certainly started long before my time.
Hon Sam Piantadosi interjected.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: It depends how old one is.
Several members interjected.
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Hon P.R. Lightfoot: We have been through a few summers.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: The drainage programs began in the 1920s and
1M30, in areas such as the south coast. In the removal of the drainage rate levy
consideration was given firstly to employment and, secondly, to areas being able to
produce food. People forget that the effect of no drainage rates on areas will be a
reduction in the cost of food. Therefore, it boils down to who is subsidising whom. The
cheaper farmers can produce food, the cheaper it is to buy it. Obviously the metropolitan
population must have food to eat, and it does not produce its own food; it comes from the
country. I have no problems with farmers making a profit.
The area of Vasse was mentioned and it was said that if there was no drainage in the
fanning community, it would not greatly affect the farmers. Although farmers may be
quite happy to see drainage not continue in the fanning community, lack of drainage will
affect the town of Busselton. Proper drainage ensures that the town is not subject to
flooding.
Hon Sarn Piantadosi: The same goes for half the metropolitan area of Perth.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: Hon Sam Piantadosi had his opportunity to speak
about Perth and he has given us the facts relating to his electorate. I accept that. I am
giving him the facts and the position of the south west. That is all I am interested in at
this stage.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Profit.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: I said I was not scared to support farmers making a
profit. When farmers make a profit the community benefits and if drainage rates are
abolished in their area that is fine.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: While some other sections of the community pay for it.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: Maybe Mr Piantadosi has forgotten how to listen. I
said earlier that the population in North Metropolitan Region will benefit from abolished
drainage rates by paying cheaper prices for food. It is a matter of degree as to whether
one can buy cheap food, or be able to produce cheap food in the areas in which the
Government has bitten the bullet, hut concerning which the previous government would
not take action. It had the opportunity but it reneged, it forgot to implement that part of
the Lee report. I am not saying that the recommendation to alleviate drainage rates for
other areas in the community should not be implemented. I am saying that this is a start;
at least the Government has taken the initiative. I support the Bill.
HON BOB THOMAS (South West) r7.35 pm]: Hon Sam Piantadosi left this House
in no doubt that the Opposition supports this Bill. Hon Doug Wenn followed up and
reinforced that view quite well. I reiterate that the Opposition supports this Bill, but I
have some reservations about some aspects Of it.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Members will come to order. They are totally disregarding
basic rules of this place. I suggest Hon Tom Helm either sit in his own seat or not come
into the place. His wandering around leaning over the backs of the benches is out of
order.
Hon BOB THOMAS: I support this Bill for a number of reasons; first because I
represent South West Region and the benefits from farmers having their rates abolished
will flow to mny constituents and to the farners. In turn, the benefits will flow to
communities I represent and also to people who will be employed by the farmers. As
Hon Murray Montgomery has indicated, I hope that will flow on to consumers in the area
through cheaper food, though I am yet to be convinced that will happen.
Hon John Halden: It rarely does.
Hon BOB THOMAS: However, the Bill is deficient in a number of ways: First, I do not
think it goes far enough. As members who have read the Bill can see, aUl it does in one
page is abolish those rates which are levied on landowners in the Albany, Busselton,
Waroona, Harvey, Mundijong and Roelands drainage districts. It should have gone
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further and indicated - if not in the Bill then in the second reading speech - how the
Water Authority will accommodate the reduction in revenue. We are talking about a
significant amount of money being taken out of die Water Authority's revenue. If every
country landowner who is affected pays rates, they collectively pay about $1.38m in
rates. Earlier today one of the Water Authority representatives who is here tonight
indicated to me chat about 150 landowners in chose six districts have not paid their rates
and a cumulative amount of about $750 000 is owing in back rates. It is obvious,
therefore, chat even if landowners were to pay all those races, a significant amount of
money would come out of Water Authority revenue. The Water Authority collects about
$17m a year in revenue for drainage; therefore we are talking about 10 per cent of its
revenue.
The Water Authority should meet chat out of its own revenue and no drainage races
should be levied on any landowner. The Water Authority has a system of
cross-subsidisation for country operations. There is a cross-subsidy from businesses to
consumers in the metropolitan area, and in turn that cross-subsidy goes to both businesses
and private consumers in die country. The Water Authority does that because in our
system of government we believe theme should be some equity and fairness. Owing to the
economies of scale, the Water Authority is able to provide its services to consumers in
die metropolitan area at a lower unit cost than it can to country consumers. Therefore, it
is fair and equitable to cross-subsidise country consumers. We should take that one step
further and say that all consumers of drainage services, irrespective of whether they are
in the metropolitan area or the country area, should be subsidised out of the more
profitable areas of the Water Authority's operations. Hon Sam Piancadosi and I are on
the same wavelength, although we probably use different analogies. I certainly would
not use the analogy of beat-up HQ Holdens in Balga versus Mercedes in the farming
districts.
Hon E.J. Chariton: He is just political; he is not fair minded like you.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Sometimes I wonder about the relevance of the Minister for
Transport's interjections.
That is one aspect of the Bill the Government should have been up-front about. It should
have indicated in the second reading speech at least how it will accommodate the revenue
forgone now that it is abolishing the drainage fees in those six country drainage districts.
The Bill is also premature because in the second reading speech die Government draws
on a number of reports prepared in the past on this issue, including the Malcolm Lee
report which was undertaken in 1987. That report recommended that drainage fees be
abolished. At page 207 its first recommendation states -

..that die existing system of drainage rating in country drainage districts be
abolished and chat the Authority be responsible for operating major drains and
structures in country drainage schemes and that the capital and operating costs
thereof be borne by the Authority ...

I agree with that. The report then makes another 16 or 17 recommendations, not one of
which is addressed in the second reading speech. All we have is an oblique reference to
the fact that the Government will address that issue in the future. The Government
should have brought into the House a total package and addressed all the other
recommendations in die Lee report and, in particular, the issue of how the Government
would make up diat revenue shortfall. A number of other recommendations in chat report
are significant. For instance, one refers to the establishment of local district committees
to make policy and report to government on drainage issues. It states that the committee
should consist of six people - one from the Department of Agriculture, one from the
Water Authority, one from the local shire council in that area, and three local
representatives. Nowhere in die Bill does the Government address that significant
recommendation.
A stack of other recommendations should also have been addressed. For example,
recommendation 2 states that responsibility for minor drains should be transferred from
the authority to the respective shires. If that occurs a whole host of problems must be
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addressed. Significant capital costs are involved in maintaining many of those minor
drains. Significant costs will be incurred by the local authorities if responsibility for
maintaining the bridges over and culverts under many of those drains is transferred to
them. We must determine bow those local authorities will be able to meet die cost of
maintaining those assets and providing new assets where necessary. For example, does
the local authrity rate all of the landowners -urbanmandrral - in itsauthority, oris there
some mechanism for financial assistance grants from die Grants Commission? If that
were to be the case, should the Stat Government contribute and increase the value of
financial assistance grants to meet that additional cost?
A significant drain already exists, and there am insufficient funds in the financial
assistance grants scheme. As it is now, local government authorities would like to get
many projects under way but they cannot be funded. The Government should have
addressed that issue before it introduced this Bill. Recommendation 3 of the Lee report
states that drainage districts, including drainage areas in the metropolitan area, should be
abolished. That is a significant recommendation but it was not addressed either in the
Bill or in the second reading speech. Recommendation 4 states that the authority should
retain the overall responsibility for cooperative administration of the system. There is
nothing in the Bill or the second reading speech about that. Recommendations 5 and 6
state that appropriate legislation should be enacted to vest control and management of
minor drains in local authorities and that the authority should establish a register of major
country drains and structures. Nothing in the second reading speech addresses the other
10 or so recommendations of the Lee report, except an oblique reference on page 1752 of
Hansard which stats -

The decision to abolish country drainage razes removes the concerns of many of
the country drainage ratepayers about inequities and racing anomalies so that
consultation with local government and community groups can proceed for the
implementation of these recommendations.

That is a rubbish paragraph. It is silly because local authorities and anybody else who is
affected by this legislation are not necessarily dependent on the abolition of this rating to
negotiate on the rest of the recommendations. The Government should have brought this
together in a total package rather than produce a lopsided pan-package. The Government
also has some double standards on a number of issues, but in particular on the issue we
are addressing tonight. We have heard a number of government members talk at length
about the way they were going to make the government provision of services akin to a
business-. They were going to make it like a private enterprise and were going to
introduce all of the philosophies of private enterprise to make government more efficient.
in this case, the Government is not doing that. It talks continually about making
government more efficient and making government transactions more transparent.
However, nothing could be further from the truth in this Bill because it will abolish
drainage rates in six country drainage districts and will forgo about $1.38m in revenue
but it has not told us how it will make up the revenue or pay for the services which were
previously paid for out of drainage rates.
Hon ES. Charlion: Simply by running the rest of the government more efficiently.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Coming fr-om. the Minister for Transport, that is very difficult to
believe. This issue was addressed in a number of sections of the McCarrey report and I
will read a couple of extracts from that report. On page 151 McCarrey says -

The utilities and construction agencies are also further ahead with the
establishment of "business unitsm or "responsibility centres" which allow a unit's

pefrance to be measured on a commercial or semi-commercial basis. This
dvelopment is essential if units are to be properly accountable for their service

and cost performance.
He is suggesting that these business units should be transparent and the total cost of
providing that service should be reflected in the cost that is charged for that service.
However, the passage of this Bill will mean that the Government will forgo $1.38m in
revenue and the Bill does not provide us with information on how the Government will
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make up the shortfall. In referring to die need for activity costing, McCarey said on
page 152 -

Management initiatives to create a more competitive environment in government
and pursue cost saving measures, such as contracting out and competitive
tendering, will require a much higher level of financial information than is
currently available through cash based systems.

There ame a number of references to that activity based costing in the report, die
recommendations of which the Government has not accepted. It spent over half a million
dollars on die report, but has in this case not accepted die advice of the commission. In
my view it has double standards on this issue.
I want to raise concerns also about the Water Authority's ability to forgo the revenue of
$l.38m in light of the sewerage mufll program upon which it has ambitiously embarked.
The Water Authority's revenue totals about $480m a year and it has a debt of almost
$800m. However, most of that debt was built up when there was rapid growth in the
metropolitan area and there was a very high demand on die authority for the provision of
sewerage and water. Members are aware of the mortgage belt explosion in the 1970s and
1980s which created the need for substantial water authority services. The previous
g overnment had a program of retiring that debt early. In this current financial year, about
$54m or $55m of the debt was retired.

Hon Max Evans: I think $40m.
Hon BOB THOMAS: In the last year we were in government, we retired about $60m of
that debt and, in the last five years. the avenage amount of debt paid off by the Water
Authority was about $32m a year. Now the Government has decided that it will embark
on a $700m or $800m sewerage infill program which it will not pay for through a levy.
Hon Max Evans: Would the people in your electorate like to pay a levy?
Hon BOB THOMAS: No, I am not suggesting that The Government's duplicity on this
issue became evident in March this year. There was much speculation about a
government decision to introduce a $50 levy, but it continually denied it. However,
following the Pemnberton sewerage scheme crisis, the Minister for Water Resources
decided to allow Hon Kim Chance and Mr Eric Ripper to go through the files to find out
how funding was arranged for that scheme and it was revealed that, on 17 June last year,
Cabinet had approved the introduction of a $50 levy on all Water Authority consumers.
The Government denied that right up until Hon Kim Chance and Mr Eric Ripper went
trough the files and found that it had been approved.
Hon Max Evans: Are you complaining that we did not put it in, or that you do not want
it in?
Hon BOB THOMAS: The Minister interjected after I said that the Government was
introducing a $800m infill sewerage program. I said that it will not pay for it with a levy.
The Minister then interjected and I had to clarify the point; that is, that because of the
Governmrent's duplicity, it denied that a levy would be introduced which levy it had
agreed to on 17 June last year. It said that it would pay for the sewerage infill with an
increase in the debt of the Water Authority.
Hon Max Evans: Do you want to bet?
Hon BOB THOMAS: The Government will pay for it in a number of ways, one of which
will be through increases in the debt of the Water Authority. It will also pay for it by
reducing the rate at which it retires the debt. It will increase the debt, but pay it off more
slowly and it will also take money out of the capital replacement fund which we built up
while we were in government.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Did you?
Hon T.G. Butler. What would you know? You have only been here for two minutes.
Hon BOB THOMAS: The capital replacement fund will be depleted by this Government
so that it can put its pipes in the ground. The capital replacement fund was set up to
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maintain and replace die asset as it ages. This Government will increase the debt even
though it went to the last state election suggesting that it would throw away the
Bankeard. However, it will finance this $800m by increasing debt, reducing the rate by
which it pays off the debt, and by running down the capital replacement fund which
should be used to maintain and replace the system as it ages in the future.
Hon Peter Foss: Do you believe we should have a $50 levy or that we should leave it all
umsewered?
Hon BOB THOMAS: I believe the Water Authority's ability to accommodate a
reduction in country drainage rates is less now than it was in the past and that the
Government has serious problems which it must address. It should have addressed them
in this Bill rather than leaving it for a future Bill and asking us to miust it to find the
solution.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: You should have addressed them during your 10 years in power.
Hon BOB THOMAS: They should have been addressed in this Bill.
Hon Peter Foss: Why was it not addressed by your government?
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Why not in the 1960s?
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon BOB THOMAS: Thbe Opposition supports the Bill. The Water Authority should
abolish drainage rates for all consumers, not only those in the country. The Water
Authority should be engaged in some subsidy in this area, in the same way as it cross-
subsidises country consumers when the economy of scale is not available which can be
found in the metropolitan area.
HON BARRY HOUSE (South West) [8.01 pm]: I support the Bill without
reservation as it is the first step towards resolving the inequities in the funding of the
drainage system in Western Australia. It is important that a few facts of history be placed
on the record relating to this issue. First, the inequities arose as a result of the Burke
government's decision in 1983 to revoke the drainage rates payable for the Preston
drainage district.
Hon Bob T'homas: You're wrung.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: No, I am not
Hon Bob Thomas: That was done because of Cyclone Alby.
Several members inteijected.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: Order! I am sorry, Mr President, but I mixed up my roles!
Several members inteijected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon BARRY HOUSE: The drainage rates were withdrawn in the first place owing to
blatant pork-bantiling by the Burke government in the Mitchell electorate, held by
Mr David Smith. At that stage his electorate included the area around Bunbwy and
Dardanup. Surprise, surprise; these were the areas from which drainage rates were
withdrawn. Until then the system had been working reasonably well. The new system
produced the inequities outlined in the Lee report, among others.
The second fact is that some farmers complain about overdraining of their properties;
they do not want the drains in the first place. Litigation is in the courts at the moment as
a couple of farmers are tackling the Water Authority of WA over that very issue.
The third fact is that the major beneficiaries from this system in many cases are not the
rural landowners, but the suburban residents around areas like Bunbury and Busselton.
The fourth fact is that, unfortunately, as a result of the inequities caused by the Burke
government's political interference with the system, many farners have withheld
drainage rates since the 1980s.
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Hon Bob Thomas: Do you know how many? There are 150.
Hon Max Evans: At $500 each, the amount owing is pretty substantial.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: In some cases individuals owe up to $20 000. which is a
significant problem.
The fifth fact is that the previous Minister for Water Resources, Mr Bridge, repeatedly
said that he would do something about the problem to placate the people of the area, yet
he did nothing. Thlerefore, those who owed die back drainage rates clung to a feint hope
that the system would be abolished retrospectively.
Hon Tomi Stephens: He is loved up and down the country and was one of the best
Ministers ever.
Hon Max Evans: He had the right idea but he did not carry it out.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: The sixth fact -
Hon Bob T7homas: The sixth ennor.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: - is that the coalition's election commitment in 1989 and 1993
was -
Hon Tom Stephens: For a Minister for die south west.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: - to abolish country drainage rates, but without rvtrospcctivity, as
this would be unfair and an expensive penalty for those who had already paid the rates.
Some people face enormous bills in rates owing; however, this was a legal levy and it
must be paid.
The seventh fact relates to Hon Sam Piantadosi's earlier comment regarding inequity.
The fact is that groups of farmers in the six country drainage districts, centred on
Busselton, Capel and other areas, shouldered the full burden of the country drainage
system for six or seven years. That was the inequity created. The member referred to
people in Balga subsidising rural areas, but let us look back a few years and consider die
small group of farmers shouldering the full burden of this system.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: A lot of the farmers were not paying the bill.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: I applaud the Minister for Water Resources, Mr Omodei, and the
Governent for taking this first step in introducing a fair and equitable system to fund
land drainage. The rates have been abolished in line with the Lee report of 1987,
whereas Mr Omodei's predecessor, Mr Bridge, did nothing for five years.
The second stage of this process is to resolve the outstanding problems regarding the
funding of the drainage, bridges and maintenance issues. The only solution is to revert to
consolidated fund support of the entire state drainage system. That may or may not be
possible - I hope it is. However, the Government will be working on this issue and we

wilsee a resolution in a year or so.
HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Finance) [8.0Y7 pm]: I thank the
Opposition and government member for support of the legislation. I particularly thank
Hon Barry House for drawing into the debate the historical facts of the area he knows so
well.
Hon Tom Stephens: Errors, I think they are called.
Hon MAX EVANS: As he indicated, the previous government spoke about making
changes to the system, but did nothing. One of the most wonderful acts of the previous
government occurred when Hon Barry House was running for election to this Horuse.
Brian Burke promised a half-million dollars for die Busselton jetty, but the then
governmient lost the seat and had to pay up on its promise.
Hon Barry House: A very good decision.
Hon MAX EVANS: Cyclone Alby occurred in April of 1978, which was years before
this matter arose. Hon Sam Piantadosi suggested that we should defer this legislation,
but this Bill will lock into legislation exemptions for rates back to 1 July 1993. More
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work needs tobe done in this area. This is indicated in the report of Aprilof this year
regarding dhe future management of country drainage area. Section 96 of die principal
Act could be left in place, but further exemptions should be locked into the legislation.
Other aspects need to be resolved, but these do not require legislation.
Regarding who will pick up the tab for this matter, we have consulted all country areas
and most people want the consolidated fund to pick up the cost. The Western Australian
Water Authority and the local authorities do not want to meet that cost. It may be
cheaper to pay a fee and for local governments to look after the matter, but these issues
need to be considered in the future.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: What if none of those bodies wants to pick up the tab.
Hon MAX EVANS: It may fail back on the consolidated fund. I will come to the
finances of the Water Authority in a mooment.
To answer Hon Bob Thomas's inaccurate statement, the $1llm or $12m in water drainage
in the metropolitan area represents a small amount of money for each house. Hon Sam
Piantadosi referred to those who do and those who do not receive a tax deduction. As
Hon Barry House said, most of the 7 900 rural assessments apply to farming properties
and some farmers might have two or three assessments. Of the 21 000 assessments,
13 000 relate to country urban assessments, which means 63 percent are for urban people
and not for wealthy farmers obtaining tax deductions. Those 13 000 are in the same
position as people in the metropolitan area, in that they do not receive tax deductions.
Those people will benefit from this measure.
Hon Samn Piantadosi: A significant number are receiving tax deductions.
Hon MAX EVANS: Yes, but not as many as are nor. It depends on whether one thinks
37 per cent is significant or 63 per cent
Hon Sam Piantadosi: You are doing your mates a favour.
Hon MAX EVANS: A lot of those country people are Labor voters, judging from the
voting patterns, and we are doing the friends of the Labor Party a favour. More of the
Labor Parry's friends will be advantaged than the Government's friends.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: You are not doing the North Metropolitan Region a favour.
Hon MAX EVANS: The former government knew what it had to do to abolish drainage
rates everywhere. This Government has done part of it, whereas the former government
did nothing. It made changes in the Preston drainage district only to get votes. The same
applies to the infill sewerage program. The previous government spent $16m a year on
infill sewerage, but this Government is getting on with it.
Hon Sam Piantadosi interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I call Hon Sam Piantadosi to order and warn him to stop
intrjecting. The Minister should stop holding a conversation with the member and direct
his comments to the Chair.
Hon MAX EVANS: Hon Doug Wenn asked what consultations had taken place. Those
consultations started last October and went through to March. A report was made in
April 1994 called "Future Management of Country Drainage". The executive summary is
as follows -

This Report has been written to describe the results of consultation so far through
the Country Drainage Project which began in September 1993 with the
appointment of a Project Manager. The Report also presents recommendations on
the future management of country drainage developed at this stage of the project
as a result of the consultation with stakeholder groups and input from the Project
Team.
The Country Drainage Project was initiated primarily as a result of decisions
taken by Government in June 1993. including the abolition of country drainage
rates, and the need for institutional reform in country drainage as presented in a
project submission to the National Landcare Program in 1993.
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The report also states -

It is recommended that:
1. The Water Authority continues with the management and operation of
drainage in the six country drainage districts for 1994/95.
2. The Government recognises the cost of country drainage, estimated to be
$6.53m for 1994/95, and die need to resolve ongoing funding either by providing
the Water Authority with a Consolidated Fund contribution for rates foregone or
by the recognition of a Community Service Obligation for the cost of providing
country drainage services.

The other night Hon Kim Chance spoke about die $65m from the CRF in 1985 that was
going into the Water Authority, and the $33m for country drainage for community
service obligations. That subsidy is no longer necessary and that is why the financial
position has improved. Since those subsidies are no longer necessary, it has been able to
repay debts. The report ao stares -

3. Through the Country Drainage Project, consultation continues with Local
Government and other stakeholder groups on the transfer of -

a) Road bridges to Local Government. Main Roads Department and
Westrail.
b) Occupational crossings (mainly on-fanm access bridges) to
landholders.
c) Subsidiary drains (as defined or identified) to landowners and
landowner groups.

These transfers to be completed by July 1, 1995.
4. From July 1, 1994, cattle stops and other minor structures be progressively
abandoned in consultation with stakeholders.
5. During 1994-95, subsidiary drains and other structures identified in
consultation with stakceholders as not requiring management, to be transferred.
6. A report to be submitted to Government by September 1994 on results of
consultation regarding the transfer of key flood protection structures to Local
Government.
7. A copy of this report (the future management of country drainage) to be made
available to all stakeholders and the National Landcare Program.
8. A further report to be submitted to Government in April 1995 on progress
regarding consultation and transfer of country drainage assets.

That has been referred to this evening. The reference to road bridges going to local
government, Main Roads Department and Westrail is interesting. I did not know about
this previously, and it is good to learn something new every day. I did not know that 900
bridges in this country drainage area are owned by the Water Authority. It must be
determined which of those will go to local government, which to Main Roads
Department and which to Westrail. That has nothing to do with the rates we are setting
tonight. The former public works department built them and it was the Water Authority
in those days. It is tied in with that old systemn.
Hon Samn Piantadosi: You are being very selective about the report. Why not announce
the whole package the report recommends?
Hon MAX EVANS: I am being selective. The country drainage replacement cost is
$90m and the bridges represent one-third of that cost. They are considering whether to
pass that cost to other bodies, but I will not get into that argument at this stage.
Reference was also made to the occupational crossings which are located on farms. They
will be handed to farmers. They are over the drains belonging to the Water Authority,
and those bridges will become the farmers' responsibility. That has been one of the
problems in the past - so many minor installations were the Water Authority's
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responsibility to maintain. That cost can now be reduced, together with the cost of the
subsidiary drains.
Consultation took place with the stakeholders and I quote from the report mentioned
previously -

A discussion paper presenting various options on the future management of
country drainage was sent to stakeholder groups in the six districts on December
13, 1993. The paper focused on options dealing with who should be responsible
for operation and maintenance of the drains and how the work required on the
drains should be funded in the future. A total of 14 stakeholder groups were
invited to submit a response as well as the Department of Agriculture, Waterways
Commission, the Environmental Protection Authority and the WA Municipal
Association.

The report contains a summary of the submissions received to 23 March 1994, from the
City of Bunbury, the Vasse/Wonnerup LCDC, the Western Australian Farmers
Federation - Vasse Zone, the Western Australian State Emergency Service, the Bussefton
Drainage Action Committee, and the Shires of Waroona, Busselton, Serpentine-
Jarrabdale and Capel. Individual submissions were made by Mr G. Cuthbert of the
Busselcon Drainage Advisory Committee, Mr G. Hoktfreter and Mr R1. Sillifant of the
Elleker Progress Association. The Shires of Harvey and Albany also made submissions.
The decisions are summarised in paragraph 4.2 as follows -

Drainage management responsibility. There was strong support for the State to
continue responsibility for country drainage management or "water management"
either in the form of a "Drainage (or Water) Management Authority" under a
State body such as the Waterways Commission or the Water Authority with local
input to decision making through regional and/or local advisory committees.
Flood protection responsibility in the same context with local authority input was
also raised in some submissions.
Funding. Virtually all submissions supported that the State through CRE should
make the major contribution to the funding of drainage management costs in
recognition that it was inequitable to fully fund costs by internal Water Authority
funds as was the case for 1993/94. There was also some support for the notion of
user pays and local input but that this principle recognised that all beneficiaries
including the State should be contributing.
Asset Responsibility. There was support for the transfer of responsibility for road
bridges from the Water Authority to local authorities, Main Roads Department
and Westrail. Also that occupational crossings should revert to landholders.
However, there should be detailed consultation and negotiation on these transfers
and allowance made for the condition of these assets. Further information
gathering and consultation would be required to develop this approach.
Flood Protection. The State Emergency Service highlighted the need to address
the issue of management responsibility and funding of flood protection facilities
and pointed out that management responsibility would need a Statewide approach
as the problem crossed local authority boundaries. The SES supported the user
pays principle and that equitable funding arrangements need to be developed.

It is a very comprehensive report and covers all the positions. That must be setted in the
future, but really it has no relationship to the rates. As members opposite will be aware,
about $750 000 is still outstanding from 150 ratepayers for rates prior to 1 July 1993.
That averages out to $500, but I understand that some ratepayers owe up to $20 000.
Hon Bob Thomas: You would be right if you said it bad no relationship to all of those
issues about ownership. You would be right if you said you would replace that money
you have foregone, but you have not told us that.
Hon MAX EVANS: Al] the stakeholders interviewed said that the consolidated revenue
fund is the answer, but local government does not want that. That must still be decided.
When we get down to it, it will mean a reduction in the running costs. Local government
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ratepayers may have to take responsibility for some minor aspects of that. Hon Bob
Thomas mentioned an impact of Sim or $2m on the Water Authority of Western
Australia. He said that the Labor Government did a great job wich the finances of the
Water Authority and this Government would put it into debt The member is quite
correct when he says that the rates are about $400m, and debt is $800m. WAWA had
been repaying debt. As we see it, and if members looked at WAWA's calculations they
would see, depreciation ont capital replacement cost is about $75m and depreciation on
historical costs is about $75m; that has come out of that $400m. That is just part of it.
The Water Authority has been conservative with its deprediation replacement costs.
Most of these assets have a lot longer life than that anticipated by WAWA's depreciation
calculation.
I enjoyed Hon Kim Chance's speech, and if Hon Sam Piantadosi reads the speech he will
also enjoy it. There were a few quips and cryptic remarks about the member's days in
the Water Authority at that time. It was being fairly well subsidised by the government
under CSOs. About two or three years ago approximately $200m of drainage assets - on
which Treasury was paying interest - were transferred to the Water Authority. It may
have related to public works department assets. Treasury probably thought the Water
Authority had more money than the stare. The Water Authority then had to pay $25m a
year in interest, and it has been complaining about it ever since.
Hon Kim Chance said the Water Authority was a mulch cow from which the Treasury
was trying to get more and mare money because it was generating a good cash flow. I
will give a quick rundown of financing and what had to be done in the accounts. Cash
flow was adequate, but it had $150m in deprediation. Until last year the authority
depreciated about $30m a year for superannuation. That will be fully funded by June this
year so it no longer has to put aside that amount of money from its budget. There was
other expenditure not requiring cash. It ha a cash flow into the business of nearly
$200m a year. If one looks at the 1992-93 accounts, which are the last set of accounts
because the others do not finish until this week, one will see it bad $171m of capital
expenditure. Of that, less than 10 per cent, $16m, was allocated to infill sewerage.
Both sides of the House agreed some weeks ago that the infill sewerage program must be
accelerated. It had been neglected. It creates a lot of problems because of what it does to
the roads. Many people do not want their properties to be connected because they will be
charged a fee. I have already heard some complaints down my way about that. WAWA
was spending $171m on capital expenditure. When one looks at the accounts one sees
$54m was spent by the authority on behalf of developers. Another S10m came from the
Commonwealth Government, so the total was $64m. The net capital expenditure out of
that cash flow of $200rn was $107m. From that the authority had been repaying debt and
funding superannuation. That has now been fully funded and the debt repayment is good.
The Government and the Water Authority decided to take this money for a while and do
that;, it is far better than borrowing more money. The authority made some comment that
in later years it might borrow money. I do not believe it will.
The Government is also hoping that Hon Kim Beazley can bring some Commonwealth
funds into this state. Last year Western Australia got only a very small part of
Commonwealth funding. It should be more because 25 per cent of the properties in
Western Australia are unsewered, in the other states it is only 3 or 4 per cent. That will
also help us. When that money comes in we will not use it to repay debt, we will
accelerate the infill sewerage program. We cannot do that at such a speed that it would
push up the cost of getting the work done. That is how the Government sees the finances
of the Water Authority. At this stage it has not been decided whether the cost of this will
go to WAWA or CRF. Most of the stakeholders and shires believe it should go to CRF.
That will be decided in the future. This legislation will decide on the exemption of the
rates, which everybody in this Chamber agrees with.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.
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Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Hon Barry House) in the Chair, Hon Max Evans (Minister
for Finance) in charge of the Bill.
Clause 1: Short title -
Hon BOB THOMAS: The first issue that must be addressed is the abolition of rates in
the Preston district. The history books will show that the abolition of rates occurred
twice, once in 1977 and again in 1983. In 1977 they were abolished by the then Liberal
government, and Hon Graham MacKinnon was the inister a: the time. Hon David
Smith was the then Labor candidate for the seat of Bunbury, and a lot of the East
Bunbury area fell in the seat of Bunbury as it was then, but now falls into the seat of
Mitchell. David Smith wook a lot of the running on this issue because he bad been
approached by many landowners in the area about the inefficiencies of receiving land
drainage races for about $2. Many of those people who approached David Smith were
not on the Water Authority's reticulated services, and it was costing the authority
something like $2.30 to send out a bill for $2. David Smith made an election promise to
abolish those rates. The government pre-empted him in the lead-up to the election
campaign by sending a note to all landholders saying that the government would abolish
the rates. That was done after the 1977 election. However, following Cyclone Alby,
towards the end of the year, we discovered a problem in the East Bunbury area with the
blockage of the estuary near the town. An outlet was made through the cut. After the
cyclone the tide was so high that much of the Bunbury business district was flooded. The
then Minister for Water Resources, Mr Graham MacKinnon, reintroduced drainage rates
in the Preston district - which a number of people believed was illegal because drainage
races were to fund the removal of the watershed trorn land rather than to prevent flooding
of the land from die sea. Therefore, the Bunbury City Council refused to pay for
modifications to the harbour to prevent any further flooding in Bunbury resulting from
cyclonic activity. It was Graham MacKinnon who reintroduced drainage rates, which we
abolished in 1983. If appeals to the High Court had proceded they would have been
successful because the government had no right to levy drainage rates to protect land
from flooding from the set. Hon Barry House is incorrect in stating that the rates were
abolished in 1983 as a pork-barrelling exercise in the seat of Mitchell. David Smith was
defeated by probably the largest margin ever in 1977, but he was successfil in 1983 in
his quest for the seat of Mitchell. The rates were abolished because they were illegal,
rather duan as a pork-barrelling exercise. The suggestion was an error on the pant of Hon
Barry House.
The Minister for Finance has asserted that theme will be no debt associated with the mufll
program. I believe that the Water Authority will have some difficulty in servicing its
commitment to abolish drainage rates, as a result of the effect of the infill. program on its
finances. The Minister indicated there would be no borrowings by the Water Authority
to implement the infill program, but that is incorrect. T'he Minister for Water Resources
has indicated that no borrowings will occur in 1994-95, but that there will be substantial
borrowings in the following four years; that is, in 1995 -96. $20m; 1996-97, $25m; and in
1997-98 and 1998-99, $30m respectively. Those figures were offered in response to
question on notice 240 asked by the shadow spokesman for water resources. Either the
Minister for Finance is incorrect in stating that no borrowings will be incurred or he is in
conflict with die Minister responsible.
Hon MAX EVANS: I thank die member for enlightening us. Hon Barry House cannot
respond. Cyclone Alby occurred in April 1978. I remember the time well because I had
just bought my house. We are still considering the debt factor. It is a little on the
conservative side. We will consider the underspending aspect. The funds cannot be
spent in the first year. I carried out most of the analysis of the financing. I consider that
at least in the first four or five years we should have no problem. We will wait and see.
We have a cash flow of a couple of hundred million dollars each year, and we may need
to spend an extra $65nx on other capital works programs, but I see no problem. I do not
know at this stage whether I will be proved right.
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Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The second reading speech on the Water Authority
Amendment Bill provides for the Water Authority to wake a payment of the subsidy to
local authorities for sewerage schemes until the local authorities amt in a position to
address the situation. Alter some time the subsidy will cease or be minimised, and the
cost will be borne by die customers being serviced. I find the situation difficult to
understand, when the Bill being debated implies that will not happen because customers
will be zero rated. If the drains are to become Water Authority assets, does not section
39(4) of the Act restrict the authority because it cannot spend money on its own assets?
Hon MAX EVANS: The drains are the assets of the Water Authority now. It can spend
money on those assets. Just how those assets will be vested is to be determined, and
some may go to the local authorities. It will be a subsidisation of $475 000 for country
sewerage. It is not a significant amount and it will be absorbed by the Water Authority.
Currently it is paying about $11. 142m for the subsidisation. However, at present the
assets belong to the Water Authority and it can spend money in that area.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 2 to 6 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Max Evans (Minister for Finance), and passed.

SIT TINGS OF THE HOUSE - EXTENDED AFTER 11.00 PM
Tuesday -28 June

On motion by Hen George Cash (Leader of the House). resolved -

That the House continue to sit and transact business beyond 11.00 pm.

WATER AUTHORITY AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from 15 June.
HON SAM PIANTADOSI (North Metropolitan) IB.41 pnj: The Opposition supports
this Bill. I would like the Minister to explain the change to section 39 of the Water
Authority Act regarding the restriction it imposes on the Water Authority when spending
money on its assets. Does this relate just to country areas or does it also cover somne
sections of the metropolitan area where some problems exist? Earlier I was trying to
explain a particular situation to the Minister, but as the House suspended for dinner I was
unable to finish my comments. Fifteen households in the metropolitan area are
experiencing major problems with repairs to drainage lines. The Water Authority is
charging rates to those residents but the lines to those households are deemed to be
private sewerage lines, the cost of repair to which currently must be met by those
householders.
Could the Minister clarify whether, when this Bill is passed and old section 39(4) is
amended, the Water Authority will have the responsibility for those lines and therefore
the repairs to them? There has been a bit of byplay between the Water Authority and die
Perth City Council about which authority should be responsible for those lines. While
those bodies argue about the responsibility, four households have had their sewage
banked up for some time. The Franchina family, with four young children, resides at 260
Charles Street and would like the matter resolved. It is amazing that the Minister for
Health, given that the sewage is overflowing onto a driveway, has not taken an interest in
the matter. Although the Water Authority levies annual drainage and sewerage rates, it
contends that any repair work that is needed on this line which services only four
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households in Charles Street is not its responsibility. There are 14 similar examples
throughout the metropolitan area.
In the main the emphasis of this Bill is on country areas. Will the Minister clarify
whether, besides what will be done in the country areas, the anomalies that have existed
for about 60 years in the metropolitan area will be resolved, including those 15 examples
in inner Perth that have somehow been caught up in this dilemma, this fight between two
authorities? Given that the legislation is addressing cross-subsidisation and deep
sewerage, will the Minister now investigate this matter? Obviously some mistakes were
made when connecting these 15 households to the sewerage lines. Will this Bill also
cover those people who by past actions have been caught up in this situation? As the
Water Authority will be able to spend certain funds in different areas when this
legislation is passed. will it also take over the responsibility for these lines? The cost
faced for repairs by four of these households is about $8 000, yet the responsibility
should rightly rest with either the local authority or the Water Authority. Of about 560
private residences in Charles Street, four families have been forced to pay for the repairs
to their sewerage lines, as is the case with 13 or 14 households in the metropolitan area.
Through no fault of their own, the people in those locations have been caught by the
discrepancies under the legislation and also by the fine line that has divided the
responsibilities between the local government's and Water Authority's responsibility.
Perhaps under this legislation that could be overcome.
HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Finance) [8.47 pm]: I thank the
Opposition for its support. In response to Hon Sam Piantadosi's comments I draw
attention to proposed section 39(4)(ba). which, in part, states -

the cost of subsidizing sewerage schemes which are carried out by local
authorities under Part IV of the Health Act 1911 and which were subsidized
before 1 July 1993 by the State ...

I cannot see this legislation giving immediate relief to the people mentioned by the
member. However, I assure Hon Sam Piantadosi that I will take up this matter with the
Minister to see what can be done. While we ame sorting out these problems for other
areas within the state under this legislation, we should also look after these people. I will
take advice on the matter and provide it to Hon Sam Piantadosi as soon as possible.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Commnittee

The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon Derrick Tomlinson) in the Chair, Hon Max
Evans (Minister for Finance) in charge of the Bill.

Clause 1: Short title -

Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: As the Minister indicated, the Act of 1911 covers various
areas. Some of the schemes were put in place after the legislation was enacted. Under
the previous legislation responsibility for those schemes was given to various authorities.
Over the years those responsibilities were passed to other authorities, such as the Perth
road board. Given the Minister's words, it is my view that the 15 households to which I
alluded in the second reading stage of the Bill would be covered under this legislation.
The scheme under which these households are affected would have been put in place
14 or 15 years after the Act came into force. The authorities putting in sewerage at the
time were local government authorities. Therefore, as far as I am concerned and from
what I can gather from the information given by the Minister, they will be covered. I
know the emphasis was on country sewerage. However, the Minister should look at
incorporating all those areas in the Act to eliminate any future discrepancies because they
should all be covered by the Water Authority of Western Australia in the future.
Hon MAX EVANS: I hope Hon Sam Piantadosi is correct that it is incorporated under
that amendment. If it is covered by this amendment that is good;, if it is not we will see
what relief we can give those persons. It seenms strange that four houses in Charles Street
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must pay the cost of their own private sewerage line. The argument by WAWA may be
that it is entitled to take the money because it is part of WAWA's main sewer line. We
will examine that and get the information fom the member about the 15 locations. We
might find a few more locations that need sorting out ht is a good time to do that and put
back the responsibility where it belongs.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 2 and 3 put and passed.
Title -
Hon MAX EVANS: We often joke with Hon Sam Piantadosi about the water supply. It
shows the beauty of a parliamentary system when a member such as Hon Sam Piantadosi
can make a contribution from time to time. I appreciate that. He has a hands on
approach and people take their problems to him. The mix of members here helps solve
these problems. The problem referred to earlier may have gone on for years. I thank
him.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Max Evans (Minister for Finance), and passed.

SUBIACO REDEVELOPMENT BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from 21 June.
HON GRAHAM EDWARDS (North Metropolitan) [8.53 pmJ: The Opposition
supports the Bill, but it has some concerns with it. It was to be handled by Alannah
MacTiernan who, as people will be aware, is detained on parliamentary business and wili
therefore not be able to make a contribution to the debate. I regret that, because she has
vast experience in this area and I am sure would have had much to say on the issue.
I thought the Minister handling the Bill was less than forthcoming in his second reading
speech about the history and origins of this legislation. Although I expected that he
would ignore the fact that this Bill largely resulted from some good work by the former
government, particularly the then Deputy Premier and now Leader of the Australian
Labor Party. Ian Taylor, I was rather disappointed that the Minister totally ignored the
work of the City of Subiaco, particularly as that work extended over about three years.
He also ignored the contribution of the former Mayor of the City of Subiaco, Helen
Passniore.
I commend the Government for furthering the work of the previous government and the
City of Subiaco. but I place on record recognition of, and thanks for, the contribution of
the then mayor, Helen Passmore. The West Australian of?7 February 1994 said, "Subiaco
Mayor Helen Passmore said yesterday that she was pleased the State Government had
accepted the work put in by council over three and half years and by the previous Labor
Government." That work was in part described in the city of Subiaco's annual report of
1992-93 where, in referring to the importance of the Subiaco urban village it read -

The Subiaco Urban Village is a comprehensive plan for the future of the
underutilised State Government land and Subiaco's Endowment Lands along and
north of the Penhl-Frernantle Railway line.
The scheme was finalised by consultants Forbes and Fitzhardinge in April 1993,
and it has subsequently been submitted to the State Government for approval.
The proposal is for the redevelopment of same 107 ha. of land between Perth
Modem School and Station Street. The plan also covens St John of God Hospital,
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the existing State Print warehouse site. Council's Endowment Lands and the
Wembley TAPE College.
Under the proposal the Perth-Fremandle railway would be lowered into a tunnel
between Hay Street and Axon Street permnitting redevelopment of land along the
railway line.
The redevelopment of this undenitilised land would give the Subiaco business
community a considerable boost, and at the same time would provide additional
parklands for local residents to enjoy.
Both commercial and residential development would be encouraged as part of the
Urban Village.
In addition, the urban village proposal should greatly enhance North South ntrfic
flow by removing the major barrier of the railway line.

I reiterate that this Subiaco Redevelopment Bill is here, not because it was initiated by
this Government, but simply because the Government was prepared to continue with the
good work of the previous Labor government and the Subiaco City Council. I commend
the current Government for its good sense in continuing with that work. The
intransigence of the Government was tested in another place on this Bill, as seen on so
many other Bills, when it refused to accept reasonable amendments put by the
Opposition. At this stage the Opposition will not foreshadow any amendments but will
review that position when we enter the Committee stage, depending on what the Minister
has to say when he responds to the second reading debate.
One of the issues I will address is the membership of the authority. The Minister's
second reading speech states -

The board of the proposed new authority is to include a chairman nominated by
the Minister for Planning, two representatives nominated by the City of Subiaco,
a member of the board of directors of the Western Australian Land Authority -
LandCorp - and a nominee of the Minister for Transport. As far as possible it will
be composed of persons with knowledge or experience in urban planning,
business management, property development, financial management, engineering,
transport, housing and community affairs.

Why does the make-up of the authority specifically reject membership of a representative
drawn from the Town of Cambridge? The Minister may try to sell the story that the
Town of Cambridge will not be making any financial contribution to the cost of any
development and, therefore, should not expect any membership of the authority. If that is
the argument he will put, I foreshadow to him that I do not accept that position because
clearly this authority will be - I stress will be - making decisions which will impact on the
residents of the Town of Cambridge. That is even more important when one considers
that the residents of the Town of Cambridge do not have a voice through any local
authority at the moment and I am not sure how long it will be before they do.
Hon George Cash: What about clause 33(3) of the Bill?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: We will deal with that when we get there. It seenms that
the residents of the Town of Cambridge will be disfranchised not once, but twice. That
argument is further enhanced when one considers some of the issues to be addressed by
the new authority through the redevelopment scheme. They are such matters as traffic
assessments and road requirements, including possible realignments. One must ask how
those realignments will affect those residents who border onto this authority area and
who live in Wembley and West Lcederville. Another issue to be addressed by the
authority is urban design guidelines for development. What are they and what impact
will they have on residents of the Town of Cambridge? Oilier matters include
landscaping guidelines for developers and a landscape plan for public open space
additions, and the form and extent of possible commercial and retail developments. I
suggest the latter has great potential to have a flow over effect onto those residents.
What does the Government have against those residents of Wembley and West
Leederville? Why has the Government ignored their concerns?
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I also understand - the Minister handling the eml will be able to confirm this - that
through the process of regulation the authority will have the ability to add to and/or
subtract from die area as it is outlined in the schedule of the Bill. Division 4 of the Bill
proposes that during the preparation of a proposed redevelopment scheme or a proposed
amendment to a redevelopment scheme the authority may seek advice from the
Environmental Protection Authority. I do not want to be totally negative about this
section of the Bill because some good arguments exist as to why the EPA should be
involved at this stage of any redevelopment. However, why is the word "may" used
rather than "shall"? This issue is particularly pertinent in view of suggestions that there
may be some soil contamnination and/or ground pollution in the area proposed for the
Subiaco Redevelopment Authority.
The other area of some contention that is not specifically addressed in the Bill but which
nonetheless exists is Subiaco Oval. A tremendous opportunity exists under this authority
to properly blend the development of Subiaco Oval and surrounding parks into the
overall Subiaco Redevelopment Authority area. Football and Subiaco Oval are an
integral pant of the Subiaco area. Indeed, not having football at Subiaco would be akin to
not having ships at Fremantle Harbour. A challenge exists for the Subiaco
Redevelopment Authority to ensure that whatever happens at Subiaco Oval is vet)y much
a part of the overall Subiaco Redevelopment Authority concept. One of the crucial
factors to ensure the proper blending of Subiaco Oval will be found in any plans for the
future realignment or installation of a station adjacent to Subiaco. The only way the
traffic problems will be alleviated or prevented in the long term is to ensure that public
transport becomes the most popular form of transport for patrons to and from Subiaco
Oval. The potential exists for that. I go to most Eagles' matches at Subiaco. T1his year I
have got into the habit of parking in the city or in the northern suburbs, catching a train
into Perth and then to West Leederville, and walking across to the oval. It is a bit of a
slog in the wet, but moving the station closer to the oval would alleviate the problem and
encourage people to use public transport. That is another reason for creating a position
on the Subiaco Redevelopment Authority for a representative of die residents of the
Town of Cambridge.
The Government's allowing the appointment of a representative to the authority would be
proactive and productive because it would indicate trust to the residents of that area who,
in one way or another, will be involved in the process of public consultation that must
take place. If a representative were appointed to that authority, that consultation would
be undertaken with greater trust and therefore the end result, as well as the processes
through which the authority would go, would be much more rewarding for everyone
involved,. If there is no trust - I do not believe there is any at the moment - it Will not
matter how good the members of the authority are, those residents who are not being
allowed representation will have misgivings about t quality of those people. Perhaps
the Government, having rejected an amendment in another place, should not proceed
with the Bill through the Committee stage tonight but should consult the Minister in
another place to ask him to review his position on this matter, so that we can deal with
the Bill tomorrow with the total support of the Opposition. While I have not studied the
Bill closely, I understand that the East Perth Redevelopment Act allowed for a board of
several people and that that board works exceptionally well. The appointment of one
more person to the board would not make it cumbersome; it would be manageable and
would provide the trust and goodwill which disappeared when the ratepayers of the City
of Perth were disfranchised. I think that is a reasonable request. Once again, if the
Minister undertakes to consult his colleague in another place and the amendment is
agreed to, this Bill will go through with the total support of the Opposition. I firmly
believe that, in the long run, that will be beneficial not only to the legislation but to the
workings of the authority.
This is undoubtedly a project of exciting redevelopment potential for a very old and
historic part of the Perth nmetropolitan area and I believe we have the opportunity to do it
well.
HON P.R. LIGHTFOOT (North Metropolitan) [9.15 pm]: I appreciate the opportunity
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to speak tonight on the proposed redevelopment of Subiaco. I have lived in Subiaco off
and on for some years. It is a delightful place in which to live. It is a few minutes from
this place and it has pretty well all that one of simple tastes like me could need. I am also
heartened by the previous speaker's support for the Bill, albeit somewhat qualified.
The area of some 71 hectares proposed to be redeveloped is somewhat overdue for the
bricklayer's trowel. It is 10 per cent of the total are of the City of Subiaco - a significant
amount of land. It also occupies a strategic area in that city. The most important and
exciting aspect of the development is the lowering of the railway line and the ultimate
camouflaging of that not always aesthetically appealing area to the public. At some
stage - one should not preempt this - we should look at lowering the railway line from
Perth to Fremantle. The land released, although it will have limitations with regard to
what can be built on it, would occupy a significant part of any budget, if it were sold, that
was necessary to cover the cost of lowering the railway line. It would also allow a car
park to be developed, something that is so desperately needed at Subiaco Oval. I am not
a great supporter of Subiaco Oval being the premier football park in Western Australia. I
would have thought, by way of a mild digression, that East Perth Oval would have been
far more appropriate.
Hon Graham Edwards: I thought you would have said Joondalup.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: That is an excellent venue for people in the northern suburbs.
Of course, the development by the previous government of the northern suburbs railway
line helped in the provision of a facility that was sorely needed in that area.
Hon George Cash: It is a pity they forgot the station.
Hon N.F. Moor: You have to walk to it.
Hon P.R. L.IGHTFOOT: I was not aware of that. People also have to walk to Subiaco
Oval from the Subiaco railway station as the previous speaker said.
Hon E.J. Charlton: That could have been built with the $8m that was given to the
commission.
Hon P.R. LIGJHTFOOT: That lay undiscovered somewhere for same time. Has it now
been discovered? It was a grant from the Federal Government but no-one seemed to
know where it was for a year or so. I am glad that it has been rediscovered and no doubt
it will now be put to good use at Subiaco Oval.
Most of the hotels surrounding the Melbourne Cricket Ground - which is the home of
football in Victoria, notwithstanding Waverley Park - which supply accommodation up to
and including the grand final, are within walking distance of the MCG. Regrettably,
Subiaco Oval is not, as Hon Graham Edwards pointed out, directly accessible for people
from the burgeoning northern suburbs. That area will grow for decades, if not ad
infinitumn, and it is necessary to catch a train from the northern suburbs into Perth city,
then another train out to the area, then to walk from Subiaco Railway Station to the oval.
I hope that that anomaly will be corrected at least with trains from Subiaco to Perth so the
service is contiguous, abuts or is adjacent to the oval facilities. Had we developed our
prime football venue in the East Perth area - although it would have been a reasonable
hike - it would not have been too far to walk to the oval from most of the major hotels
located in the central business district. Regrettably, that is not the case with Subiaco.
Although the decision has been made, I am not a supporter of Subiaco Oval as the prime
football venue in Western Australia.
In 1895 about 100 people lived in the City of Subiaco, which was started in 1849 by the
Benedictine monks, who built a monastery, gardens and other support infrastructure near
Lake Monger and Herdsman Lake. In fact, the name Subiaco is derived from the Latin
sublaqueum, meaning close to or under a lake. By the time it worked its way from the
Latin, the word Subiaco was thought to be near enough. Therefore, the name Subiaco is
derived from the proximity to Herdsman Lake and Lake Monger. The current population
in round figures is 16 000. The tripartite division of what was the City of Perth involves
populations of between 23 000 and 25 000 people in each of the divisions of Vincent,
Cambridge and Sheppertan. Those three towns were often referred to by Hon Alannab
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MacTiernan - who is sway on parliamentary business - as tiny towns, which caused me to
feel a little miffed because these populations are 8 000 or 9 000 greater than that of
Subiaco;, it must be minuscule when compared to those alleged tiny towns.
Hon Peter Foss: It is a tinsy town.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: Obviously, other members do not watch the cartoons viewed by
the Minister for the Arts!
Unlike Suhiaco, the divisions of Vincent, Cambridge and Shepperton fall into the top
21 of the 140 such local authorities in the state on a population basis. Therefore, they are
by no means tiny towns.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: What you are trying to say, Mr Uightfoot, is that Subiaco was able
to develop its structure over time; therefore, it was much easier than it will be for the
three new towns.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: I take the opposite view: The infrastructure for the new
entities is significantly in place, whereas when the town of Subiaco first started in 1895 -
a little less than 100 years ago - with a population of only 100 people.
Han Sam Piantadosi: It was a lot cheaper then.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: I have no argument with that point.
Hon Graham Edwards claimed that the town of Cambridge should be represented on this
proposed authority. However, as the minister pointed out in his second reading speech, a
public inquiry will be held on these planning issues. I understand that the proposed life
of this legislation is about 10 years, so I would be surprised if an exhaustive public
inquiry were not held on how the 71 hectares involved is to be used. This is prime land.
Incidentally, only about five per cent of the 71 ha involved is in private hands, with the
balance made up of Subiaco endowment lands and areas either under, or to be brought
under, Government control. This makes it relatively easy to develop this area without the
necessity of negotiating the purchase of privately owned, significant land.
Members will be aware that $5 million will be contributed by the Government at the
initial stage, and that the rest -

Hon George Cash: The $5 million is from the Better Cities federal funding.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: Yes.
Hon George Cash: And $10 millon will be from Subiaco.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: Therefore, no drain on the Western Australian public purse will
occur. The balance of the funds will derive from the sale of the subdivision of the 71 ha
of land. Hon Graham Edwards mentioned the fact that a representative from the City of
Cambridge - Subiaco's neighbour - should be on the board. However, it is proposed that
the chairman of the board will come from outside the City of Subiaco; char person may be
someone from the proposed town of Cambridge.
Also1 an application for representation may be made by the proposed town of Cambridge
to the City of Subiaco, which will be eligible to nominate two people to the board.
However, the legislation does not state that those positions must be filled by someone
from the authority or by a Subiaco councillor. Also, a nominee will come from the
Minister for Transport - due to the significant cost of the lowering and sheeting over of
the railway - and this nomination may come from the area of Cambridge. Such a person
is certainly eligible. I differ from Mr Edwards as I would be surprised if anyone from the
town of Cambridge would be perturbed if that body was not represented -

Hon John Halden: You should talk to them - I did last night.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: Nobody has spoken to me; perhaps the Leader of the
Opposition might like to refer them to me.
Hon John Halden: Love to.
Hon Tom Stephens: We want action, so we would not send them to you!
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Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT.- The member had a lot of action when he was serving in the
Northern Territory for a couple of weeks - he created havoc. He did a lot for his
electorate. Subiaco will get as much from Hon Tom Stephens as did the Northern
Territory!
Hon Tom Stephens: Sit down and I will teach you a lesson or Nwo.
Hon Graham Edwards: We tried to keep him out of the debate; now you have invited
him into it.
Hon George Cash: Vote against it then.
Hon Graham Edwards: You did not hear what I said.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: It is difficult to keep the lid on the volatile Hon Tom Stephens
at times.
Hon John Halden: Not at all; we were referring to you.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: This might have a sobering effect on Hon Tom Stephens: I was
told that he will be hit with several writs because of his behaviour in the Northern
Territory.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): Order! I ask the member to direct his
comments to the Bill before the House.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: Thank you for your guidance, Mr Deputy President.
I differ from members opposite regarding the inclusion of a nomination as a statutory
right of someone from an authority yet to be formed -

Hon Graham Edwards: 1t is only a couple of days away.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: Public transport at Subiaco Oval would be enhanced, which is
much needed, through this proposal. The railway station is a major inconvenience for
patrons who wish to go to football matches at the Subiaco, Oval, and I trust the
Committee will redress this problem.
Hon Graham Edwards said that the good work had been laid by the previous government.
It may have been but I cannot speak with any great conviction on that. I do not recall any
good work being done and perhaps the member can enlighten me at some stage. [ know
that shortly after the election in March 1993, the Government was approached to do
something about the festering sore in the otherwise very pleasant landscape of Subiaco.
Hon John Halden: You were going to leave?
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: I think in all fairness my colleagues will agree that I enhance
Subiaco by my presence.
Hon John Halden: You would not want to take a vote on it
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT. I think we would split on party lines. The Government was
petitioned after the election by the City of Subiaco and presented with a proposal to
develop the areas outlined. There is nothing to suggest that it was a government
initiative, but I am willing to be corrected on that. Of course, it is not an important
matter, what is more important is the bipartisan support we are exhibiting tonight, apart
from some untimely and perhaps base intrjections by Hon Tom Stephens. Theme is a
certain amount of goodwill on the other side, even though this Government will,
justifiably, take the accolades that will came fromi this development. The area of the
proposed redevelopment covens 71 hectares and is bounded by Salvado Road to the
north, Haydn Bunton Drive to the west, Coghlan Road to the east, and Roberts Road to
the south. I understand it is a contiguous area, and I have no doubt that the proposed
Town of Cambridge and its councillors and/or commissioners should have some input.
Judging from the second reading speech, there is every possibility that they will. I hope
this Bill passes through the Parliament as quickly as is practicable. An additional 700
dwellings will be created, increasing the population by a further 1 600 people. The
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demographics of the -re may be affected quite significantly and I hope that is taken into
consideration.
Subiaco is a gem of a local government and I cake this opportunity of commending its
councillors who served ovar the years. from all sides of politics. I do not know which
side they come from, and that in itself is commendable. The City of Subiaco has been
magnificently preserved compared with ocher suburbs. Street lighiting and underground
cables are being laid, together with other projects. I assume the enhancement of Subiaco
will be magnified by the development of the 71 ha. I commend the Bill to the House and
also commend members opposite for their mooted bipartisan support.
HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [9.34 pmn]: I
join with the comments made by other members, particularly Hon Graham Edwards. The
Opposition supports this Bill. Ile concept of urban renewal projects such as this is
supported by Labor Party philosophy. For a whole variety of reasons it sees benefits to
be gained from such a project. The project is also enhanced and made more significant
by the proposed sinking of the railway lines. Railway lines are significant barriers
between communities, and there is no better example of that than the effect the railway
line has on the Perth central business district It provides a barrier between the
commercial area and Northbridge.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: It does not seem to have been detrimental to Northbridge.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It has not been detrimental to Northbridge but the link between
the two could have been far more pleasant on the eye without that barrier. It would have
been better to link the commercial and entertainment areas, and that would have resulted
in a far more dynamic city than exists at present. That is best exemplified by walking
along Wellington Street any Sunday when the street is almost deserted. On the ocher side
of the railway line, Northbridge is completely different. If access between the two were
easier, the difference would not be so great.
The Bill deals with an area of land which is significantly underutilised, and is in close
proximity to the city. It is rare for mec to agree with Hon Ross Ughtfooc, but I cake up
one of the points he made; that is, the character of Subiaco has been preserved in a very
reasonable way compared with other local authority areas in close proximity to Perth.
This may be a point of some discussion when I get home tonight, but in the City of South
Perth the impact of urban infill has been far more significant and damaging on the
environment than in Subiaco. Subiaco had a particularly good town planning scheme and
a reasonable approach to sustaining the environment of that unique part of our heritage.
I agree with the suggestion by Hon Graham Edwards to the Leader of the Government in
this place that the principal concern to the residents in Wembley and West Leederville is
the issue of board representation. I do not believe it would be unreasonable for the
Government to provide for additional members. The chairperson has a deliberative vote,
so there would be no tied vote. It is not outrageous or inappropriate to suggest that the
Government should allow these people the security of knowing their voices will be heard
on the board. I do not share the conviction of Hon Ross Lightfoot that people will have
an involvement in that process, for two reasons. Firstly, people are not filled with
confidence when they are told that everything will be all right and they should trust the
Government, which will consult them. The Premier may be old-fashioned in some of his
attitudes to life in general, but I do not believe people accept that assurance.
Another issue relates to the terms of the Bill that do not provide people with comfort. I
may be wrong and the Leader of the House may want to correct me. In a comparison
with the East Perth Redevelopment Act schedule 2 in this eml does not specify whether
meetings of the redevelopment authority will be open to the public. The East Perch
Redevelopment Authority conducted something like 90 per cent of its discussions in the
public arena. That did not mean that the public could comment or that there was an open
debate with the public, but the public could be present to hear what would happen.
Obviously, confidential or sensitive mactens were not discussed in the public purview.
It should be the intention of government to give people a sense of security and comfort
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with development proposals of this sort. The Government should consider the request for
an additional board member, and the issue of public meetings - with exceptions for
discussions on certain items. They are not outrageous demands. They are concerns that
have been put to me, and! l ook to the Leader of the Government to respond to those.
It has been said that this redevelopment will impact far more upon the suburbs of
Wembley and West Leederville than on Subiaco.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: In a positive fashion.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I will go through that. I am not making these comments off the
top of my head. The people in West Leederville and Wembley have specific problems
with traffic issues. Tere will be a change in the road hierarchy around the proposed
redevelopment area. It is proposed to close Haydn Bunton Drive. That may not be such
a bad decision because that may improve safety for people, particularly those going to
and from the football or using that oval;, but when that road is closed it will have
consequential effects on other woads. I do not know whether that has been reviewed
adequately. It is proposed to close Salvado Road fromt Station Street through to the
intersection of Haydn Bunton Drive and Railway Parade. That will enable St John of
God Hospital to build more medical rooms and accommodation over the road reserve, If
that portion of road is closed, it will shift the traffic movement onto other roads in that
West Leederville-Wembley area. It is proposed to make the tiny Station Street the main
north south link to Elvin Street, which is west of Rokeby Road. I asked the Minister why
Ellen Street was chosen, as the proposal is to close Rokeby Road between Hay Street and
Roberts Street to make a pedestrian mall. The suggestion is that will then provide a
unique and very pleasant environment for the commercial area of Subiaco. However the
commercial retail area of Subiaco is already a barrier to the residential area of Subiaco.
Firstly, Wemnbley and Leederville do not have the same barrier in terms of traffic
implications and, secondly, these rearrangements and closure of roads will move traffic
into different streets in that area. That is a concern to people, but it is not the only
concern with roads. It was suggested to me by the people I met last night that Harbaurne
Street is a main arterial road and should be used as the north south link to Roberts Road.
This could well be the case, but there may be problems for traffic management.
All of those issues will impact on the people of Wembley and West Leederville. Their
concerns are not abstract, but are genuine concerns about the impact of this
redevelopment, particularly in that area of traffic management. T1hey want to have a
member of the board representing their interests; that is reasonable bearing in mind that
the board as it is structured at the moment comprises representatives from the City of
Subiaco. Clause 7(l)(b) says -

2 are to be persons nominated by the council of the City of Subiaco from the
members of the council and officers of the City of Subiaco.

It seems strange that the Government should not insert a clause such as, "the authority
shall consist of six members rather than five" and insert clause (e) which would read,
",one is to be a person appointed by the Minister to represent the residents of the Town of
Cambridge". We are not suggesting that person be appointed by anybody else, because
with the current situation in the Town of Cambridge it would be difficult to know how to
get an appointee from a local government authority that does not exist or have elected
members. We are not suggesting that the Government should not control the
appointment of that additional person; it would be within its power to do that. That
would be a step in saying to the residents who perceive themselves to be most negatively
affected by this proposal that there is good faith on the part of the Government.
Hon Graham Edwards said that the addition of one member would not provide a
cumbersome board in terms of size. Clearly one additional member from five to six
would not do that. With the Government having the ability to nominate that person, it is,
more than anything else, a statement of good faith on the part of the Government that it is
prepared to accept that these people have legitimate concerns. These concerns cannot be
put just on an ad hoc basis, but on a regular basis to this authority. The Government
should consider that the Subiaco townsite does provide a buffer to the residential
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component of the City of Subiaco, but the northern side has no such buffer and that is
why these people feel most impinged upon by what is proposed in this Bill.
Members opposite are often quick to get to their feet and complain about the centraisat
government in Canberra, but when that centralist government, so defined by members
opposite, is providing $5m for this project, an important stimulus to this project, one
would imagine there would be more enthusiasm to applaud the Federal Government for
its initiative in this area. However, we are all waiting for pigs to fly and I am optimistic
that may happen someday and we may even have some faint praise from members
opposite for the Federal Governiment.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: That money originally came from the States.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Oh, my God, we are going to have this argument! I will leave
Hon Ross Lightfoot to Hon Tom Stephens.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: I would be happy if we got only half the money back that we gave
them.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I will not entertain that sort of stupidity from Hon Ross
Lightfoot, I am sony.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: You know Canberra gets $28 a head per annumn from WA.
Hon E.J. Charlton: It is true isn't it?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: No, it is not.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot:. We did not even get our fair share of road funds.
Hon Tom Stephens: On that basis, we would be seceding from you southerners!
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: I wish you would secede from this House.
Hon JOHN HALD)EN: It is in our hands, and he is very safe.
I would like to draw a couple of matters to the attention of the Minister. They relate to
the Environmental Protection Authority and its relationship to this proposed authority.
Clause 42 reads -

(1) If the Minister and the Minister for the Environment, acting jointly in
response to a request made under section 41(4) or (10) -

(a) reach a decision, the Authority and the EPA are to comply with
that decision; or

(b) are unable to reach a decision, they are to inform the Governor
accordingly.

(2) If the Governor is informed under subsection (l)(b), the Governor is to
decide -

(a) what information, if any, is to be provided by the Authority to the
EPA and, if any information is to be provided, within what period-,
or

(b) the matter in dispute,
as the case requires, and the Minister is then to inform the Authority and the EPA
of, and the Authority and the EPA are to comply with, that decision.

That clause provides a unique situation. My understanding is that in the past the
Environmental Protection Authority Act has had precedence over all other Acts of
Parliament. We are aware of the Government's abhorrence of the Environmental
Protection Authority, and the appointment of people to boards with significant influence
on environmental protection - that is, stacking the boards with its appointees. it is
outrageous that we are about to further weaken the role of the Environmental Protection
Authority by not allowing it to retain its previous powers.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
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Hon JOHN HALDEN: I understand that the Environmental Protection Authority Act has
precedence, but I may stand corrected.
Some specific environmental problems exist in this Subiaco area. I am advised that the
redevelopment area has an industrial past which has left a residue of problems. First, a
company called Ready Lime, a division of Swan Portland, operated at Tighe Street. I
understand that the company had thre significantly large lime vats and possibly two lime
pits in the area. One wonders about the impact of that form of industry on the watertable,
whether any contaminants were involved and what happened to them. I understand also
that CIG had a site in the proposed redevelopment area. Again, the suggestion is that the
groundwater was contaminated by this industry. Further, I understand that Mauri Foods
manufactured yeast in the area and that a number of contaminants from that production
were pumped into the ground waxer supply. Perhaps of more concern is that a
significantly large, for those days, commercial dry cleaning business operated on the site,
and that the chemicals from the business also were pumped into the watertable. I do not
know whether this information is factual but it has been suggested that contaminants
were pumped into the round water supply over approximately 30 years. and have sat
below the site and moved slowly westward over the years. Some evidence suggests that
the watertable directly below and to the west of the site is contaminated. I am not aware
of the degree of contamination but I imagine that if it is significant, and knowing the
endearing features of the Minister responsible and the inister for the Environment - that
well-known defender of environmental matters throughout the state, in charge of and
capable of overruling the EPA - the Government should give considerable guarantees in
regard to this matter before the public can feel comfortable and confident with this
redevelopment proposal.
Hon Peter Foss: It is the Swan River Trust Act that the East Perth Redevelopment Act
overrules. The Swan River Trust was the environmental body.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I do not know to what the Minister is referring.
Hon Peter Foss: The Swan River Trust Act was made subservient to the East Perth
Redevelopment Authority, and the Swan River Trust was responsible for the preservation
of the Swan River.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The EPA Act states that that authority has superior status.
Hon Peter Foss: I thought there was something here. It is the Swan River Trust Act
which was overruled by the East Perth Redevelopment Act. It was specifically related to
the environment of the Swan River.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: On the total issue of the environment, the Environmental
Protection Authority Act is still the superior Act in regard to the East Perth
Redevelopment Authority on environmental matters.
Hon Peter Foss: Only for land, not water.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I think it is for both. The East Perth authority had the issue of
contamination to deal with as well. That was the contamination of soil, a different sort of
contamination, but to draw the two together it is an issue that must be addressed with far
greater sensitivity to ensure that people have more confidence in the process than is
suggested here, If people have these concerns, they will be far more satisfied by having
their own representative who can tell them what is happening with the board, what is
being done, and what is being discussed rather than hearing it by way of the grapevine
which will undoubtedly provide wrong, distorted messages and sometimes totally wrong
advice.
I further understand that it is the intention of the Government to place within the
boundaries of the City of Subiaco the whole of the Subiaco redevelopment and to move a
portion of the land from the proposed Town of Cambridge. It might come as some
surprise to people who live in the proposed Town of Cambridge. This honest and open
Government promised when it divided the City of Perth into four local government
bodies that it would not be changing the boundaries of any of the local government
authorities.
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Hon E.J. Charlton: It hasn't.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It has. My understanding is that portion of the land within the
Town of Cambridge will come within the City Subiaco.
Hon George Cash: It will come into the project area.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: That will provide same financial benefit to the City of Subiaco,
and I do not have a problem with that. The Government must bear in mind that people in
the area are very sensitive about what is proposed in this Bill.
I have another question which relates to the church that is next door to St John of God
Hospital - I am sorry that I cannot remember its name. Is the church to be listed on the
Heritage List and, therefore, preserved? Although it is not the original church that was
built on that site, I understand it was built in the mid-1930s and its survival should be
guaranteed. It is a reasonable piece of architecture from that time and there should be a
guarantee that the church is in no jeopardy whatsoever.
More for the sake of the Minister for Transport than that of the Leader of the Government
in this House. I refer to clause 29 of the Bill, a clause that I support wholeheartedly.
When we were dealing with the Acts Amendment (Perth Passenger Transport) Bifl, there
was a lengthy debate about ministerial directions and whether they should be reported to
Parliament and whether they should be in the annual report of that organisation. The
Minister for Transport, in the three hour debate on clause 1, said that democracy as we
knew it was about to end and his proposal could not work with the draconian measure
that I had put forward, which was put forward only to circumvent what the Minister had
proposed. A perusal of clause 29 of this Bill will show that what I was proposing in the
other Bill is included here. I compliment the Government on this step. If I were to be
totally consistent, I could go to my proposition on the other Bill and suggest that there is
a need for public hearings.
This Bill does provide some community service obligations, but it also provides some
very direct economic benefits. Although I would like to go through that argument again,
I do not propose to do so. The transport matter was far more about subsidisation and
community obligations than is this Bill. There is a difference. That does not mean that
the Government should not look harder at government agencies in regard to report No 36.
The Government must have taken some cognisance of what was said in the report.
Although we do not see any guidelines about ministerial directions, we do at least have
the safeguard of those directions being tabled in both Houses of Parliament within
28 days of the instruction being given, and included in the annual report submitted by the
accountable authority. I am pleased with that development. When we get around to the
Acts Amendment (Perth Passenger Transport) Bill, the Minister for Transport may decide
that my amendments on the other matter are not so outrageous as he first thought.
Having said that, the Opposition supports this Bill. We have a philosophical
commitment to urban renewal but we just cannot understand the bloody-mindedness of
this Government in not having one representative from the people who perceive
themselves to be most negatively impacted upon by the consequences of this Bill. We
are not seeking to take away from the Government the ability to nominate one person of
its choosing as the representative of those people on the board. If the Minister does not
discuss with his counterpart, the Minister responsible in another place, the suggestion by
Hon Graham Edwards about the suitability of that proposition, we will have to say that
the Government is being no more than bloody-minded. We put forward that proposition
to provide the government of the day with the best outcome that has bipartisan support
while at the same time not being enormously significant in its potential to slow down or
conflict with the objectives of this Bill.
The Opposition could put on the Notice Paper an amendment to this effect. To proceed
down that path, if the Government were not of a mind to have these people adequately
represented, would do nothing more than to waste the time of the House. We have a
genuine request to allow direct representation on this board for people who perceive
themselves as being directly affected by what may happen as a result of this authority.
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My view is that the decisions of this authority will impact on them. It is appropriate that
the Government allow them a voice. The Opposition, as I have already said, will support
this Bill. However, we do ask the Government to give some genuine consideration to our
one request: To allow the people of West Leederville and Wembley to have
representation on this authority.
HON TOM STEPHENS (Mining and Pastoral) (10.06 pm]: I come into this debate
having had the misfortune of hearing the debate on the speaker in my room while I was
working on other parliamentary matters. I was listening to the contribution of Hon Ross
Lightfoot. It was another example of invincible ignorance, which cannot go without
comment. He talked about the early history of Subiaco. He made absolutely no
reference at all to the history of which I presume everybody in the rest of die state is
aware, if not Hon Ross LightfooL
Hon Peter Foss: The Benedictines.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Even Hon Peter Foss knows about it. Everybody else would
know that the origins of the City of Subiaco go back to the earliest days.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot; Not the very earliest days at all?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Hon Ross Lightfoot made a very good point indeed. I thought
he would want to go back to the days to which I want to refer, that is, to the first residents
of Subiaco who were the descendents of people who during the Pleistocene age
discovered a great uninhabited land to die south, setting out in tiny seacraft and
eventually spreading their settlement over the entire continent. I know that Mr Lightfoot
is not one who would want to start delving into -

Hon Peter Foss: Are you saying that Subiaco is Aboriginal land?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The place had a prior occupation to anything referred to by Hon
Ross Lightfoot. The history of Subiaco is documented in Identity Prized: A History of
Subiaco. In its earliest chapter entitled "Adaptation and Affluence: The Aborigines", it
talks about the Aboriginal connection with this part of Western Australia. These people
were attrced not only to the waters of that area but also to the land that is now part of
the City of Subiaco. Hon Ross Lightfoot started his version of the history of this area
much later than that. Let him not skip over the very important and very proud history of
the Benedictine community in this State.
Hon Peter Foss: He does not have your Roman Catholic background.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: He need not display his sectarian biases either by ignoring this
very important period of Western Australian history -

Hon P.R. Lightfoot: I cannot believe this.

Hon TOM STEPHENS: - or rewriting it. It would be a great tragedy indeed if this Bill
were topass through this House tonight without our putting the record straight.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: It was Benedict Serra. I am an ecumenical person; I do not have a
sectarian bias.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: All I have seen displayed from Hon Ross Lightfoot is bias and
bigotry.
Hon Peter Foss: That is most unfair.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Not at all, as Hon Ross Lightfoot could tell the Minister he is
full of that.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: That is not only wrong, but most uncharitable.

Hon TOM STEPHENS: I may have missed something as I came up the back staircase on
my way to the Chamber to ensure this section of Western Australian state and
ecclesiastical history was adequately mentioned in this debate.
Hon Peter Foss: I hope you are a friend of New NorciL.
Han TOM STEPHENS: Ilam, if not financial; certainly in every other sense.
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Hon Peter Foss: You should be a financial member and put your money where you are
mouth is.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): Order!
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Unlike Hon Peter Foss I do not have the benefit of a ministerial
salary that can allow me to put my money in every place it is deserved. As Minister for
the Arts, Hon Peter Foss can no doubt do much to assist that entire community to make
sure it is capable of being able to restore the history of which Subiaco is a part.
Subiaco of course finds its name from the Benedictine connection with the old monastery
of St Benedict, which had a name connected to the Latin tag of sub lacum, the notion of
being beneath the lakes. When Bishop Serra found himself attracted to the idea of
putting in a community in that area it was natural for him to call it the new Subiaco
because of its association with the waters around that area.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: I mentioned Lakes Monger and Herdsman. That is from where it
drew its name.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I want the Chamber to ensure it has not, as a result of Hon Ross
Lightfoot's discourse, missed out on a very proud and important piece of state history. I
am much indebted to one of my colleagues who spurred me on to set straight the record.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: You are such a placid person.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I ani one of the most placid members on this side of the House,
as my colleagues will testify. I am not easily provoked by members opposite except
when they become extremely tedious and tiresome. The Identity Prized a History of
Subiaco tells the very proud history of that part of the state and connects Benedictine,
Bishop Serr and, of course, Salvado with Subiaco.
The Bill before the House has the support of the Opposition, although with queries about
some of the detail, as was quite rightly pointed out by Hon Graham Edwards, who has
opposition responsibility for the carriage of this legislation in the House. As he also
rightly pointed out this Bill has its origins in the hard work spent by the Labor Party
when in office. I am privileged to have worked for part of that period as a Parliamentary
Secretary to our now leader and then Deputy Premier, Ian Taylor. His work on this
project in its infancy has the opportunity of coming to fruition if we can ensure this
Government does not mismanage the legacy created by our efforts to ensure a future for
Subiaco in this way.
Hon Ross Lightfoot: It is a legacy for cancer - another terminal disease.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: It is the product of hard work over 10 years of a Labor
government where, in his capacity as then Minister for State Development, Ian Taylor
brought together the parties to work on this very important project now before the House
in the form of this Bill. It is important to state it is not only something of which we must
be proud but also something we do not want the Government to muck up. In the carriage
of this legislation the Government should get it right. It has not yet got it right as
Hon Graham Edwards and Hon John Halden have pointed out. This legislation deserves
the amendments of which we have spoken to make sure effective parties such as those
that are adjacent to this area in the new Town of Cambridge - pronounced "Caimbridge";
not "Kambridge", the way Hon Ross Lightfoot pronounced it. The Government has
mucked up things by calling Glendalough, 'Glendalock'. Now he is calling Cambridge,
'Kanibridge". Hon Ross Lightfoot should get his pronunciations correct, along with his
history.
Hon P.R Lightfoot: Is it "Glendalock" or Glendalough?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Then he may have a chance of getting legislation like this right
also.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: There is no River Kanm down Cambridge Street. Cambridge
Street is not crossed by a river.
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon George Cash: What is dhe name of the river that goes through the Town of
Cambridge in England?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I am sure Hon George Cash has the answer to that question and
no doubt he will tell the House.
Hon George Cash: Not only do I have die answer, but also I want to share it with you. it
is known as the River Camm.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: It has nothing to do with Cambridge Street along which a large
number of the residents of the new Town of Cambridge live.
Hon George Cash: It is where the trolley buses used to go.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Those residents would like to have representatives on the
Subiaco Redevelopment Authority.
Hon Peter Foss: You really should take a large Benedictine!
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I might take that opportunity immediately after this
contribution, particularly if Hon Ross Lightfoot does not provoke me into further need
for discourse on -

Hon George Cash: You have all night; we have extended the sitting past 11.00 pm.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I want to ensure that Hon Ross Lightfoot does not provoke me
any further.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The residents of the Town of Cambridge deserve to be
represented. Just because many of them happen to fall within a Labor electorate is not
sufficient mason for the Governiment to discriminate against them as it has so many other
residents of Labor electorates. As members on this side of the House have pointed out
quite rightly, those people have the need and the right to be represented on this authority.
Hon Ross Lightfoot: Are you saying they have a right?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Absolutely; it should be enshrined in this Statute.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: You are speaking for them as the kiss of death.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: No; Hon Ross Lightfoot could rush to my support and in return
for that Hon George Cash could no doubt swoon in his direction and agree to his
remonstrations on behalf of the people of Cambridge.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot You almost said "Icambridge"!
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I never want to be misled by Hon Ross Lightfoot in any
direction at all. It is also important to get the record straight. Not only is this whole
concept a legacy of the hard work put in by Ian Taylor -
Hon Ross Igbrfoot: You are tryintg to take it away from the Subiaco City Council. it
has its genesis -
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon TOM STEPHENS: They were successful in bringing on board Ian Taylor, who was
able to bring this project to a point where Hon Ross Lightfoot seems to be helibent on
derailing it.
Hon Rons Lightfoot interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Orderi It is very difficult if not impossible, for the
Hansard reporters if we continually have inteijections across the Chamber that are out of
order anyway.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: He should not speak when I interject.
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Hon TOM STEPHENS: This whole initiative has not only the support of Labor Party
philosophy as pointed out by Hon John Halden, but also it has the support of our efforts
while in government both at state, level and of course at national level. Members should
be reminded, I suspect, of the joint press conference that was conducted by Hon Carmen
Lawrence, our fanner Leader of the Opposition. and Hon Kim Beazicy when they
announced many of the budgetary initiatives that have gone towards making die next
phase of the development authority possible. It was necessary at that time for Kim
Beazicy and Carmen Lawrence to announce the generous contribution by the
Commonwealth under the Better Cities program in advance of the very tricky initiative
by the Premier of the day, Richard Court, to try to claim credit for those funds being
allocated. He had organised a press conference the following day to try to claim all the
credit and of course was pipped at the post by those people for whom credit was due.
They spoke about how that contribution would join with the effort and finances of the
City of Subiaco to ensure the redevelopment of the areas that will fall under the Subiaco
Redevelopment Authority.
It is worth noting in passing that yet another government agency is being created here
tonight; not in the model that those of us who have watched the birth and death of
government agencies over the years like to see those agencies take, nor in accordance
with the template that it is hoped will soon be held out to the House as the model to be
adopted in cases such as this. The formation of government agencies can from time to
time quite rightly be criticised in the community, in the media and by members of
Parliament as an action of government and of the Parliament that is an unnecessary step
along the way of enshrining or supporting an initiative. I do not think this is such an
example. We are not seeing an unnecessary creation of an agency in this case. However,
it is not an agency that is in accordance with the template that is held out to the House by
the Governiment Agencies Committee, although in the future perhaps with the adoption
of one of the committee's reports by a retroactive decision of the House it may be
possible to mould this agency back into a more appropriate shape.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: Like WA Inc?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I do not think Hon Barry House would inflict upon the state that
feature of which Hon Ross Lightfoot speaks, which was the brainchild of die National
Party in this House when it amended some of die legislation that the government of the
day had in place. That left an agency in accordance with the wishes of the National Party
which went on to become part of that period of WA Inc. I am sure Hon Ross Lightfoot
would be embarrassing the Chair were he to suggest that Hon Barry House would want to
inflict upon the House legislation that would see the repetition of some of those
experiences 6f the eighties. It is not an agency in its current form that adequately reflects
the aspirations of the Opposition and what it would expect of this authority, in the way it
relates to the Environmental Protection Authority and the neighbouring communities of
Cambridge. The Opposition supports the legislation but urges the Government to
consider seriously the criticisms that have been levelled by opposition members.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Le4ader of the House) [10.23 pm]: I
thank the opposition and government members who have spoken in support of the Bill,
even though that support was clearly qualified. Hon Graham Edwards in the first
instance raised the history and origins of the Bill and then found the need to criticise the
Government for not recognising what he saw as the important work of the former Deputy
Premier, Ian Taylor. the City of Subiaco and, in particular, the former mayor, Helen
Passmoru. I have no problem in recognising the work of those people. In fact, if
Hon Graham Edwards cares to look back at various media comment that was ma -
earlier this year he will see that the Government has recognised for some time that this
has been an ongoing project It did not just pop out of the air one day and arrive C-1
someone's table: It has been a continuing project over a considerable period. However,
the former government during its term in office did not institute a program that wouli
enable a Bill to be brought into this House to put the Subiaco Redevelopment Authority
into place. That is something we have now done in conjunction with, and with the
support of, the City of Subiaco.
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Hon Graham Edwards: And I complimented you on it.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Graham Edwards did indeed. If we want the redevelopment
of the 71 hectares to go ahead, clearly there is a need for not only bipartisan support in
this House, but also continued support from the City of Subiaco. There will also be - it
apparently missed some people's understanding - a $5m contribution from the Federal
Governmnent through the Better Cities program. Hon Tom Stephens referred to that when
he mentioned that farmer Premier Carmen Lawrence and the federal Finance Minister,
Kim Beazley, had made announcements about this area. Not only did the former Mayor
of the City of Subiaco, Helen Passmore, support the Subiaco redevelopment, but also the
recently elected mayor, Tony Costa, has made it clear that he supports the general
proposal. As is not surprising with Tony Costa, who has been a strong advocate for the
people he represents in Subiaco for a long time, he has made it clear that he wants to be
involved and he wants his views heard by the authority. As a member of the council, and
now Mayor of the City of Subiaco, one expects his views to be heard by the authority.
Hon Graham Edwards: Try to ignore them!
Hon GEORGE CASH: That is dead right The major point to which all speakers
referred was the membership of the authority. That composition is covered in clause 7 of
the Bill as follows -

7. (1) The Authority consists of 5 members appointed by the Minister of whom -

(a) one is to be a person who, in the opinion of the Minister, has a
relevant qualification;

(b,) 2 are to be persons nominated by the council of the City of Subiaco
from the members of the council and officers of the City of
Subiaco;

(c) one is to be a member of the board of directors of the Western
Australian Land Authority; and

(d) one is to be a person nominated by the Minister to whom the
administration of the Transport Coordination Act 1966 is for the
time being committed by the Governor.

It has been argued that because the subject area covens a small portion of the Town of
Cambridge there should be representation firom that town. It was also suggested by
Hon Graham Edwards that I should defer the Committee stage of this Bill, in particular in
relation to this clause, so that I could consult with the Minister for Planning, who has the
principal carriage of the legislation, to enable me to determine whether he would be
prepared to agree to an additional member to be appointed to the board. There is no need
for me to delay the Committee stage of the Bill because I have already spoken to the
Minister for Planning. He asked me yesterday in Cabinet why the Bill had not gone
through the House last week. He is keen to see the Subiaco Redevelopment Authority
commence from I July. I explained to him that the business of the House did not allow it
to be discussed last week and that I would attempt - only attempt - to have the matter
discussed this week He clearly and forcefully put his position. I then discussed with
him some of the issues that had been raised, and recognised some of the amendments that
had been agreed to, in the other place; in the main, those moved by him, but certainly
those amendments that enjoyed Opposition support. I put to him that it might be
suggested that additional membership was warranted, in particular, for someone to
represent the Town of Cambridge. He made it clear to me that he did not believe that
small area was sufficient to justify membership of the authority; but more than that, it
was important to have a very good look at the qualifications or the prohibitions that
might exist in respect of the proposed membership of the authority. The reason that I
invite members to do that and the reason that I have read clause 7(l) into the Hansard is
that it is still within the competence of the Minister for Planning to appoint someone to
represent the Town of Cambridge. Clause 7(l)(a) states -

one is to be a person who, in the opinion of the Minister, has a relevant
qualification;
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A person can also be appointed to represent the Town of Cambridge under clause 7(1)(d),
which states -

one is to be a person nominated by the Minister to whom the administration of the
Transport Co-ordination Act 1966 is for the time being committed by the
Governor.

No further qualification other than the Minister for Transport being given the opportunity
of nominating someone is required There axm limitations in paragraphs (b) and (c).
Paragraph (b) requires that "2 are to be persons nominated by the council of the City of
Subiaco from the members of the council and officers of the City of Subiaco". An
amendment in the other place extended the appointment from a councillor of the City of
Subiaco to an officer oldthe City of Subiaco.
The basis of the claim for someone to be appointed from the Town of Cambridge
generally revolved around the fact that residents of the Town of Cambridge would not be
consulted in the general process of a redevelopment scheme. In that sense, I refer
members to clause 33(3). It is a critical subclause. It indicates that people from the
Town of Cambridge must be consulted. Clause 33 is part of part 4, the redevelopment
scheme. Subclausc (3) states -

A proposed redevelopment scheme is not to be submitted to dhe Minister unless it
was prepared -

(a) after consultation with the council of the City of Subiaco and of the Town
of Cambridge and the State Planning Commission (whether that
consultation occurred before or after the commencement of this Act); and

(b) having regard to the views of the councils and the Commission.
Clearly, the Bill is written in such a way that it requires consultation with the Town of
Cambridge. It does not require consultation only with members of the authority; it
requires it with the Town of Cambridge and with the City of Subiaco. However, more
than that, clause 35. which is also pant of part 4, provides for public submissions to be
received. Clause 35(l) states -

Written submissions on a proposed redevelopment scheme may be made by any
person -

It then goes on to qualify die time in which those submissions are to be made. Under
clause 35(2). the authority is required to consider those submissions and it "may modify
the proposed redevelopment scheme as it thinks fit to give effect to any submission so
received by it". Therefore, "public submissions" is to be read to include not only people
from the City of Subiaco and the Town of Cambridge. but also, in its widest possible
sense, from the public of Western Australia.
Clause 34 is also a critical clause. It refers to the need for the proposed scheme to be
publicly notified. Cause 34(1) states -

Public notification of a proposed redevelopment scheme in respect of which the
Minister has given consent under section 33(4) is to be given in accordance with
subsection (2).

Subclause (2) provides that -
The proposed redevelopment scheme is to be publicly notified by the Authority
by the publication -

(a) in the Gazette; and
(b) in 2 issues of a daily newspaper circulating in the City of Subiaco and in

the Town of Cambridge,
It then goes on to provide other places at which copies of the scheme will be found. I
want members to be clear on part 4 of the Bill because it is a critical part of it. It refers to
the need to consult and provides the opportunity for residents of both the City of Subiaco
and the Town of Cambridge to have an input. However, it goes even wider than that
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under clause 35 because it deals with public submissions. Hon Graham Edwards asked
also why the word "may" instead of the word "shall" appears in clause 40(1). Clause
40(1) states -

The Authority may, during die preparation of -
(a) a proposed redevelopment scheme; or
(b) a proposed amendment to a redevelopment scheme,
seek advice from the EPA.

That obviously provides die authority with the discretion either to seek advice from the
EPA or not to seek advice from the EPA. Later, other members referred to the possible
contamination of some parts of the site. The fact is that a discretion is provided to the
authority in clause 40(t) which allows the authority to go to the EPA or, if required, to
some other environmental consulting group to take advice on any matter. It is not
required to rely totally on the EPA.
Clause 41 deals with the role of the Environmental Protection Authority in the
preparation of redevelopment schemes. Clause 41(1) states, in part -

the Authority, before submitting that redevelopment scheme or amendment to the
Minister under section 33, or section 38 as read with section 33, as the case
requires, -

These are the critical words -

- is to submit that redevelopment scheme or amendment to the EPA and await its
advice.

Unquestionably, the authority must submit the redevelopment scheme to the
Environmental Protection Authority. The source of the authority's advice in the
meantime is at the discretion of the authority. Hypothetically, the authority may wish to
obtain some independent private advice regarding possible contaminants, depending on
their nature. That is the reason for the discretion.
I agree with Hon Graham Edwards about the need for a future railway station near
Subiaco Oval. Many people regularly attend the football and other public events at
Subiaco Oval, and I hope that in future a railway station will be located near the oval.
The best comfort I can offer is that the Minister for Transport will be represented on the
board, and I hope that the Minister shares the view of Hon Graham Edwards, others and
me and will ensure that a station is located close to the oval. Unquestionably, we have a
fine and efficient electric train service from the northern suburbs to Perth and across to
Subiaco. This system also allows people from Armadale and Fremnantle to access
Subiaco. Therefore, the station issue must be decided in due course. It Will be part of the
total planning process regarding the land to be controlled by the Subiaco Redevelopment
Authority. Regrettably, the former government did not make a decision to build a station
close to the Joondalup Sports Centre. I recall when Hon Graham Edwards turned the first
sod on that development.
Hon Graham Edwards: I did it very well, too!
Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes. I had the pleasure some months later to lay the first
concrete on the floor in that development.
Hon Graham Edwards: Someone told me that it cracked.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Not at all. I was also lucky enough to attend the opening of that
facility by the Premier. I assure Hon Graham Edwards that the floor is still in one piece
and is providing support for the props holding up the balance of the building.
A number of members mentioned the 71 hectares of land involved in the development
Approximately 5 per cent of that land is in private ownership, 44per cent is Subiaco
endowment land, and the remainder is either Crown reserve or other land in government
ownership. I mention those figures as we have a unique opportunity regarding the
development of this land. If we blow this opportunity, the land may not be redeveloped
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for another hundred or so years. Therefore, we must proceed in a controlled manner -
which is the basis of this legislation - to enable the project to go ahead.
Hon Ross Lightfoot is a resident of the area, and he supported the objectives of the Bill
with some enthusiasm, particularly regarding the lowering of the railway line from the
Axon Street bridge to the Hay Street subway. He referred to the ownership of land and
mentioned the unique opportunity to develop that land. For many years people have
offered advice to governments of all persuasions and local councils on how to improve
the Axon Street bridge, by way of additional carriageways, and the Hay Street subway.
One does not wander around Subiaco for long before finding someone who is prepared to
provide ideas about what should be done with the subway. This redevelopment scheme
will provide the opportunity for the firt time since the building of the railway for the line
to be sunk and for the land above to be used for other purposes.
The $5m Better Cities funding is to be contributed by the Commonwealth. I am told by
the Minister for Planning that this funding has a time limitation, and that we must provide
a program of how this money will be spent, including a timetable. That initial $5m
Better Cities funding will be followed by a $l~hm contribution from the City of Subiaco,
and the state will continue its contribution. As indicated by Hon Ross Ughtfoot, the
development and the sale of land will provide additional revenue to continue the
development process.
The work of the City of Subiaco councillors was recognised by Hon Ross Lightfoot. He
mentioned their enthusiasm to ensure that the Bill becomes a reality so that they can get
on with the job. Hon John Halden supported the project and the concept of urban
renewal programs. He recognised the heritage value and character of Subiaco, which I
also recognise. However, much controversy has arisen about how that character and
heritage has been handled in past years. Having seen the fruits of early decisions coming
to reality, most people recognise. the good intent of the City of Subiaco in that regard in
recent years.
The question of representation was raised by Hon John Halden. He claimed that this Bill
said "trust us"; however, it says nothing about miust. As with the East Perth
Redevelopment Act, it clearly sets out the parameters in which the authority will work,
and this cannot be read as a question of trust. A great deal of public consultation will be
involved, as is the case with the East Perth redevelopment; that legislation was promoted
in this House by the previous government some years ago.
Hon John Halden asked whether meetings of the redevelopment authority would be open
to the public. Although the legislation does not make provision for authority meetings to
be public, certainly there will be no prohibition on the authority in that regent. I
understand that some committee meetings of the City of Subiaco are held in camera
However, as most meetings, as with every other local authority, are held in public, one
would expect that the City of Subiaco representative would advise the council on what is
happening as the redevelopment progresses.
Hon John Halden raised questions in respect of clauses 41 and 42 which deal with the
Environmental Protection Authority. Again, the Bill is very specific in that area, and I
point out the requirement in clause 41 to submit the redevelopment plan or any
amendment to it to the EPA and await its advice. Clause 42 deals with the resolution of
certain disputes and provides a brake clause, so that when a dispute arises a scheme of
arrangement is put in place to enable it to be resolved.
Hon John Halden also raised the question of contamination and nominated a number of
sites which may be contamninated. I do not have any evidence that those sires are
contaminated and, therefore, I am not prepared to acknowledge that they are. Clearly,
this is a matter which the Subiaco Redevelopment Authority must face up to. it may be
that other sites within the subject area will also be found to be contaminated to one
degre or another.
Hon John Halden asked whether the church near the St John of God Hospital was the
subject of a heritage order. To my knowledge it is not, but also to my knowledge St John
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of God has no intention of demolishing or changing the structure of that building. I
understand that St John of God is very keen to work with the Subiaco Redevelopment
Authority to ensure chat its land - it has significant interest in a considerable amount of
land in the area - is part of the proper planning process.
Hon Tom Stephens raised issues surrounding the early history of the City of Subiaco and
spoke of the influence of the Benedictine Order. He recognised the work of that group.
He also spoke in favour of representation from persons living in the Town of Cambridge,
and referred to the Better Cities funding of $Sm. His final comment was that the Bill
would create another government instrumentality. He referred to the report of the
Standing Committee on Government Agencies recently tabled in this House. I refer Hon
Tom Stephens to clause 66 of the Bill -

(1) The Minister is to carry out a review of the operation and effectiveness of this
Act as soon as is practicable after the expiration of 5 years from its
commencement, and in the course of that review the Minister is to consider and
have regard to -

(a) the effectiveness of the operations of the Authority;
(b) the need for the continuation of the functions of the Authority and

for the continuation of this Act; and
(c) any other matters that appear to the Minister to be relevant to the

operation and effectiveness of this Act
If every Bill that came before this House contained that provision, those matters
previously discussed by the Government Agencies Committee would be satisfied. That
review clause requires the Minister to conduct a review to determine whether the Act
should continue past the five year period., I am a strong supporter of sunset clauses.
Even if they do not result in some Act expiring completely on a given date, I am still in
favour of a clause in the general tenor of clause 66 because at least the question must be
asked. Under those circumstances government instrumentalities do not continue for ever
and ever without questions being asked about their worth.
I thank members for their indication of support for the Bill. I look forward to the
establishment of the Subiaco Redevelopment Authority and even more to seeing Some
action on the ground, as is now apparent in the East Perth area as a result of the East
Perth Redevelopment Act. In due course it is intended that there shall be a green corridor
stretching from Subiaco all the way to link up with the work being done in the East Perth
area.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon Murray Montgomery) in the Chair; Hon
George Cash (Leader of the House) in charge of the Bill.
Clause 1: Short title -
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I take this opportunity to respond to the contribution by
Hon Ross Lightfoot, who said he was not aware of any work that had been done by the
previous government. I reiterate what I said in the second reading debate when I quoted
from The West Australian of 7 February 1994 in which Helen Passmore was reported as
saying that she was pleased the State Government accepted the work put in by council
over the three and a half years of the Labor government I do not chink the important
issue is who has done what. The most important issue is to get this legislation right.
That, of course, is why I have particularly focused on the membership of the authority. I
believe clause 7 of the Bill is crucial and I am disappointed that the Leader of the House
has indicated that the Minister who has carriage of this legislation within the Government
yesterdy reiterated his position on any amendments to clause 7. I accept, if that is the
case, that there is not much point in the leader of the House talking to that Minister again
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and seeking a change of mind. The Opposition will not move an amendment to clause 7
because the Government has clearly forecast its intention with this matter. The best way
to proceed is not by an amendment but by simply asking the Government to reconsider
its position on this clause, and the position in which the residents of the Town of
Cambridge will find themselves.
I am pleased that Hon Ross Lightfoot, at least, and obviously members of the
Government, have moved on from the position of wanting to dismantle the Perthi to
Fremantle railway line and that he is now an advocate of having the line sunk not just
between Axon Street and the subway, but perhaps a great deal further along that stretch
of railway line, which is so important to the proper distribution of passengers.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Government does not argue over the contribution of
members of the former government, but it is about time we started looking forward rather
than backward. 1 also confirm to the Chamber my discussions with the Minister for
Planning on the question of the composition of the board. Not only did I speak to him
yesterday but also he wrote to me last week, although not specifically on that matter and
his position on it.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I did mean to convey to the Leader of the Government
thanks for his fairly comprehensive reply during the second reading debate. I accept his
explanation in relation to the matter of the Subiaco Redevelopment Authority obtaining
advice from the Environmental Protection Authority. It is also very well to want to look
forward, but when one endeavours to look forward in a proactive and cooperative way
and all one sees is the weight of numbers, it is difficult.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 2 to 6 put and passed.
Clause 7: Membership of Authority -

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The Leader of the Government tried to deal with the
concerns that have been raised by members on this side. In endeavouring to do that he
pointed to subclauses (l)(a) and (d) and commented that neither of the people who will
be appointed to the authority is required to have particular qualifications apart from
relevant ones as opposed to perhaps subclauses (1 )(b) and (c). He was making the point
that the Minister could appoint someone from the Town of Cambridge in either subclause
(1)(a) or (d), but his argument is destroyed on the basis of his other comments that the
Minister had conveyed to him a view that because the residents from the Town of
Cambridge cover such a small portion of the area in question it is not warranted. If it is
not warranted on the one hand, I cannot see how the Minister can argue it is warranted on
the other. We will certainly watch closely to see who is appointed to this authority, what
their qualifications are, where they are from and what capacity they have to represent
those people who I have previously argued are disfranchised not once through the
dismantling of the City of Perth. but twice through not having representation on the
redevelopment authority.
Although everyone supports strongly the enhancement of this particularly delightful part
of the metropolitan area, as it will be through the activities that will fallow once the Bill
becomes legislation, I caution the Government about what is almost an island mentality
in relation to this authority. I hope it will not fall into this trap. Whatever happens in the
Subiaco redevelopment authority area, it must have the capacity to flow north and south
just as it does east and west. Subclause (1 )(d) enables the appointment of a person
nominated by the Minister for Transport. I am sure that person will have the expertise
and capacity to ensure that whatever happens along that railway line will be in the best
interests of the area generally and, hopefully, of the future tranisport needs of that area.
We will see two people appointed under subclause (1)(b) who will be nominated by the
council of the City of Subiaco, who will have their areas of interest and priority to look
after. Under subclause (l)(c) one person will be a member of the board of directors of
the Western Australian Land Authority. I am suit that person will have particular
interest in the area in question. It is incredibly important that those people do not have an
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island mentality, and whatever they come up with must have the capacity to flow north
particularly. just as it has south, east and west. Nf it does not have that capacity, the
development area may turn out to be a tremendous development, but it may have
problems that fall out in West Leederville and Wembley. That is why we have argued
strongly for a representative from the Town of Cambridge who can represent the best
intersts of thai area& Once again, in a proactive way, a person appointed to the authority
fnnnmthatrarea could help to ensure aflow through of ideas, and thatcin thefinal
development plan the concept captures that necessary flow through. I listened intently to
the argument of the Leader of the House about the processes of consultation and ensuring
tha whatever development proposal is put forward, it is available and open for comnment.
The fact tha no person will represent that area on the authority will make the final
acceptance of tha concept plan, whatever it is, somewhat harder for those people in that
ara, who, as I have argued before tonight, are disfiranchised simply because they have
not been part and parcl of the authority or the due processes that the authority will go
through. However, that is a decision that the Government has now made and I hope that
within the life of this Bill it does not regret its position in relation to this clause. I hope
too that die development will not suffer because Of it.
Hon GEORGE CASH: In response to Hon Graham Edwards' comments it is important
that I distinguish between, firsdly, the need for the additional member which was talked
about on the one hand and, secondly, my observations about the positions that are
referred to in subclauses (l)(a) and (d). Firstly, in respect of the additional position, my
comments were that the Minister was not inclined to increase the numbers of the
authority from five to -six to provide for a representative specifically from the Town of
Cambridge. He argued and pointed out the provisions of clause 33(3). Additional
protection is offered by clause 34 which deals with the need for the scheme to be publicly
notified, and clause 35 which invites public submissions, Because it is absolutely
relevant to the question of consultation with other authorities, I should have pointed out
clause 49 headed "Consultation with other authorities" which reads -

(1) The Authority is to refer, by notice in writing, particulars of the proposed
development -

(a) to each public authority that appears to it to have functions that are
relevant to, or whose operations are likely to be affected by, the
proposed developmein and

(b) to the council of the City of Subiaco and of the Town of
Cambridge.

(2) The council of the City of Subiaco and of the Town of Cambridge and a
public authority to which particulars are referred under subsection (1) may make
submissions on the proposed development to the Authority.

That is another opportunity for die Town of Cambridge to be consulted. Therefore, the
Bill is all about consultation. Ther is a difference of opinion as to whether there should
be five or six members. However, I have made the independent observation that clause
7(l)(a) and (d) does not prohibit persons from the Town of Cambridge being appointed to
those positions so long as those people are able to comply with the other qualifications.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The Leader of the House has not convinced me. Both he
and I have had local government experience on the City of Stirling. The Leader of the
Rouse will know that it is much easier to have a point of view taken into account at the
time a concept is being drawn up rather than to have the concept changed after the

proessisfinished. The fact that people from the Town of Cambridge will not be
incude inthe process of drawing up the concept for development may mean that they

wifl not be totally convinced that they will have the chance to change the development
once it has been completed and put forward for comment. It is the view of the
Opposition that die Government would be befttr served to have such representaition
written into the Bill rather than leave it to the Minister perhaps to appoint someone at a
latter stage to look after these concerns. To give a quick example: People often adopt the
view that the best way to fix a traffic problem is to move it somewhere else. In drawing
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up the concept the people who may be affected by a changed road layout or traffic
treatment can be affected to a degree, and it is difficult to change a concept once it is
drawn up. Traffic movement parking and other related problems are of great concern to
people who live in the West Leederville-Wemrbley -area. I dealt with such concerns wben
I was the Minister for Sport and Recreation, specifically those expressed about football
and parking problems on match days. We are going further here, because we are talking
about a considerable change. We are talking about something like 700 new dwellings
accommodating approximately 1600 people in the development area. Those numbers
may be an underestimation. It may be 900 dwellings and 2 000 people, and there may be
a number of changes following traffic assessments requiring road changes including
possible realignments which we cannot accurately forecast tonight That is the reason we
have argued for an appointment to the authority representing the Cambridge area, a
person who could be part and parcel of the redevelopment concept from the beginning.
We have put our argument. We are aware of the Government's position. The Opposition
will watch closely and monitor the calibre of the people appointed to the authority. I
sincerely hope that when waking the appointments the responsible Minister will ensure
that the appointees have the capacity to adequately, properly and fully represent the
views, concerns and worries of the people who live in the area.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 8 to 25 put and passed.
Clause 26: Temporary dosure of streets .
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The authority must give at least 14 dlays' notice of the
closure of a street to the Town Clerk of the City of Subiaco or the Town of Cambridge,
as the case requires. I assume that should the closures take effect during the football
season some notification would be provided to the Western Australian Football
Commission. If not, such closures will have the capacity to cause parking and other
associated problems, on match days. I have raised that issue because I trust that members
of the authority will avail themselves of the debate in both Chambers before they embark
on any work.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Clause 26 will provide flexibility for the redevelopment authority
to close works to allow other works to take place. That situation can be seen at East
Perthbon any day ofthe week. Asrothe closureof sreets at the peak of the football
season, I am sure that the Subiaco Redevelopment Authority will take that into account.
If not the authority will probably have about 50 000 people telling it why it should.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 27 to 67 put and passed.
Schedules 1 to 3 put and passed.
Title put and passd.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment and the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon George Cash (Leader of the House). and passed.

PERTH INTERNATIONAL CENTRE FOR APPLICATION OF SOLAR
ENERGY BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from 16 June.
HON SAM PIANTADOSI (North Metropolitan) [11.21 pm]: The Opposition supports
this legislation itt the establishment in Perth of an energy centre. The development of
solar hot water systems and other forms of solar energy in Western Australia has given
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authorities worldwide, as well as our federal colleagues, good reason to believe research
into solar energy and the establishment of this industry should be located here. The
magnitude of the benefits from such an industry is great. We are looking not only at
solar power but also wind generation and other forms of new technology which, through
research, will assist a number of countries.
We can see other forms of solar energy in many areas throughout the state each day. For
instance, when we drive along the roads in remote areas we will see solar telephone
systems. Various commercials about telecommunications in many isolated areas in the
outback, especially those in Hon Phil Lockyer's electorate, are indicative of the
technology chat has been put place already in Western Australia. An expansion of this
technology will create future employment opportunities. The humble solar hot water
industry over the years has provided many jobs. That technology will now be exported
from Western Australia. On too many occasions we have not been prepared to fund the
research and development of projects, the product of which could have been exported
overseas. The proposal in this legislation goes part of the way towards ensuring that
technology is further developed in Western Australia. It will benefit people not only in
other countries around the world who will use that technology, chose on the Indian Ocean
rim in Africa and South East Asia, but also in many isolated communities in remote
Western Australia.
The United Nations has, because of our expertise, recognised the contribution chat
Western Australia has made. This proposal, which was first put forward in 1991, has
finally come to fruition with the establishment of this facility in Western Australia. We
heartily support this proposal.
HON P.R LIGHTFOOT (North Metropolitan) [ 11.26 pm]: I support the Bill, and I
support any renewable form of electricity. To attract support, renewable energy should
not necessarily be commercially viable. Research facilities in Australia must not be
predicated on the proposal chat they be viable. In fact, almost invariably throughout the
world, very little solar electricity is produced chat is viable in either the cost in cents per
kilowatt or its commercial output. That is a pity.
Some years ago - in the last 1960s or early 1970s - a Cerman group established in
Meekatharra quite expensive solar collectors, not photovoltaic cells, but dishes that
attracted, magnified and amplified the collection of the sun's rays which were converted
to electricity. That process was not economical but it was a lesson not to go down that
rack- Since then, silica crystals have been developed that collect solar energy in

photovoltaic cells and convert the sun's rays into electricity. As Hon Sam Piantadosi
said, there are many areas where solar electricity is viable. However, it is not viable for
the production of electricity; it does not replace electricity in the grid. It can replace
windmills, including old Pitman arm, double action windmills that have been around for
100 years.
Hon B.K. Donaldson: Jack pumps as well.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: Yes, or the double action clack pump. Wind is free. It has
meant the opening up, without electricity or landlines. - other than the solar energy panels
chat have been used for microwave links - of some parts of the country. We must
continue to support the inevitable advent of solar electricity as a major contribution to our
electricity grid of the future. One of the great problems for science is how to store
electricity when the sun is not shining. We have not gone far past, in commercial terms,
the lead-acid battery. One of the great problems is that there is not 24 hours of sun in any
one spot
Australia could lead the world in solar energy technology; unfortunately, we do not. The
Japanese and the Swiss lead the world in solar power. I will not speak for very long in
this debate because, undoubtedly, the President will pull me up, but we do have abundant
sources of energy in Australia, such as nuclear energy.
non Mark Nevill: You still have 41 minutes left.
Hon P.R. LIGIHTFOOT: I do not think Mr President will allow mne to speak on nuclear
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power, nor do I intend to except to say that we should not rely on any one source of
power in the developed and the undeveloped world. In the developed and
underdeveloped worlds there is a mass exodus from research into, and the purchase and
installation of, the traditional coal fired power station. I say that knowing we have
endorsed a program in Collie. I will not enlarge on that. However, for the past decade
there has been a move to the cleaner, morn efficient and cost effective gas fired power
stations. Thlere is also a move, not away from solar researh - more money is being
poured into that - but towards the new generation nuclear power plants. They are as fail-
safe as any power plant could be. They are also cost effective and can produce electricity
for US1.50 a kilowatt hour on a wholesale basis as opposed to, say. 7g, 80 or 100 a
kilowatt hour for electricity produced by coal fired power stations. T7hey also have a
longer life than coal fired power stations, which traditionally run for 25 years but which
have gone on avenage for 15 year longer than that.
However, I do not want anyone in this House, nor anyone who takes notice of what is
said in this House, to believe that solar power Will solve electricity problems in the next
decade. Regrettably, for what my opinion is worth, that is not so. It would be wonderful
if it were. It is clean, it is renewable and it is inexhaustible, but it is expensive and we
must overcome the problem of how we store it for use at night. It could contribute at
base load times - early in the morning and late in the afternoon. However, once again it
is not the optimum time. Midday is the optimum time for electricity to be collected by
solar panels. We should not become preoccupied with tryig to produce commercial
electricity from solar power. We should look at electric cars. This year, General Motors
USA has commissioned the design and building of 30 electric cars. Again, they are lead-
acid batteries, not solar charged batteries. However, solar collectors can be put on the
cars. That is the direction in which we should be going with our solar research.
I trust that the Government will not try to compete with the Swiss or the Japanese. An
entrepreneurial Japanese scientist - if that is not a contradiction - has a hypothetical plan
for solar power plants around the world. His plan is that as the sun becomes inefficient
with one panel it picks up on Mnother. T'hat is probably stuff of Wait Disney at this stage,
but if that were something in microcosm that could be researched and developed, we
could have a significant contribution at some time in the future from solar power stations.
The Swiss have solar panels built above the sun denial pollution level in Europe at
1 200 metres. I think they are the biggest panels in the world. It is rather odd that at
1 200 meres in Switzerland in the perma-frost, pernia-snow, perma-ice areas are the
biggest solar panels in the world. When one considers that places such as Switzerland
are totally energy dependent, they do not have much recourse but to look to the heavens
for that renewable solar electricity. Switzerland obtains nearly 40 per cent of its power
by nuclear means, all of the uranium for which is imported.
We should, however, concentate on the areas I referred to earlier, such as
telecommunications, as being in competition with and complementary to wind power as
another renewable source of power, remembering that the wind blows intermittently.
Esperance has a large wind farm towards which the previous government may have made
some contribution.
Hon Tom Helm: There are big winds in Esperance.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: I would like to see that whatever research to which the
Government attracts money or into which it precipitates industry to put money, it is put
into areas of remoteness where we can enhance the value of life, but not concentrate at
this stage on looking towards augmenting the state electricity grid with solar panels.
They are far too expensive. We have not held our breath for almost 20 or 30 years, to
have scientists tell us it is just around the corner.
I have something of a preoccupation with solar power in fact with all areas of energy.
Without cheap energy there will never be downstream processing. We know that, on
average, we pay nearly 50 per cent more in Western Australia for electricity than do
people in the eastern states. How can we possibly compete in that situation? We need
this research; we need cheap energy. Unfortunately, solar energy is not the way to go
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yet. However, it is a start in the right direction. If we can enhance life in remote areas, it
is a job worth doing.
I support the Bill and I am pleased to hear that members opposite are giving it the sanme
support.
HON BOB THOMAS (South West) [11.35 pm]: I reiterate Hon Sam Piantadosi's
support for the Bill. In fact the Opposition took a leading hand in securing the Perth
Internadinal Centre for Application of Solar Energy here in Western Australia. We did
that in conjunction with the Commonwealth Government, industry and Murdoch
University several years ago. A form of franchise has been granted to Murdoch
University by the United Nations Industrial Development Organisation. The centre will
operate the same as a notice board or a clearing house for marching up the demand for
renewable energy in the developing world with companies which are manufacturing that
here in Western Australia and organisations which am doing research into renewable
energy sources.
I think Hon Ross Lightfoot and I may have read different Bills. This Bill is not about
providing for research to be done at the Centre; it is not a role of the Centre to undertake
research or manufacturing. Ita role is to act as a clearing house or notice board so those
demands can be matched with those commercial and government organisations that are
manufacturing or undertaking research.
We should acknowledge the work done on this project in the past here in Western
Australia by two members of the former Labor government. The first was the former
Deputy Pirmier, Ian Taylor, who, in his capacity as the Minister for Commerce, saw the
benefits of having this Centre here in Western Australia and actively promoted it At the
same time the Minister for Energy, Geoffrey Gallop, was also instrumental in lobbying
on behalf of Western Australia to Secure it. When in government, we conitied
$500 000 a year for five years to secure this project I amn pleased to see that this State
Government has honoured that commitment and will contribute $2.5m over the first five
years of the establishment of this project. The Commonwealth Government is also a
joint partner in this with Western Australia. Unfortunately, it has committed itself to
only $500 000 a year for the first three years. I hope at the end of those three years it will
see fit to contribute a further $500 000 for the following two years to match the Western
Australian contribution.
Industry played a significant role in attracting this centre as did Murdoch University.
The Centre will be located in the science park which is adjacent to the Energy Research
institute at Murdoch. The Bill appears to be misnamed because it is a centre for the
application of renewal energy, and the definition of renewal energy is energy which is
created through the direct or indirect application of sunlight on the earth. It relates not
only to solar energy, as Hon Ross Lightfoot has already indicated, but also to wind
energy and other renewal energy from biomass, such as methane gas produced from
landfill, tidal power, power produced from rivers, and so on. This legislation should be
tidled a Bill for the establishment of a Centre for the application of renewal energy, rather
than solar energy.
Putting that aside, I can see three significant reasons this Centre is well placed in Western
Australia. In summary they are, firstly, Western Australia's proximity to developing
countries which have a demand for these renewal energy sources; secondly, as Hon Sam
Piantadosi indicated, we have a well established record of commercial production of
renewal energy sources and application in Western Australia; and, thirdly, this is an
indirect benefit to Westerni Australia in commercial opportunity and in redressing the
imbalance of research which is undertaken in Western Australia at the tertiary and
technical levels and within industry. I will talk about those three points in detail.
It makes good sense for the Centre to be based in Western Australia because of our

proxiiy to the developing world. There are in excess of 140 million people within a
radiu of 3000 buns from Perth, including parts of Africa, South Africa, East Africa,
South East Asia and the Pacific Rim nations. The majority of those live in what we term
developing countries.
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Hon P.R. Lightfoot: There ane 180 million within Indonesia alone.
Hon BOB THOMAS: I thought there were only 100 million people there.
Hon L.D. MacLean interjected.
Hon BOB THOMAS: We are talking lots and lots for the benefit of Hon lain MacLean.
In a radius of 3 000 kmns from Sydney one would probably catch only about 40 million
people. It makes a lot of sense for that centre to be located in Western Australia as
opposed to other pants of Australia. Many of those developing countries have similar
problems to those experienced in Western Australia where we have many isolated
communities. The isolation in Western Australia results from our desert, whereas the
communities in many of the other countries to which I have referred ar isolated for other
geographical reasons. For instance, in Indonesia there are hundreds of islands -
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: Thousands in fact
Hon BOB THOMAS: Thousands? I stand correted. It would be difficult to provide an
integrated grid in those circumstances. In other countries and even within pans of
Indonesia it is difficult to provide an integrated grid because of the mountainous terrain
or the jungle, the lack of infrastructure to connect those communities, and the lack of
sophistication in those countries. Although geographical differtees exist between those
countries and this state, theme are some similarities. The Western Australian companies
involved in these renewal energy sources would be able to relate readily to problem
solving in those countries.
The economic development taking place in those developing countries is phenomenal.
Enormous opportunities exist for us to be involved in the provision of these services.
Countries such as Indonesia place a lot of emphasis on the development of science and
technology within their communities. They even make science and technology a pant of
their five year plans and stipulate where they would like to be in the development of
technologies. That is certainly the case in Indonesia and Malaysia. There can be some
benefit in Western Australia being involved in this field in those countries because
people from South East Asia, Africa, and so on could be encouraged to come to Western
Australia to study alternative technologies. Once they have done that they will build up
networks of contacts in Western Australia, and the amount of business that will flow
from that will be considerable in years to came.
It is estimated that in South East Asia alone, excluding Japan, there will be something
like $1 000b worth of investment in infrastructure over the next five years. That equates
to 2.5 times the value of Australia's gross domestic product. That is phenomenal.
Energy must be a major part of that infrastructure given that energy is a major
intermediary in industry. Those countries have very ambitious development programs.
They will turn to the provision of power so they can achieve the targets they set
themselves. A huge opportnity exists for Western Australia to participate in that, while
at the same time participating in the provision of other services, such as education and the
like. I also said that it is good for Western Australia that this centre be based here
because we already have a good track record in the development of alternative
technologies.
Interestingly enough, much of the technology has domestic application. Last year I was
quite intrigued to see some of those applications form the basis of one of our Lanticare
and environmental action programs for unemployed youth in our area. They were given
an old Homeswest house in Lockyer and were able to develop some energy efficient
applications within that house. The most interesting application I saw was the use of a
nrombe, a glass wall facing north which traps the heat next to the wail of the house. The
heat is then passively ducted throughout the house, which maintains the house at 23 or 24
degrees, even on overcast days in winter.
A member of our party, John Crouch, who has been a candidate on a number of
occasions, was left some money when his mother died recently. Because he has a
passionate interest in this area he bought a block of land near the Maylands railway
station and built a house based on energy efficiency. He has got right the orientation of
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the house so that it faces north to attract the winter sun. He has a solarium at the front of
the house so that the heat is trapped and ducted throughout the house during winter. In
summer, the temperature of die house never rises above 28 degrees because of the
innovative ducting technology. There are vents in the roof that expand and allow hoc air
to escape. However, the house does not heat up that much anyway because of aluminium
blinds which reflect most of the heat but which allow light into the house. It is a
testament to John's abiding interest in energy efficiency that he used the money that his
mother left to him to set up a project which encourages energy efficiency in housing here
in Western Australia.
Hon Sam Piantadosi has already alluded to the fact that Western Australia has a well
developed solar hot water systems industry. When I was a clerk at the Department of
Trade, I spent a lot of my time working on projects and helping members of that industry
export solar hot water systems to places in the Mddle East, such as Bahrain and Saudi
Arabia. There was also a market in the southern states of America. Quite a lot of
research has been done by members of the industry and some quite innovative things
have come out of the industry. A very interesting application that I saw at Smart's
factory some years ago was the development of a very simple solar desalination unit. It
involves a pyramid of glass above a tank of water. The sun heats up the water through
the glass; it evaporates, collects on the glass, runs down the glass and is collected. The
salt is left in the water solution and is run off and disposed of.
Hon Ross Lightfoot indicated that a lot of work was done by the previous state
government to develop energy from wind power. There is a very small generator in
Esperance which was built several years ago. There is some talk now about a number of
wind generators being built in Albany because of the good wind source there. When I
was in Wales recently I saw some very effective wind generation. I cannot remember,
nor would I be able to pronounce, the names of the places in which I saw them, but in
one place about 20 miles from Cardiff there are 12 windmills which collectively produce
enough power to run 6 000 houses. It is a big town and is being supplied with power by
those generators. Further north near a place called Aberystwyth is another wind farm. It
is just as effective, but the people I spoke to said that the windmills produce a loud
humming noise. They find that off-putting, but they are compensated by the government
paying them to allow it to have those windmills on the farms. They feel chat the
compensation is enough for them to have to put up with the noise of the windmills.
Western Australia, with its isolated mining and Aboriginal communities, has been a
world leader in the production of electricity from solar collection integrated with diesel
generators. We have also only recently begun to capture methane gas from landfills.
The City of Stirling has done a lot of work on that. For a number of years, 1-omeswest
has also had solar display homes which show people how to build homes and take
advantage of free energy. Only last year I read about somebody in Applecross who had
integrated the use of solar energy with a small windmill on the top of his house and at
various times during die day he was able to produce enough energy to put some back into
the grid. However, he was not totally energy efficient
Wester Australia is well advanced in the development of solar technology and
commercial application. Basing this centre in Perth makes sense. In my view it will
generate a lot of business for Western Australians. The establishment of this centre in
Perth will also redress what I think is a lamentable situation whereby Western Austr-alia
invests a very low percentage of its GDP in research. We are even lagging behind the
amount of research funds that are spent by the Commonwealth in Western Australia. The
Commonwealth spends 3.5 per cent of its research budget in Western Australia. There
amc good reasons for that although I do not necessarily accept that they are correct.
Western Australia's industry has tended to be based on the exploitation of minerals and
the production of wheat and wool. As a result, industry in Western Australia has done
very little about value-adding and thus the need for research has been a lower priority
than in other states which have a larger and more well established industry base. I do not
think we should accept that. Western Australia should be demanding that the
Commonwealth spend more of its research and science budget in this state. Perhaps then
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we will be able to develop more of that value-adding that we need here. I commend the
Bill to the House.
HON MARK NEVILL (Mining and Pastoral) [11.58 pm]: My speech will be short,
but I will finish tomorrow. Hon Bob Thomas' reference to the title of the Bill is really
quite strange. He defined solar energy as energy derived from rivers, waves, water,
motion and wind as well as biomass, The title therefore should be "alternative energy"
not "renewable energy't . The Bill sets up a solar energy centre which will act as a
facilitator. It will not conduct any research or engage in any manufacturing. On reading
the Bill I cannot see that it will necessarily stimulate any research, but it may stimulate
manufacture of equipment to be used in Australia and overseas. Alternative energy is
only competitive or useful outside base load power station grids where the cost of energy
units is fairly high. For example, the Esperance wind power station would not be
economic if it were situated at Bunbury with the sanme wind intensity in the area. It is
competitive only because it is replacing light oil, or whatever other energy source is used
at Esperance.
The Minister handling this Bill and I travel in many remote areas, and he knows where
this sort of energy production comes into its own. I have seen the solar pump
photovoltaic cells in operation and lights in Aboriginal communities operating on
batteries and cells. The photovoltaic cell can be used to power radios and all types of
equipment. Many research groups have done very good work in this mra. At Alice
Springs the Centre for Alternative Technology has done good work, as has Murdoch
University. I hope that through this facilitating organisation the research bodies and
manufacturing community will be drawn together to operate creatively. Clause 18
outlines the activities which the agency will undertake.
In perusing the definitions of the Bill, it is clear that some are unnecessary. For example.
it is unnecessary to define "Murdoch University" to mean "Murdoch University
established under the Murdoch University Act 1973". We have only one Murdoch
University in Western Australia. Solar energy is defined as all forms of renewable
energy including wind, biomass and energy derived from rivers, waves and other water in
motion. The Bill also defines "solar energy technology" when renewable or alternative
energy would suffice for both. The previous page defines "economic activity" as
"activity carried on with a view to making a profit or producing revenue"
Hon E21. Chariton: That sounds fair!
Hon MARK NEVILL: It sounds fairly obvious to me. I wonder what the alternatives
are: One can make a loss and still produce revenue. The definitions in the Bill are
interesting, to say the least.
In his contribution Hon Bob Thomas raised many issues I was going to cover, so I will
not repeat them.
Hon E.J. Charlton: It is now tomorrow.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I started yesterday.
Hon N.F. Moore: It seems like yesterday.
Hon MARK NEVILL: The Minister should be careful as I may change my mind.
Murdoch University has a good reputation for work on alternative energy and related
activity around the state. I hope the funds directed into this centre will produce an
economic return to the state and result in cheaper and more efficient equipment and
energy for the outlying communities. I support the Bill.
HON N.F. MOORE (Mining and Pastoral - Minister for Education) [12.04 am)I: I
thank members for their support of the Bill, which presents an opportunity for Western
Australia to make an even bigger name for itself in solar energy. I will not go through all
the comments in the debate, other than to acknowledge support from both sides of the
House. The Bill involves a venture between the state, the Commonwealth and industry,
and Hon Bob Thomas indicated that the state will contribute half a million dollars for
five years, and the Commonwealth will contribute half a million dollars for thre years.
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We hope that that contribution can be extended once the Commonwealth budgetary
situation is sorted out. This centre will not be about producing alternative or base load
energy, but providing a mechanism to ensure that an energy source for remote off the
grid areas can be promoted It will be a facilitating centre rather than one conducting
research or producing energy.
Western Australia has a good record in solar energy and in other sources such as methane
gas. I recently opened a methane gas farm a: the old Brocknman tip near the Superdrome
in Mount Claremont. The methane is used to hear the swimming pool, and this
represents a $200 000 saving a year for the Supertirome. This demonstrates the
significant savings to be achieved through alternative energy sources.
Hon Mark Nevill spoke about the title and whether it should be "alternative" or
"renewable" energy, rather than solar energy. It is a pick of the three. For reasons
unknown to me, it has been decided to call it the "solar energy" centre even though it
involves other sources of energy such as wind power and biomass. The purpose of the
Bill has been clearly explained in the second reading speech and by members who have
taken an interest in the matter.
Question put and passedL
Bill read a second time.

Commnittee
Bill passed through Committee without debate, reported without amendment, and the
report adopted.

Third Reading

Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon N.F. Moore (Minister for Education), and
passed.

SUPPLY BELL
Second Reading

Resumed from 21 June.
HON CHERYL DAVENPORT (South Metropolitan) [12. 10 am]: I want to
concentrate my remarks in this Supply Bill debate on an issue that has received a
significant amount of publicity over the last six days. One might quite sincerely pose the
question of whether this Parliament is approaching the year 1900 instead of being six
years away from the year 2000, following the events in the past six days in relation to
women workers wearing trousers in either of the Chambers of Parliament. It might be
called a sick joke, were it not for the fact that this woman Hansard reporter has been
warned that she faces dismissal if she wear the trousers again. I was first made aware of
this particular issue late last Wednesday evening when a reporter from The West
Australian telephoned me for a comment. I said I was absolutely astounded that in this
day and age this debate should rear its head again. It is fair to acquaint members with a
history of the issue, which has been referred to a number of times in the Preas. The firt
article appeared in the first edition of The West Australian last Thursday, 23 June under
the heading "Woman warned over trousers". It stated -

The Media, Entertainment and Arts alliance has claimed that chief Hansard
reporter Neil Burrell told the worker in two memos last week that she could be
suspended if she wore pants into either House again.
M1EAA secretary Chris Snmyth said the policy which prevented a female staff
member wearing trousers was archaic and discriminatory.
Mr Smyth said the woman was told verbally that if she had to be warned a thir
time she could lose her job.
Female MPs have worn. trousers into the Parliament..
Mr Smyth said the union had written to the presiding officers requesting that the
policy be wmended immediately.
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It had also made a formal complaint of sexual discrimination to the Equal
Opportunity Commission.
"It is a syirnptont of how out of touch Parliament and its admiinistration has
become," he said.
"It is one of the strangest and most outmoded workplaces we have to deal with in
WA."@

The second edition of the newspaper contained various comments frnm women members
of Parliament. The first was from Independent MLA for Floreat, Liz Constable, who said
she had worn trousers into the Assembly. She said many women wore trousers in the
workplace and they should be allowed into the Chamber provided they were smat.
Labor MLC Alannab Macflernan said she wore pants into the House regularly because it
was her preferred style of dress. Ms MacTiemnan said if the dress policy was a desire to
maintain standards, pants could be just as formal as a dress. Liberal MLC Barbara Scowt
said she wore dresses and skints because it was her preference but she would not be
against female Hansard reporters wearing slacks if that was their choice. The following
day an article appeared in The Australian newspaper, pars of which stated -

Flowing black gowns, frilly shirts and wigs might be de rigeur for the Speaker
and President of the West Australian Parliament but ifsa female Hansard reporter
wears a pair of slacks to work she faces the threat of suspension.

Further on it stated -

Two female Ml's, who are allowed to wear trousers, did comment.
Labor backbencher Dr Judy Edwards said the trouser ban was outdated, outmoded
and hypocritical.
And although the Attorney-General, Ms Edwardes, said she did not personally
favour wearing trousers at work, she gave a broad hint at where her sympathies
lay in the current row. .. .
Female employees at a Perth cinema also wanted so wear trousers because
working in the foyer was drughty.. .

In The West Australian on that day some other comments were made by government
women members of Parliament who supported the principle of choice. The Attorney
General and Minister for Women's Interests, Cheryl Edwardes, June van do Klashorss,
the member for Swan Hills, and MLC Barbara Scott said their personal preference was to
wear skints or dresses. The article further stated -

The union lodged a complaint with the Equal Opportunity Commission.
Commissioner June Williams said yesterday the woman had grounds for
complaint.

Hon E.J. Charlton: Did you know there was a problem in this regard?
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: No, not until I was approached by the reporter from The
West Australian for a comment.
1-on E.J. Chariton: It would have been good if we had known about it before.
I-on CHERYL DAVENPORT: That is true, but given the comments made today, to
which I will refer later in my contribution to this debate, I think the history to this issue
should be in place first. The editorial in the Sunday Tims on 26 June states in pan -

..and who wears the pants?
.. There is to be no skirting of parliamentary dress policy, which dictates that

female staff are precluded from wearing trousers, even though women members
may do so. And rules am rules.
In the present climate of unisex and uniwear (and chilly parliamentary corridors)
villain of the piece Judy Baverstock's union considers this who-wears-the-
trousers issue is well suited for she attention of the Equal Opportunity
Commission.
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The present dress policy deserves to be torn to tatters. Women staff members
should insist on their trousers - at least while some of Parliament's officers rig
themselves out in wigs, gowns and stockings.

I do not very often agree with die comments made by Howard Sartler, but on this issue
his comments in the Sunday Times on 26 June are right.

They should look around - first at other women members, several who wear
slacks - and then in their own mirrors, before they cast aspersions against the
practical, mid-winter outfit worn by the threatened Hansard employee.
In 1994, their own attire is clearly out of place and subject to ridicule, while hers
is a proper reflection of practicality.

I move to a transcript of the 12 noon news broadcast on radio station 6PR which my
office prepared for me today. The lead-in to the news item was -

Premier Richard Court says it is his personal preference that female Hansard
reporters wear dresses during their work recording the happenings in State
Parliament.
A row erupted last week after a staff member was reportedly threatened with the
sack for wearing trousers in the Chamber.
Mr Court says it depends what standards of dress are considered appropriate in
particular workplaces. He says the Parliament should demand a high standard of
dress arid that MPs should be setting standards and showing respect for the
institution.

Mr Court is quoted as saying -

You said am I old fashioned. I said you might see mue that way. I also said at the
beginning of my comments dress standards change - horses for courses. When I
was in the boating industry I wore jeans and deck shoes. In my current position I
wear a suit

I refer to the comment that members of Parliament should set standards and show respect
for the institution. I see nothing wrong with the way I am attired. I show no disrespect
for this institution by wearing trousers in this Chamber, and I hope this policy is not with
us for very much longer. Last Thursday morning I spent some time at the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation when I was involved in a talkback session on the Verity James
program. Not one caller who rang that program supported the policy that women
workers in Parliament House should not be allowed to wear trousers.
Hon E.J. Charlton: I am surprised that this has supposedly developed into such an issue.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: I agree.
Hon EJ Charlton: If there is a problem, people should tell us all.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: I did not expect this to be any more of a problem than
was raised at the end of last week.
Hon E.J. Charlton: I do not think it is a problem at all.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: I hope the Minister is right. I class myself as a woman
worker in Parliament House. I have been a member of this place for five years. During
that time no officer of the Parliament has seen fit to tell me that there is a no trousers
policy. It is something we should not be spending time discussing.
Hon E.J. Charlton: If there is a problemn with anybody in this place they should come and
tell all of us.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: Having said that, even if I were told not to wear trousers,
I would not comply with the order, and I wonder what would happen then. Would I be
ejected from the House because I did not comply? As I said earlier, I defy the Premier to
tell women members who choose to wear trousers that they are being disrespectful.
Hon E.J. Charlton: He did not say that.
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Hon Derrick Tomljinson: He expressed a personal preference.
Hon E.J. Charlton: They asked him what he thought
Hon Tom Helm: That was a mistake; does he chink at all?
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: I am delighted a formal complaint has been lodged with
the Equal Opportunity Commission because chat is one way it will be cleared up once
and for all. This is a policy issue that was debated 20 years ago. Teachers as
professionals fought for and gained this right some 20 years ago.
I want to talk about my own work history. In 1970 I came to Perth from the country. I
worked for a major motor vehicle servicing outlet in Western Australia as a service
adviser. At that time I started work at 7.15 in the morning to check in workers' vehicles
so they could talk to a service adviser before a mechanic went to work on their vehicle. I
started there in about May 1970 arid it was very cold, and very wet on some mornings. I
approached the service manager, on behalf of two ocher women and myself, and asked
for permission to wear slacks, because it was not the done thing for women to wear
slacks to work 24 years ago. We faced some resistance, but I am pleased to say that
within a couple of weeks of that resistance having been voiced. the policy of that
company changed and we were allowed to wear trousers from then on.
I have today written a letter to Mr Speaker on behalf of the Labor women members of the
Parliament, from both the Assembly and the Council, asking that this particular
parliamentary policy be placed before the Joint House Committee. The final paragraphs
of my letter state -

On behalf of my wom-en colleagues I fornally request that the existing policy
relating to dress for women workers in both chambers be placed before the Joint
House Committee for immediate resolution.
The unfavourable publicity which this incident has generated both within the
press and the wider community indicates the fact that as a Parliamentary Policy it
is inappropriate in 1994.

This also leads me into conditions of work for the support staff of members of Parliament
in this place. The final paragraph of the media statement from the Media, Entertainment
and Arts Alliance that gave rise to this article provides an explanation of one reason why
this incident occurred. It states -

The union has added the trouser incident to the portfolio of problems facing
workers at Parliament House. These include fire safety, cramped conditions, lack
of air conditioning and breaches of occupational health and safety standards.

None of us is unaware of the situation for workers in Parliament House. Although this
building certainly has heritage value it is totaly inappropriate in terms of the space that,
in particular, the Hanisard workers are forced to work in on the second floor. They have
quite a long distance to walk when they come down to the Chamber to record the events
in this place. I took the opportunity this evening to go across to the middle table of the
Chamber. Members of Parliament have heaters under their desks, and there is no heating
there to keep the reporters warm. One might argue perhaps that they are in here for only
10 minutes, but the change in conditions in moving down here from the second floor
through these corridors late at night in the type of weather we are experiencing at the
moment, and the conditions in this Chamber, show there is a valid case and it is totaly
appropriate for this day and age to wear tr~ousers.
Hon E.J Charlton: Absolutely, and that is why I do not understand why the previous
government did nothing. This is not a criticism, I am surprised - particularly bearing in
mind all the buildings that were built in the Terrace; the city offices were supreme.
I-on CHERYL DAVENPORT: I agree totally. I was a member of the Joint House
Committee during the last Parliament when my party was the government, and we are a
major culprit in not having rectified the conditions of not only the H-ansard staff, but the
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Library staff, the Chamber attendants, the people who work in the Bills and Papers
offices, the ministerial and opposition staff, and the Press, not to mention members of
Parliament.
Hon E.J. Charlton: That is why I do not understand why the Press did not call for it to be
done then rather than be critical now.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: I cannot answer that. We aoR know what this place is
like: In winter we freeze; in summer we swelter. In fact, it is high time we did
something about it. That is a challenge that we should all collectively take up. I am one
of the women members in this place who has seen fit to wear trousers on numerous
occasions. The reasons sam the late hours we put in and the fact that it is very cold in this
building. It is stupid not to be at least comfortable and warm when we spend such long
hours here.
The other thing that this issue demonstrates is the need for more women to become
members of Parliament. As has been said right the way through this matter, it is perhaps
an issue that should have been addressed well before now. Had there been a balance of
the population reflected in this Parliament we might have seen this change happen a long
time before now.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Perhaps you should test the opinion of males in the House.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: Because Hon Derrick Tomlinson wears trousers all the
rime it has probably not even come to his notice that there might be an imbalance. I refer
to a report that was released in the Federal Parliament at the beginning of June this year,
put together by the Joint Standing Committee on Electoral Matters of the Parliament of
the Commonwealth of Australia and entitled "Women, Elections and Parliament". At
page 12, under the heading "Benefits of increased participation of women", the report
reads -

Baskc arguments put forward in support of women's increased representation in
politics and in positions of political leadership art concerned with democracy and
egalitarianism (women constitute at least half of any population and should be
represented proportionately): challenges to the validity of all-male decision-
making; the idea that women are more aware of their own needs and are therefore
better able to press for them; the broadening of the political agenda to include
such issues as child care, domestic violence, sexual harassment, women's health
and suburban isolation; and the question of the efficient use of human resources.

Further on, the report talks about public attitudes, and states -

The gender imbalance in Australian political life is now widely viewed as a
problem which must be redressed by the long-established political parties. The
issue has received a good deal of media coverage in recent years, and particularly
surrounding the last federal election in March 1993:

After preaching equal opportunity and affirmative action for years, feeral
Parliament has got one of the worst scores in Australia for putting women
into power ... Throughout the campaign, both parties threw money at the
women's vote but experience shows the major parties have terrible truck
records promoting women . .. By comparison to Parliaments, the outside
world has made far prester gains: 42 percent of professionals arm women;
26 percent of managers and administrators are women; 25 percent of G31s
are women. Even the ACTU, a traditional boy's club has eight women on
its thirty-eight-member executive. In Canberra, Paul Keating's Ministry
of thirty includes just three women, one in the Cabinet, In the House of
Representatives, it is worse - 9 percent are women. Only in the Senate is
there some improvement - 21 percent of Senators are women, and how
coincidental is it that the real power and privilege is in the Lower House?

I do not exclude the Labor Party in that regard. The report continues -

.. While women have made giant strides in many professions - including
the law and medicine - they are still grossly under-represented in our
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parliaments. Given that ir is in parliament that some of the fundamental
decisions about the shape of our society are made, this is a serious
problem ... Although the root of the problem is with the panics, some
women are discouraged because they see politics as a dirty business in
which principles often have to be sacrificed . .. it is time for our political
parties to rake a long, hard look at the way they treat women with political
aspirations. Not enough are being chosen as candidates ...

The report also states -

Media commentators and social researchers have noted high levels of cynicism
regarding male politicians among the Australian electorate, and a growing lack of
respect for traditional adversarial parliamentary styles. Opinion poll research has
suggested that, rightly or wrongly, women politicians are viewed to be more
motivated by altruism and concern for community welfare.

One of the issues that has been highlighted in relation to this incident is that at least
women from both sides of the Parliament have been prepared to say that choice is a
factor in the issue, and the situation needs to be changed to bring the operations of
Parliament into at least the twentieth century, let alone the twenty-first century.
I now make another couple of points, one in relation to women in Parliament and the
other in a more light-hearted way which shows that even some of the traditional bastions
of male sport are prepared to look at the situation and change. First I refer to comments
made by the Prime Minister, Hon Paul Keating, when he spoke at the opening of the
conference on Women, Power and the 2 1st Century in Melbourne in December last year.
He said -

This is a country which prides itself on its democratic institutions - yet in the most
important of those democratic institutions, the nation's parliaments, men
outnumber women 7 to 1, in the House of Representatives more than 10 to one.
No doubt the aberration can be explained, but it can't be justified. T1here are
reasons but we shouldn't call them excuses.
The ruling body of the nation should be representative of the people it serves. At
present it is not.
Parliaments make laws for all the people and its composition should as far as
possible reflect that. At present it does not.
In fact it ... has been calculated. .. that at the present rate of increase it would
take another 60 years to achieve equal representation of men and women in the
Commonwealth Parliament.
In the meantime Australian democracy is the loser ... It is less that women have
a right to be there than we have a need for them to be there ...
Equal representation of women and men strengthens the legitimacy of our
decision making process. More than that, it strengthens our capacity to make the
right decisions.

That is a very telling statement. As elected representatives from the major political
parties in this country, we need to take a long, hard look at ourselves and to make sure
that as a matter of justice the population is reflected equally in the highest law-malting
bodies in this country.
I finish my contribution to this debate in a much lighter vein. A male colleague handed
me a newspaper article from the first edition of tomorrow's The West Australian. The
article, entitled "Leg before crowd plan", reads -

State cricketers could be wearing shorts in all one-day matches next season.
The Australian Cricket Board is looking at ways to jazz up the domestic one-day
competition, the Mercantile Mutual Cup, and a proposal to play in shorts is on the
agenda.
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The Victorian team has already said they are prepared to play in shorts and
Mercantile Mutual are believed to be pushing the idea...
The move, while considered a break from tradition, is not so radical because
many players, including Australian squad members, train in shorts.
And cricket is the only summer sport played in trousers. The shorts would be
expected to make the game more appealing to women and make it more
recognisable to children, many of whom play in shorts in their local competitions.

The Australian Cricket Board is looking at changing its trditions and policies, and I
hope that the Parliament of Western Australia will do the same.
Hon EJ. Charlton: Do you think that women should wear shorts in Parliament when it is
hot?
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: It is in very poor taste for the Minister to trivialise the
issue.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Your problem is that you take yourself too seriously.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: These issues must be taken up. I would not wear shorts
in Parliament.
Hon P.H. Lockyer. You would look all right in shorns.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: I would not be one who would wear shorts, but if we can
be appropriately attired in trousers - the same as the gentlemen are - them is no reason
why we should not wear trousers.
Hon E.l. Charlton: You don't have to convince me.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: I am pleased about that. If the Australian Cricket Board
can look at changing its policy. I see no reason why the Parliament of Western Australia
in 1994 cannot do so with its policy.
Hon ElJ. Charlton: Do you think we should wear ties?
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: Everyone should be appropriately attired to pay this
institution the respect that it deserves. I do not consider that the women who have chosen
to wear trousers to this place have disgraced it.
Hon ElJ. Charlton: Should we wear ties?
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: It is the Minister's choice. If he feels comfortable, he
should wear a tie; if not, he should not.
Hon Mark Nevill: He would be more appropriately dressed in overalls.
Hon P.H. Lockyer If the member wore shorts, Hon Eric Charlton would say that she had
no visible means of support.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: Again, that is a trivial comment. I support the Bill.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Muriel Patterson.

House adjourned at 12.40 am (Wednesday)
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

MOMEFROMT - PRINTING; COST
168. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Finance representing the Minister for

Housing:
With respect to Honwfronr, the official magazine of Honieswest of
Western Australia, of April 1994 -

(1) Who printed the documnt?
(2) What was the cost?
(3) If State Print was not used, why was it not used?
(4) If it was not used, was it asked to tender?
(5) If it was asked to tender, what price did it tender?
(6) What price was tendered by die printer?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
The Minister for Housing has provided the following reply -

(1) Lamb Print.
(2) $630.
(3) Because of the need for quick delivery.
(4) No.
(5) Not applicable.
(6) $630.

CARR, DAVID - GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENTS
413. Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Is Dr David Car, the Government's consultant on the City of Perth break-
up, currently engaged in any capacity by any State Government
department, instrumentality or agency?

(2) If yes, what work is Dr Car involved in?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
(1) Dr David Canr is not currently engaged in any capacity by any department

or agency in the Transport portfolio.
(2) Not applicable.

CARR, DAVID - GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENTS
416. Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister for Health:

(1) Is Dr David Canr, the Government's consultant on the City of Perth break-
up, currently engaged in any capacity by any State Government
department, instrumentality or agency?

(2) If yes, what work is Dr Canr involved in?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Dr David Canr is not currently engaged in any capacity by the Health

Department of Western Australia.
(2) Not applicable.

CARR, DAVID - GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENTS
425. Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister for Finance representing the Minister

for Housing:
(1) Is Dr David Canr, the Government's consultant on the City of Perth break-
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up, currently engaged in any capacity by any State Government
department, instrumentality or agency?

(2) If yes, what work is Dr Carr involved in?
Hon MAX EVANS replied:

Dr Canr is not involved in any capacity in the Housing portfolio.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - BODIES
ADMINISTERED; ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE; POSITIONS

443. Hon NJ). GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Mines:
With respect to the Minister's department and to each of the bodies
administered within that department -

(1) What are the bodies administered within the department?
(2) What is the current organisational structure of his department and

those bodies?
(3) What are the senior executive service positions within his

department and those bodies?
(4) What are the other senior positions within his department and those

bodies?
(5) What are the policy adviser positions within his department and

those bodies?
(6) What are the public relations positions within his department and

those bodies?
(7) With respect to each of the abovementioned positions -

(a) who holds those positions;
(b) what is their period of service within the Public Service or

in employment by the Government or contracted to the
Government;

(c) what were their previous positions held within the Public
Service or in employment by the Government or contracted
to the Government and the dates for which they were held;,

(d) what was their experience immediately prior to entering the
Public Service or contracting with Government; and

(e) are they presently on contract and what is the date of expiry
of that contract?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The information sought would require considerable research and I am flat
prepared to allocate resources for this purpose. If the honourable member
has a specific question about the department and the bodies administered
within that department I will be pleased to respond.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - BODIES
ADMINISTERED; ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE; POSITONS

444. Hon ND. ORWEITHS to the Minister for Lands:
With respect to the Minister's department and to each of the bodies
administered within that department -

(1) What are the bodies administered within the department?
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(2) What is the current organisational structure of his department and
those bodies?

(3) What are the senior executive service positions within his
department and those bodies?

(4) What are the other senior positions within his department anid those
bodies?

(5) What are the policy adviser positions within his department and
those bodies?

(6) What are the public relations positions within his department and
those bodies?

(7) With respect to each of the abovementioned positions -

(a) who holds those positions;
(b) what is their period of service within the Public Service or

in employment by the Government or contracted to the
Government;

(c) what were their previous positions held within the Public
Service or in employment by die Government or contracted
to the Government and the dates for which they were held-,

(d) what was their experience immediately prior to entering the
Public Service or contracting with Government; and

(e) are they presently on con tract and what is the date of expiry
of that contract?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The information sought would require considerable research and I am not
prepared to allocate resources for this purpose. If the honourable member
has a specific question about the department and the bodies administered
within that department I will be pleased to respond.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - BODIES
ADMINISTERED; ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE; POSITIONS

450. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Transport:
With respect to the Minister's department and to each of the bodies
administered within that department -

(1) What are the bodies administered within the department?
(2) What is the current organisational structure of his department and

those bodies?
(3) What are the senior executive service positions within his

department and those bodies?
(4) What are the other senior positions within his department and those

bodies?
(5) What are the policy adviser positions within his department and

those bodies?
(6) What are the public relations positions within his department and

those bodies?
(7) With respect to each of the abovementioned positions -

(a) who holds those positions:
(b) what is their period of service within the Public Service or

in employment by the Government or contracted to the
Government;



(c) what were their previous positions held within the Public
Service or in employment by the Government or contracted
to the Government and the dates for which they were held;

(d) what was their experience immediately prior to entering the
Public Service or contracting with Government; and

(e) are they presently on contract and what is the date of expiry
of that contract?

Hon E.J. CHARLTQN replied:
The information sought would require considerable research and I am not
prepared to allocate resources for this purpose. If the honourable member
would be more specific about this matter I will be pleased to respond.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - BODIES
ADMINISTERED; ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE; POSITONS

453. Hon N.D. GRWFThS to the Minister for Transport representing the Minister
for Local Government:

With respect to the Minister's department and to each of the bodies
administered within that department -

(1) What are the bodies administered within the department?
(2) What is the current organisational structure of his department and

those bodies?
(3) What are the senior executive service positions within his

department and those bodies?
(4) What are the other senior positions within his department and those

bodies?
(5) What are the policy adviser positions within his department and

those bodies?
(6) What are the public relations positions within his department and

those bodies?
(7) With respect to each of the abovementioned positions -

(a) who holds those positions;
(b) what is their period of service within the Public Service or

in employment by the Government or contracted to the
Government;

(c) what were their previous positions held within the Public
Service or in employment by the Government or contracted
to the Government and the dares for which they were held;

(d) what was their experience immediately prior to entering the
Public Service or contracting with Government; and

(e) are they presently on contract and what is the date of expiry
of that contract?

Hon E.J CH-ARLTON replied:
The Minister for Local Government has provided the following reply -

The information sought would require considerable research and I am not
prepared to allocate resources for this purpose. If the member has a
specific question I will be pleased to respond.
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GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - BODIES
ADMINISTERED; ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE; POSITIONS

463. Hon N.D. GRIF~ITHS to the Minister for Education representing the Minister
for Aboriginal Affairs:

With respect to the Minister's department and to each of the bodies
administered within that department -

(1) What are the bodies administered within the department?
(2) What is the current organisational structure of his department and

those bodies?
(3) What are the senior executive service positions within his

department and those bodies?
(4) What are the other senior positions within his department and those

bodies?
(5) What are the policy adviser positions within his department and

those bodies?
(6) What ame the public relations positions within his department and

those bodies?
(71) With respect to each of the abovementioned positions -

(a) who holds those positions;
(b) what is their period of service within the Public Service or

in employment by the Governent or contrated to the
G~overnment;

(c) what were their previous positions held within the Public
Service or in employment by the Government or contracted
to the Government and the dates for which they were held;

(d) what was their experience immediately prior to entering the
Public Service or contracting with Government; and

(e) are they presently on contract and what is the date of expiry
of that contract?

Hon NEF. MOORE replied:
The Minister for Aboriginal Affairs has provided the following reply -

I am not prepared to allocate resources for this purpose. If the member
has a specific question I would be pleased to respond.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - BODIES
ADMINISTERED; ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE; POSITIONS

464. Hon ND. GRIFFI7THS to the Minister for Health:
With respect to the Minister's department and to each of the bodies
administered within that department -

(1) What are the bodies administered within the department?
(2) What is the current organisational structure of his department and

those bodies?
(3) What axe the senior executive service positions within his

department and those bodies?
(4) What are the other senior positions within his department and those

bodies?
(5) What are the policy adviser positions within his department and

those bodies?
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(6) What are the public relations positions within his department and
those bodies?

(7) With respect to each of the abovementioned positions -
(a) who holds those positions;
(b) what is their period of service within the Public Service or

in employment by the Government or contracted to the
Government;

(c) what were their previous positions held within the Public
Service or in employment by the Government or contracted
to the Government and the dates for which they were held-

(d) what was their experience immediately prior to entering the
Public Service or contracting with Government; and

(e) are they presently on contract and what is the date of expiry
of that contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
The information sought would require considerable research and I am not
prepared to allocate resources for this purpose. If the member has a
specific question I will be pleased to respond.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - BODIES
ADMINISTERED; ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE; POSITONS

465. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Arts:
With respect to the Minister's department and to each of the bodies
administered within that department -

(1) What are the bodies administered within the department?
(2) What is the current organisational structure of his department and

those bodies?
(3) What are the senior executive service positions within his

department and those bodies?
(4) What are the other senior positions within his department and those

bodies?
(5) What are the policy adviser positions within his department and

those bodies?
(6) What are the public relations positions within his department and

chose bodies?
(7) With respect to each of the abovemenrioned positions -

(a) who holds chose positions;
(b) what is their period of service within the Public Service or

in employment by the Government or contracted to the
Government;

(c) what were their previous positions held within the Public
Service or in employment by the Government or contracted
to die Government and the dates for which they were held;

(d) what was their experience immediately prior to entering the
Public Service or contracting with Government; and

(e) are they presently on contract and what is the date of expiry
of that contract?
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Hon PETER FOSS replied:
The information sought would require considerable research and I am not
prepared to allocate resources for this purpose. If the member has a
specific question I will be pleased to respond.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTM4ENTS AND AGENCIES - BODIES
ADMINISTERED; ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE; POSITONS

466. Hon NJ). GRIFFITHIS to the Minister for Fair Trading:
With respect to the Minister's department and to each of the bodies
administered within that department -

(1) What are the bodies administered within the department?
(2) What is the current organisational structure of his department and

those bodies?
(3) What are the senior executive service positions within his

department and those bodies?
(4) What are the other senior positions within his department and those

bodies?
(5) What are the policy adviser positions within his department and

those bodies?
(6) What are the public relations positions within his department and

those bodies?
(7) With respect to each of the abovementioned positions -

(a) who holds those positions;
(b) what is their period of service within the Public Service or

in employment by the Government or contracted to the
Government;

(c) what were their previous positions held within the Public
Service or in employment by the Government or contracted
to the Government and the dates for which they were held;

(d) what was their experience immediately prior to entering the
Public Service or contracting with Government; and

(e) are they presently on conflict and what is the date of expiry
of that contract?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
Tle information sought would require considerable research and I am not
prepared to allocate resources for this purpose. If the member has a
specific question I will be pleased to respond.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - BODIES
ADMINSTERED; ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE; POSITIONS

477. Hon N.D. ORWE~ITHS to the Minister for Finance representing the Minister for
Housing:

With respect to the Minister's department and to each of the bodies
administered within that department -

(1) What are the bodies administered within the department?
(2) 'What is the current organtisational structure of his department and

those bodies?
(3) What are the senior executive service positions within his

department and those bodies?
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(4) What are die other senior positions within his department and those
bodies?

(5) What are the policy adviser positions within his department and
those bodies?

(6) What are the public relations positions within his department and
those bodies?

(7) With respect to each of the abovementioned positions -

(a) who holds those positions;
(b) what is their period of service within the Public Service or

in employment by the Government or contracted to the
Government;

(c) what were their previous positions held within the Public
Service or in employment by the Government or contracted
to the Government and die dates for which they were held;

(d) what was their experience immediately prior to entering the
Public Service or contracting with Government; and

(e) are they presently on contract and what is the date of expiry
of that contract?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
The Minister Housing has provided the following reply -

I sam not prepared to allocate resources for this pwrpose. If the member
has a specific question I would be pleased to respond.

GOVERNMAENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - BODIES
ADMINITERED; ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE; POSITONS

478. Hon N.D. GRJffITS to the Minister for Finance representing the Minister for
Waxer Resources:

With respect to die Minister's department and to each of the bodies
administered within that department -

(1) What are the bodies administered within die department?
(2) What is the current organisational structure of his department and

those bodies?
(3) What are die senior executive service positions within his

department and those bodies?
(4) What are the other senior positions within his department and those

bodies?
(5) What am t policy adviser positions within his department and

those bodies?
(6) What are the public relations positions within his department and

diose bodies?
(7) With respect to each of the abovementioned, positions -

(a) who holds those positions;
(b) what is their period of service within die Public Service or

in employment by the Government or contracted to die
Government

(c) what were their previous positions held within the Public
Service or in employment by the Government or contracted
to the Government and die dates for which they were held-,
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(d) what was their experience immediately prior to entering the
Public Service or conracting with Government; and

(e) are they presently on contract and what is the date of expiry
of that contract?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
The Minister for Water Resources has provided the following reply -
The information sought would require considerable research and I am not
prepared to allocate resources for this purpose. If the member has a
specific question I will be pleased to respond.

EXMOUTH - BOAT LAUNCHIING FACILITY, BUDGET ALLOCATION
48 1. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Transport:

What funds have been allocated within the 1994-95 state Budget to ensure
the provision of a boat launching facility at Exmouth?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
It is assumed dhe honourable member is referring to boating facilities and
in particular a small boat harbour and not specifically boat launching
facilities, with which Exmouth is reasonably well sewved. The Department
of Transport will expend $45 000 in 1994-95 in the preparation of plans
and to undertake investigations relating to a small boat harbour in the
vicinity of the previously proposed larger Exmouth marina. This
investigation is being undertaken in response to community and council
representations. The investigation is being funded from the Exmouth
development miust fund.

CARNAR VON ONE MILE JETTY - BUDGET ALLOCATION
482. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Transport:

What funds have been allocated within the 1994-95 state Budget to ensure
the preservation and restoration of the One Mile Jetty at Carnarvon?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
An amount of $190 000 is available within dhe Department of Transport's
1994-95 capital works program for preservation and restoration work on
the One Mile Jetty at Carnarvon by the shire should it agree to accept
responsibility for the future management of the structure. This amount
happens to equate to the department's estimate to demolish die jetty
should the structure become unsafe and the shire be unwilling to accept
responsibility for its future management. In conjunction with the
Carnarvon Shire, an approach has been made to the Aboriginal and Tortes
Strait Islander Commission for their support of this project.

D'ENTRECASTEAUX NATIONAL PARK - MINING AREA
Royalties; Ecological and Aboriginal Heritage Values, Studies

488. Hon J.A. SCOTIT to the Minister for Mines:
(1) What area of the D'Entrecasteaux national park will the Government

allow to be mined?
(2) What royalties will the Government receive from this area?
(3) What studies have been done to determine ecological and Aboriginal

heritage values of the proposed minesite?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1) Under the Government's policy, mining in national parks is allowed only

with the consent of both Houses Of Parliament. Mineral exploration is
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currently being conducted in the D'Enffeasteaux, national park under the
previous Labor government's policy that provided for up to 1 per cent of
the total park area shown to contain economic mineral. sands in non-
critical environmental locations to be excised.

(2) There has been no estimate of che value of royalties.
(3) As part of the exploration pogram being conducted within the park by

Cable Sands (WA) Pty Lid the company has commissioned ecological
and substantial archaeological work as part of the conditions covering
exploration of die region.

HOMESWEST - MEDINA LOTS FOlR SALE BY PUBLIC TENDER
489. Hon J.A. SCOTT to die Minister for Finance representing the Minister for

Housing:
In regard to Medina Los 218(72), 107(41), 77(20), 327(18). 316(14),
119(42), 175(54), 145(16), 5(6), 114(50), 69(18) offened for sale by public
tender in November 1993 by Homneswest -

(1) Who was die licensed valuer who valued these lots?
(2) Which seven local properties were used as a basis to value these

lots?
(3) Have there been any successful tenders for these lots?
(4) Have any been sold, if so, which ones have been sold?
(5) Will the Minister accept lower tenders than those already offered for

any of these properties?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
The Minister for Housing has provided the following reply -

(1) Max Nevermann and Associates.
(2) Lots 218(72), 107(41), 77(20), 327(18), 316(14), 145(16), 5(6) and

114(50).
2 Derbal Street
124 Medina Avenue
4 Brownell Crescent
32 Matson Road
2 Bingfield Road
20 Petke Way
22 Puake Way.
Lots 119(42), and 175(54) used three properties for sales evidence.
124 Medina Avenue
117 Medina Avenue
18 Sudden Way.
*Lot 69(18) is a Bunbury property that was advertised for sale by
tender in die same advertisement as the Medina properties.

(3) No.
(4) Yes.

Lot 218(72) Bingflcld Settled
Lot 327(18) Ellis Court Pending Settlement
Lot 175(54) Medina Avenue Pending Settlement
Lot 77(20) Verbal Street Pending Settlement

(5) No, balance of properties withdrawn pending redevelopment
straegy of Kwinana towusite.
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SHIPPING ACCIDENTS - MAPPING ERRORS, GOVERNMENT ACTION
Char Up to Date and Correct, Responsibility

493. Hon l.A. SCOTT to the Minister for Transport:
(1) Is the Minister aware that the Boa Force hit the Saladin well and sunk off

the. coast of Onslow because its map was flawed in omitting a one metre
high well cap which caused the accident, and that the accident could have
been far more damaging if the Saladin well had not been the only well out
of 17 wells in the area to be dry?

(2) Who is responsible for ensuring ships have up to date, correct charts in
order to navigate safely in Australian waters?

(3) What is the Government doing to ensure accidents based on mapping
errors do not recur?

Hon EJ CHARLTON replied:
(1) A joint investigation into the incident has been conducted by state and

federal authorities. The Commonwealth Government's marine incident
investigation unit will publish its findings into the cause of the accident by
the end of July.

(2) The shipowner, and the master of the ship concerned.
(3) The Department of Minerals and Energy is plotting all abandoned or

capped wellheads to provide pictorial presentation of these structures on
the North West Shelf sea bed. This information will be made available to
all operators in the area.

ABORIGINAL HEALTH - ABORIGINAL COMMUWITY HEALTH WORKERS
Wages, Training, Equipmemt Funds, Departmental Responsibility

495. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs:
(1) Which Government departmentsfinsurumentalities have responsibility for

Aboriginal community health workers' wages, training and equipment
funding?

(2) What is the average wage of Aboriginal community health workers?
(3) What is the avenage time Aboriginal community health workers work for

in their professions after being trained and what is the drop out rate in the
profession?

(4) What is the total amount of funding given for Aboriginal community
health workers in capital and recurrent funding for the different
components of wages, training and equipment costs?

(5) What is the current number of Aboriginal community health workers
working in Western Australia?

Hon NEF. MOORE replied:
The Minister for Aboriginal Affairs has provided the following reply -
(1) The Health Department of Western Australia and the Aboriginal

and Tonres Strait Islander Commission.
(2)-(5) These questions should be directed to the Minister for Health.

OIL SPILLS - NORTH WEST COAST, CONCERNS
496. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Is the Minister aware of the increased danger of oil spills along the north
west coast as shipping standards deteriorate and the number of
substandard ships flying flags of convenience in our waters has increased
from approximately 40 to 400?
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(2) Is the Minister also aware of the concerns of the communities of the north
west coast of these oil spills which could wipe out the thriving tourism,
eco-towisin and fishing industries?

(3) Is the Government concerned about this issue to do something about it?
(4) Will the Government be registering a protest to the Federal Government

over its proposed sale of the Australian National line which could further
diminish standards on Austrlian boats and crease a threat to the
environment?

Hon LIJ. CHARLTON replied:
(1) The major threat of oil spills on the coast of Western Australia comes

from international shipping which is primarily the responsibility of the
Commonwealth Government. The source of the figures quoted in the
question is unclear. However, a recent report published by the Australian
Maritime Safety Authority states that "Compared to previous years, there
are no apparent trends developing in the type of deficiencies or the
number of ships with deficiencies" in ships visiting Australia.

(2) 1 share the concerns of the whole of our community regarding the
possibility of environmental damage from marine oil pollution. Without
wishing to underestimate the risk it should be noted that there have been
no long term effects from the Kirki and San/u, Harvest incidents on the
Western Australian coast. These incidents did not wipe out local
industries.

(3) Following world wide concern in recent years caused by the number of
unsafe ships. Australia has adopted several international conventions
formulated by the International Maritime Organisation. As a result of the
"Ships of Shame" report published in December 1992, AMSA appointed
additional marine surveyors to Western Austraian ports. AMSA now
carries out a comprehensive program of port state control inspections.
The level of control inspections has been substantially increased. While
the number of ships calling at Australian ports has remained fairly
constant, the number of ships inspected has increased from 578 in 1990 to
200D3 in 1993.
Australia is also playing a leading role internationally in attempting to
eliminate substandard shipping by actively supporting the initiatives of the
International Maritime Organisation. These initiatives include improving
the inspection processes, the quality of training and certcation of
seafarers and the quality of the design and construction of vessels.
The Western Australian Department of Transport provides a range of
services in respect of prevention of marine oil pollution. The department
is responsible for coordination for oil spill response in Western Australia.
Under national plan arrangements the department provides for an
effective, integrated organisational framework capable of responding to
oil pollution incidents. It also assists port authorities and the marine
industries in the preparation of contingency plans and training.

(4) No.
HOMCESWEST - BROOME HOUSING INTEGRATED IN NEW RESIDENTIAL

DEVELOPMENTS, NOT DESIRABLE, GOVERNMENT'S POSITION
503. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for Finance representing the Minister for

Housing:
(1) Can the Minister outline the Government's position in relation to the Shire

of Broomne's comments that integrating Homeswest housing in new
residential developments in Broome was not desirable as it would devalue
other homes?
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(2) Does die Government approve of such a strategy of apartheid in the
Iimberley region and the creation of Homeswesc enclaves despite the
Government's policy of integrated housing?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
The Minister for Housing has provided the following reply -

(1) Homeswcst has a statewide policy of integrating Homeswest
residential properties in all residential areas where it is financially
feasible.

(2) No.

CROWN LAND - BROOME. HOUSING LOTS AUCTION
Subject to Native Title Claim

509. Hon LA. SCOI to the Minister for Lands:
(1) Can the Minister confirm the auctioning of 64 housing lots of vacant

Crown land for $3.lm in Broome recently?
(2) Is this area the subject of a native title claim?
(3) In auctioning the land, did the Government have regard for the legal rights

bestowed on Aboriginal Australians by federal native tidle legislation?
(4) Did the Government consider the possible contravention of section 18 of

the Aboriginal Hecritage Act?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1) 105 vacant lots were auctioned at Broome by DOLA. 57 lots were sold at

auction with a return of $2 897 000.
(2) No.
(3) The state of Western Australia does not acknowledge the federal native

title legislation.
(4) Yes, as the design plan was approved in conjunction with the consultative

processes and the local Aboriginal communities. Sites of significance
were identified and protected as agreed with the communities. As a result
of those negotiations the sites were not publicly disclosed and as such
were not part of the development.

MEDIA DECISIONS WA - GOVERNMENT CONTRAT
530. Hon N.D. ORWIT~rHS to the Minister for Transport:

With respect to question on notice 401 of 1994 -
(1) From what date did payments to individual media organisations

commence to be managed by Media Decisions WA?
(2) When did Media Decisions WA win the Government's media

contract?
(3) Why was the answer provided to question 401 not provided to

question on notice 52?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
(1) Media Decisions WA became responsible for payments to individual

media organisations from 1 October 1993.
(2) Media Decisions WA was appointed by the State Supply Commission

during September 1993 for a contract to take effect from 1 October 1993.
(3) Both answcms are correct
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MEDIA DECISIONS WA - GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
531. Hon lD. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Transpont:

With respect to question on notice 400 of 1994 -
(1) From what date did payments to individual media organisations

commence to be managed by Media Decisions WA?
(2) When did Media Decisions WA win the Government's media

contract?
(3) Why was the answer provided to question 400 not provided to

question on notice 51?
Hon EJ. CHARLTON replied:
(1) Media Decisions WA became responsible for payments to individual

media organisations from 1 October 1993.
(2) Media Decisions WA was appointed by the State Supply Commission

during September 1993 for a contract to take effect from 1 October 1993.
(3) Both answers are correct.

MEDIA DECISIONS WA - GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
532. Hon N.D. GRIEFITHS to the Mnister for Transport:

With respect to question on notice 399 of 1994 -
(1) From what dare did payments to individual media organisations

commence to be managed by Media Decisions WA?
(2) When did Media Decisions WA win the Government's media

contract?
(3) Why was the answer provided to question 399 not provided to

question on notice 50?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
(1) Media Decisions WA became responsible for payments to individual

media organisations from 1 October 1993.
(2) Media Decisions WA was appointed by the State Supply Commission

during September 1993 for a contract to take effect fromf 1 Otober 1993.
(3) Both answers are correct.

MEDIA DECISIONS WA - GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
533. Hon NtD. GRIFFTHS to the inister for Fair Trading:

With respect to question on notice 389 of 1994 -

(1) From what date did payments to individual media organisations
commence to be managed by Media Decisions WA?

(2) When did Media Decisions WA win the Government's media
contract?

(3) Why was the answer provided to question 389 not provided to
question on notice 71?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Media Decisions WA became repnible for payments to individual

media organisations from 1 Ocoe 199 =3.
(2) Media Decisions WA was appointed by the Stare Supply Commission

during September 1993 for a contract to take effect from 1 October 1993.
(3) Both answers amt correct.
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MEDIA DECISIONS WA - GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
534. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Health:

With respect to question on notice 388 of 1994 -

(1) From what date did payments to individual media organisations
commence to be managed by Media Decisions WA?

(2) When did Media Decisions WA win the Government's media
contract?

(3) Why was the answer provided to question 388 not provided to
question on notice 70?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Media Decisions WA became responsible for payments to individual

media organisations from 1 October 1993.
(2) Media Decisions WA was appointed by the State Supply Commission

during September 1993 for a contract to take effect from 1 October 1993.
(3) Both answers are correct.

MINERALS AND ENERGY, DEPARTMENT OF - CHEMISTRY CENTRE
Full Time Equivalents

567. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Mines:
(1) What is the staff full time equivalent number for 1994-95 in -

(a) the Department of Minerals and Energy; and
(b) the Chemistry Centre?

(2) What were the corresponding estimates for 1993-94?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1) (a) 588;,

(b) 140.
(2) Department of Minerals and Energy 736, comprising -

Programs and Corporate Services
excluding Scientific Support (Chemistry Centre) 587
Scientific Support (Chemistry Centre) 149

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - PUBLIC SECTOR REDUNDANCIES
258. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:

(1) Does the Premier accept the policy as outlined by the inister for Labour
Relations, Mr Graham. Kierath, on the Channel 2 news at 7.00 pm on
Thursday, 23 June as the Stare Government's current policy on public
sector redundancies?

(2) If not, will the Premier rule out as a policy option any proposal that would
require public sector employees to accept a position with a salary
reduction of up to 20 per cent or be dismissed?

(3) ~ ~ o Doe tePeiracpt that this policy of employees accepting a 20 per
cent pay cur orbig dismissed is an acceptable way of achieving non-
voluntary redundancies?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Premier has provided the following reply -
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(l)-(3) 1 stand by the provisions of the Public Sector Management Bil,
which was debated at length in this Parliament. The Government's
general policy position on redundancies was made clear at the
time. The detailed provisions for both redeployment and
redundancy wil be considered by Cabinet in due course.
SUPREME COURT BUILDING - REPORT

259. Hon N.D. GRIFEITHS to the Minister for Finance representing the Attorney
General:

With regard to the report by Mr Dan Kolomnauski on the Supreme Court
building -

(1) When does the Attorney expect to make a decision on the
recommendations of this report?

(2) Is the Attorney prepared to make this report public?
(3) If not, why not?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
I have no notice of that question. Perhaps the member should put it t the
Minister for Health, who represents the Attorney General.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT DOCUMENT - STATE SCHOOL TEACHERS
UNION

260. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
In relation to the Education Department document which was discussed at
the WA State School Teachers Union conference last weekend and of
which the Minister has repeatedly denied the existence -

(1) Does the Minister still deny the existence of such a document?
(2) If yes, does he deny that the content as outlined by the teachers'

union and which is purportedly contained in the document is false?
Hon N.E. MOORE replied:

The document described by Mr Quinn publicly on Saturday last does not
exist, to my knowledge. There is no document which contains the sorts of
issues which Mr Quinn alleged are contained in the document. However,
there is a set of notes which Mr Quinn made available to the media
yesteday which contains some of the issues which Mr Quinn raised on
Saturday. There is no document which contains all of the things that
Mr Quinn said it contains, but there are some papers which contain some
of the things Mr Quinn said were in the document.

Hon George Cash: Mr Quinn may have made a collage of various statements
from time to time and put them all together. I do not know. Did he do
that?

Hon John Halden: I have no idea.
Hon N.E. MOORE: He may have, but he may also have other information which

I am not aware of.
Hon John Halden intriected.
Hon N.E. MOORE: That is right. Unlike Mr Quinn, I gave a copy to the media

today.
Hon John Halden: Perhaps you should have sent one to me.

Hon N.E. MOORE: I -m happy to do that because the member will see that it
contains some very good information. I think the member has seen it
anyway because I read about it in today's paper. He told The West
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Australian that he thought it would be a pity if some of the good things in
the document were not implemented.

Hon John Halden: Yes, I do.
Hon N.F MOORE: Well, how does the member know what is in it?
Hon John Halden: Mr Quinn gave it to me yesterday.
Hon N.F. MOORE: Is that right? That is interesting, because he would not give

me or anyone else one. We now know that the Leader of the Opposition
has been given one by the teachers' union, but it would not provide me
with one, because when I asked whether I could send someone from my
office to get one, I was denied that opportunity. I understand that the
media were given a look at it but not given a copy to take away.

Hon EJ Chariton: Did he say who he got the copy from?
Hon N.F. MOORE: No, he did not. All he said was that it was given to him by

somebody unknown. I know of no document that contains the sorts of
things that Mr Quinn said it contains. However, there are notes for a
meeting between Mr Black and me held last January. Those notes were
contained in a file in my office here at Parliament House. There are only
two other copies of that set of notes. Mr Black provided me with'the note
and kept a copy for himself and the other was given to Mr Peter Browne
who works in my office. Mr Black's copy was locked in a cupboard and
Mr Browne's copy was locked in a cupboard. I was given the third copy,
which was in my office at Parliament House. I suspect that is where the
copy for the teachers' union came from. I suggest to members that the old
trdition of this place of not worrying about keeping our doors open or
shut no longer applies.

MINISTER FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT - FINANCIAL INTERESTS IN
RESORT-TYPE DEVELOPMENTS

261. Hon J.A. SC07T to the Minister for Transport representing the Minister for
Local Government:

(1) Has the Minister or his family any financial interests in resort-type
developments in Western Australia?

(2) If so, are any of those facilities in the Manjimup or Pemberton area?
(3) Has the Minister or his family held any such interests in the last 10 years?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:

The Minister for Local Government has provided the following reply -

(1)-(3) Neither the Minister nor his immediate family have, or have ever
had, any direct financial interests in resort-type developments in
Western Austialia.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - 20 PER CENT TURNOVER IN PRINCIPALS
262. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

In the light of the data contained in the information bulletin put out by the
Education Department's policy bureau which shows that the demand for
high school principals is clearly outstripping their supply, will the
Minister confirm that he will not be seeking a 20 per cent reduction in
school principals as referred to in the document previously referred to and
that he will not be reducing the number of teachers also referred to in that
document?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
I agree with the information put out by Professor Stanley's bureau which
suggests what I have been saying for a long time; that is, with the growing
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student population in Western Australia them will be a shortage of
teachers. I think his latest bulletin states - Mr Halden can correct me if I
am wrong - that there will be a shortage of teachers in secondary schools
and that the supply and demand for primary teachers will be in
equilibrium. Therefore, there will be a shortage of teachers in due course.
We have to make sure that we train enough teachers in our training
inszitutions to meet that demand.
The scenario prepared by Mr Black which is the subject of die notes that I
talked about a moment ago refers to a 20 per cent turnover of principals -
turnover in this context is about mobility of principals, not about
redundancies. It is not possible for the Education Department, even if it
wanted tot to impose compulsory redundancies. In the light of what I just
said, it would be stupid anyway. We need more teachers, but there is a
problem in the system. Mr Halden will be aware that there is not enough
mobility. The promotional system has been gummed up completely and
there is very little movement. There are a number of teachers in the
system, including some principals, who would rather be doing something
else.
Part of Mr Black's scenario - this has not been put into practice -is that
we should try to make it easy for people who want to get out, to get out on
a retraining package or something of that nature. That is referred to in the
document as a separation package but it is called a self-selected separation
package for those who want to leave the system. This will provide them
with some support to retrain or to do something else.

Hon John Halden: You mean out of the Education Department?
Hon N.E. MOORE: Yes, out of the teaching system. That would contribute to an

additional turnover of principals.
We are also looking at sabbaticals as an option for teachers. That would
mean that more teachers would be given the opportunity of taking time off
for various reasons and that would increase the movement of teachers
throughout the System, particularly in promotional positions. The 20 per
cent turnover of the principals is not about 20 per cent of principals being
sacked - that is just not being contemplated. We are attempting to free up
the promotional structures which, unfortunately, create problems within
our system. We are considering some strategies, a couple of which I just
mentioned. I cannot see anywhere in the document where it refers to
"putting teachers off'. Perhaps the Leader of the Opposition could point
out this reference.

Hon John Halden: I think it refers to "poor standard" teachers.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I explained that That reference applies to people who

believe they should be doing something else. These people are browned
off, burnt out, cheesed off or cynical; that is, teachers who have had
enough -

Hon John Halden: Like the Minister.
Hon N.E. MOORE: Having been in this profession. I am aware teaching is a job

in which one can reach the stage where it drives one nuts.
Hon Tom Helm: That is what happened to you; so, you went into politics!
Hon N.F. MOORE: I went into politics. Maybe we could retrain some principals

to enter politics; they could talk to Hon John Halden regarding numbers as
part of their retraining.
This matter has not been agreed to. It is an outline of an idea which has
been used in South Australia, I am told, and it is being considered as a
means of providing opportunities for teachers to do something else with
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their lives if they fall into the category to which I have referred. However,
compulsory redundancy is not mentioned in the document at all. It is not
the Government's intention to have compulsory redundancies in the
teaching service.

Hon John Halden: Your ocher document referred to that.
Hon N.E. MOORE: Which document?
Hon John Halden: The one recently released which referred to the Public Sector

Management Bill.
Hon NEF. MOORE: Perhaps the member should cable chat document.
Hon John Halden: I think I did.

JUSTICE, MINISTRY OF - MINISTERIAL LIAISON UNIT
Secondmemt of Acdng Director

263. Hon NJD. GRIFFTrHS to the Minister for Health representing the Attorney
General:

Some notice of this question was given.
(1) When was the acting director of the ministerial liaison unit first

seconded to the Moinistry of Justice?
(2) What Public Service level was she occupying immediately prior to

her secondmnent?
(3) What are her qualifications for her work in the Ministry of Justice?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) August 1993.
(2) Level 9.
(3) She had substantial experience in policy development; stregic

management; ministerial liaison; implementation of major government
policy initiatives; and commonwealth-state relations.

DOHERTY, MR BILL - MiMiSTRZY OF JUSTICE POSITION
264. Hon R.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Health representing the Attorney

General:
Some notice of this question has been given, and it relates to the non-
position held by Mr Bill Doherty in the Ministry of Justice.
(1) if MW Doherty does not hold a position within the ministry, why

does his name appear on the June 1994 staff list. which indicates
that he has a telephone number at the office of the Ministry of
justice?

(2) What is the title of Mr Doherty's job or task?
(3) What are his duties?
(4) What special qualifications does be possess for this job?
(5) Is this a full time position?
(6) Why was the position not advertised?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) No such staff list has been published by the Ministry of Justice.
(2) The title is Chiairman, Juvenile Justice Advisory Council.
(3) His duties are to coordinate and direct the council's activities.
(4) He has an outstanding record of work with juveniles and Aborigines.
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(5) Mr Doherty is under contract which is renewable every six months.
(6) Thene was no requirement to do so.

SUPREME COURT BUILDING REPORT - ATITORNEY GENERAL'S DECISION
265. Hon N.D. G3RIFFITHS to the Minister for Health representing the Attorney

General:
Some notice of this question was given, and it relates to the report on the
Supreme Court building by Mr Dan Kolomanski.
(1) When does the Attorney General expect to make a decision on the

recommendations of this repont?
(2) Is she prepared to make this report public?
(3) If no to (2), why not?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1 )-(3) This report was commissioned to provide a basis for ongoing capital

works planning across the courts in Western Australia. It is an internal
working document.

SCHOOLS - MANNING PRIMARY
Grounds, Sale

266. HonJIA. SCOflT to the inister for Education:
(1) Does the Government have any plans to sell off any part of the grounds of

Manning Primary School?
(2) Does che Government have plans to sell off any ocher school grounds?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) To my knowledge, the Government has no such plans.
(2) Regarding every other school in Western Australia, these matters will be

considered in the rationalisation process and the Schools Renewal process
put in place by the previous government.

WOODSIDE OFFSHORE PETROLEUM PTY LTD, STRIKE - PREMIER'S
"UMPIRE'S DECISION" COMMEfNTS

267. Hon TOM HELM to the Leader of the House representing the Premier
During the strike by Woodside Offshore Petroleum Pty Ltd workers
involved in the construction of the Goodwyn A platform, the Minister for
Labour Relations repeatedly called on the workers to accept the umpire's
decision; namely, the decision of the industrial court. In last Wednesday's
The West Australian the Premier was quoted as saying that he would not
accept the umpire's decision; namely, that of the High Court of Australia.
Can the Premier clarify for the people of Western Australia which
"umpire's decision" the people of Western Australia should accept, and
which they should not?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
I thank the member for some notice of the question. The Premier has
provided the following reply -

In reply, I wish to advise the House of the response I have made to the
suggestion in The West Australian dated 23 June 1994 that I would "Scorn
the High Court". In a letter of reply to the editor of The West Australian I
indicated the following -

I would remind you that the Western Australian Government,
rather than scorning the High Court, was the first Government in
Australia to enact and implement fair and workable legislation
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which acknowledges and applies the High Court's Mabo 2
decision.
The headline of the article and die first paragraph distort and
misrepresent the views I have consistently expressed on the roles
and responsibilities of elected Governments. Whilst the bulk of
the article truly represents my comments, the summary of those
views in your headline is grossly inaccurate.
What you have reported mue as saying is that the State Government
is asking the High Court to rule on whether the Commonwealth
had the power to take away from the States land and resource
management You have also quoted me as saying "I have said all
along regardless of the High Court ruling ... we are still going to
have to change the Federal legislation". It does not foliow from
these comments that I intend to disregard the High Cowl.
Should the High Court decide that die Commonwealth
Government is within power in enacting the Native Title Act 1993,
a political solution is still available and pursuit of that solution will
in no way diminish or challenge the position of the High Court.
The High Court can only rule on questions put to it. It cannot
enact solutions which must be left to the political process. The
solution which the Federal Government has attempted to impose
damages Western Australia economically and socially. If the High
Court finds that the Federal Government has the power to interfere
in State land and resource management, that Will not prevent this
State from pursuing a political solution.
For a Federal system to work it requires cooperation between
Governments. The Australian Federation is damaged by
Mr Keating's "do as I say" approach to State issues. I reiterae the
Suite Government is not about to flout the laws and courts of this
country.

SCHOOLS - MANNING PRIMARY
Oval, Sale

268. Hon JOHN WALDEN to the Minister for Education:
I thank Hon Jim Scott for asking my question regarding Manning Primary
school!

Hon N.F. Moone: Has be joined your party?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It must have been the open doors.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Perhaps he found it lying on your table.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: He could well have done so.
Hon Tom Helm: He refused your offer, Mr Moore.
Hon JOHN WALDEN: Supplementary to the answer to Hon Jim Scott's question,

is the Minister aware that the Valuer General's Office is considering the
Manning Primary School oval for possible sale?

Hon NYF. MOORE replied:
No.

WESTERN COLLIERIES LTD-SEC WA COAL CONTRAar INESTIGATION
Wanneroo City Council - Kyle Report

269. Hon ND. GRIFFiTHS to the Minister for Health representing the Attorny
General:
(1) In light of the Attorney General's announcement that a formal
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investigation will be conducted into the 1989-90 coal conract entered into
between Western Collieries Ltd and SECWA for corrupt, illegal or
improper conduct within the transaction, will she now hold a similar
investigation into whether any corrupt, illegal or improper conduct was
involved in the matters raised by Mr Peter Kyle in his report into the
Wanneroo City Council?

(2) If not, why not?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1)-(2) The total irrelevancy of the two parts of the question is typical of the

matters put up by the Opposition.
Hon Torn Helm: Answer the question.
Hon PETER FOSS: Regarding the announcement of the investigation into the

SECWA and Western Collieries Ltd coal contract, the royal commission
indicated that it did not have time to investigate the matter. It
recommended that a special investigation be set up. This Parliamnent, of
which Hon Nick Griffiths is a member, passed legislation requiring that to
occur. Perhaps he can now see the distinction between the two cases but,
more importantly, I am able to answer that the matters raised in the Kyle
report are already being investigated by the relevant authorities.

HJTCHfl4S, MR JEFFREY - REDUNDANCY PAYMENT
270. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Health representing the Attorney

General:
Some notice has been given of this question. I refer the Minister to the
Attorney General's refusal to grant a redundancy payment to Mr Jeffrey
Hitchins and ask: In view of the high, unnecessary, additional cost -
estimated to be in excess of $40 000 - to the taxpayer so far of the
Attorney General's decision, is the Attorney General now prepared to
settle the severance, given the possibility of the Government losing in the
Industrial Magistrate's Court, and the likelihood of further claims for
damages that Mr Hitchins may bring?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
The matter is currently die subject of legal advice.

ONE MILE JETTY, CARNARVON - RESTORATION AND MAINTENANCE
271. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Transport:

Some notice has been given of this question. I refer to the efforts of the
Carnarvon Progress Association to restore the One Mile Jetty and ask -

(1) What are the estimates of the Department of Transport of the cost
of restoring and maintaining the jetty?

(2) In view of the fact that the cast of demolition is estimated to be
$192 000, will the Goverrnent make a contribution over and
above that amount to the town of Carnarvon to assist with the
upgrade and maintenance of the One Mile Jetty?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
I thank the member for some notice of the question.
(1) (a) The Department of Transport has estimated the cost of

restoring the neck only of the jetty as $1.035m.
Additionally, annual maintenance costs are expected to be
in the order of $20000D to $25 000. A further review of the
condition of the stmctur should be carried out within
about five years.
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(b) No estimate has been prepared to restore die head of the
jetty. This section of the structure is assessed to be beyond
economic repair, it needs demolition or total replacement.

(2) The Government is awaiting the outcome of negotiations with the
Shire of Carnarvon and the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Wsander
Commission before determining further action.
Upon receiving the request from the Carnarvon Shire Council, I
took up with ATSIC personnel the possibility of its involvement in
funding the restoration of that jetty. I see that as a very positive
and major involvement for an organisation such as ATSIC.
Carnarvon has one of the highest rates of Aboriginal
unemployment in the nation. As a consequence, such a project
would be of great benefit because the maintenance would be
required on an ongoing basis. Everyone acknowledges that the
jetty is very significant from a tourism point of view, and it would
be a magnificent thing if ATSIC were involved in this work.
There would be continuity of employment, and Aboriginal
involvement in the tourism industry, trade and training
opportunities and a range of other activities. I suggest that the
member should take up this issue with ATSIC to see whether he
can promote its involvement.

HEALTH - PROSTHESES
Charges

272. Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Minister for Health:
I refer to the article in The West Australian today about the fears that
people with disabilities have about the future process of buying prostheses
or body parts. In order to allay those fears, will the Minister -

(1) Make a statement in this House tomorrow outlining his proposals
for the future purchasing of prostheses or body parts?7

(2) If not, why not?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1)-(2)

I regret I am not await of the article in the newspaper this morning, and I
have not had an opportunity to study it. I take it that the article refers to
the fact that the Government will be charging for in-body prostheses. The
Health Department has now brought itself in line with the rest of Australia
with regard to in-body parts prostheses, such as joints and so forth. The
cost of these is generally recoverable under the Commonwealth benefit
schedule and should be recovered by people who incur those costs.
Western Australia has been the only state not to charge for these until now
and, as a rest, it has been subsidising the Commonwealth Government in
that area.

HEALTH - PROSTHESES
Chaorges

273. Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Minister for Health:
I am disappointed that the Minister is not aware of the fears of a
substantial number of members of our community and I ask him -

(1) Will he make himself aware of those fears?
(2) Will he make a statement to the House tomorrow in order that the

fearn of those people with disabilities who must purchase
prostheses or in-body parts can be allayed?
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Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1)-(2)

I will certainly read the article and investigateit. WhatlIdo after that will
depend on the results of my inquiry. I will make appropriate inquiries to
find out the background of the matter.

ABORIGINAL MEDICAL SERVICE - KALGOORLIE
Provision of Blankets

274. Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT to the Minister for Transport representing the
Minister for Community Development:

Some notice has been given of this question.
(1) Did the Department for Community Development in Kalgoorlie

receive a request for blankets and/or sleeping bags from the
Kalgoorlie Aboriginal Medical Service?

(2) If so, were any blankets provided?
(3) If not, why?

Hon EJ CHARLTON replied:
The acting Minister for Community Development has provided the
following reply -

(1) Yes, from the Kalgoorlie branch of the Aboriginal Medical
Service.

(2) Approval was given for the Aboriginal Medical Service to obtain
the blankets and they are currently en route for delivery.

(3) Not applicable.
PETROLEUM ROYALTIES - AUSTRALIAN PETROLEUM EXPLORATION

ASSOCIATION
275. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Mines:

Some notice has been given of this question. With reference to an article
in The Australian Financial Review of 21 June -

(1) Is the State Government's proposed petroleum hybrid royalty
system morn onerous on exploration and development in Western
Australia, as claimed by the Australian Petroleum Exploration
Association, in that it will result in a higher government tax take
and increased uncertainty, and will act as a disincentive to
investment in Western Australia?

(2) Is APEA's claim correct that it will increase the cost of gas to
customers at a time when WA's energy policy is to encourage
consumption and create lower energy prices, and reduce the state's
competitiveness?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1) The petroleum discussion paper referred to in the article in The Australian

Financial Review of 21 June was developed by the Department of
Minerals and Energy. The department's preferred option of a hybrid
royalty system was developed on the basis that it would not increase the
take from the petroleum industry. Ile department is involved in
discussions with the industry to ensure that any proposal will be revenue
neutral across the industry.

(2) The department does not believe the preferred system will increase the
cost of gas in new projects, and it has requested APEA to provide data to
support its claim.
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TRADE WINDS COMPLEX - DENHAM
276. Hon TOM STEPHENS to die Minister for Health representing the Minister for

Planning:
Some notice has been given of this question. I refer to the construction of
additional holiday units at the Tradewinds complex in Denhanm and ask -
(1) Has the Minister approved any planning changes to allow this

construction to proceed?
(2) Is the Minister aware of previous Health Department advice that

the development should not proceed?
(3) Has he received new advice from the Health Department and, if so,

will he table that advice?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) The Minister for Planning has not approved any planning changes to allow

this construction to proceed.
(2) Yes.
(3) No; however, the Minister understands that revised advice was forwarded

from the Health Department to the council.
ABORIGINES - IRRUNGADfl COMMUNITY

Sale of Alcohol
277. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:

Some notice has been given of this question. The Irrungadi Aboriginal
community and the licensee of the Conglomerate Hotel, Nullagine would
like to bring into effect an arrangement whereby the sale of takeaway
liquor to members of the Irrungadji community is prohibited before
10.00 am. Can the Minister advise what steps can be taken to implement
an agreement to this effect?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
The Irrungadji Aboriginal community and/or the licensee of the
Conglomerate Hotel, Nullagine should write to the Director of Liquor
Licensing at the Office of Racing and Gaming, outlining the nature of
problems experienced in Nullagine. The director should be asked to
consider using his powers under section 64(3) of the Liquor Licensing Act
1988 to impose a condition which prohibits the sale of packaged liquor
before 10.00 am.

TAXIS -MULTIPURPOSE

Report
278. Hon TOM HELM to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Is it true that a report was commissioned by the Minister on multipurpose
taxis?

(2) If so, will the report or any part of it be made public?
(3) Was the report discussed by the Taxi Control Board?
(4) Will the Minister inform the House of the report's conclusions?
Hon E.J CHARLTON replied:
(1)-(4) A consultant was appointed to inquire into the operations of multipurpose

taxis. I have not seen the completed report so I do not know what was
discussed by the Taxi Control Board. I assure the member, and other
interested parties, that assessment wI provide the basis for change to
ensure that the future operations of the MPT service will advantage people
with disabilities. The service has problems. Although the number of
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MPTs has increased to 21. itls not a requirement for any given number to
be on the road at any particular time. People are making bookings, but
taxis are not available.

FRIENDS OF THE RAILWAY - RAILWAY SYSTEM, MIDLAND WORKSHOPS
279. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Has the Minister considered the submission of Friends of the Railway on
the railway system and the Midland Workshops provided under cover of a
letter addressed to die Minister, from Mr Charles Rich dated 4 May 1994?

(2) Will the Minister be providing a detailed response to the matters raised in
the submission and, if so, when?

Hon 6.1. CHARLTON replied:
(1)-(2) In addition to considering the points raised in the submission I met

representatives of Friends of the Railway last week. They put their points
of view and I gave diem an assurance that there would be a written
response to the issues they raised. I also indicated to them, in as direct a
manner as is possible for me to do, that I did not agree with their point of
view. I intimated to them that the Government wanted to ensure that
Westrail moved die maximum number of people and volume of freight in
this state. The decisions taken by the Government will ensure greater
opportunities for Westrail in both those tasks. It is not about cutting
services or withdrawing lines; it is about doing more business.

SECONDARY SCHOOL SUPPORT PROGRAMS - SPECIFIC LEARNING
DIF7FICULTIES

280. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Education:
Some notice of tbis question has been given. Which metropolitan
secondary schools have support programs for children with specific
learning difficulties such as those diagnosed with attention deficit disorder
or dyslexia?
As the Minister for Education does not appear to have the answer I might
ask another question altogether of the Minister for Health.

The PRESIDENT: Nobody conforms with the rules in this place any more; you
can do what you like.

ASBESTOS CONTAMINATION - ROEBOURNE TOWNSITE
281. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Health:

(1) What steps will the Minister for Health be takcing on recent reports of
substantial remaining asbestos contamination existing within the
Roebourne town boundaries?

(2) Will the Health Department assist the Roebourne Shire Council
financially with the cost to allow a prompt clean up of the remaining areas
of asbestos contamination within the Roebourne townaite?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1)-(2) I amn not aware of reports of substantial amounts of asbestos in the

townsite. I will certainly investigate those reports.
Hon Tom Helm: You are not aware of that?
Hon PETER FOSS: I am not aware of large quantities of asbestos in the townsite.

EDUCATION - BUNBURY AND) NEWTON MOORE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
Performing Arts Facilities

282. Hon DOUG WENN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Is it true that Bunbury Senior High School and Newton Moore Senior
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High School in Bunbury have lodged submissions for the construction, on
echb campus, of performing art theatres to the value of $2m?

(2) Does the Minister consider this an apprpriate use of scarce resources and
has he any alternatives to these propos?

Hon NY. MOORE replied:
(1 )-(2) I am not await that both schools have made a submission for a performing

arts centre; I am awnr that Newton Moore Senior High School lodged a
submission. Regrettably, there were insufficient funds in the 1994-95
capital works budget to provide that facility at Newton Moore. Its
submission, like every ocher submission, will be considered in futur
budgets.

Hon John Halden: Disgraceful?
Hon NE. MOORE: Newton Moore Senior High School has made a submission

and it will be provided with a performing arts facility when funds become
available.

DEREGULATION OF TRADING HOURS - MINISTRY OF FAIR TRADING
REPORT

283. Hon J.A. COWDELL to the Minister for Fair Trading:
I refer the Minister to his answer to question without notice 24 on I11 May
1994 in which I asked, "When does the Government expect to receive the
Ministry of Fair Trading report on the deregulation of trading hours?" and
he answered, "Shortly".
In answer to a similar question from Hon Nick Glriffiths, the Minister
denied that he would be making a decision on ftding hours but indicated
that a decision on the deregulation of wrading hours "may very well be the
case" following the statutory review of the Act.
(1) When will the statutory review be completed?
(2) When will the outcome of the review be made public?
(3) When will he make a statement to reassure small business

proprietors about the future of retail trading hours?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1)-(3) Shortly.

TRANSPORT - WILLXlTON BUS ROUTE 175, CLOSURE
284. Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT to the Minister for Transport:

The Minister will recall that in the adjournment debate last Thursday week
I raised the concerns of residents of Willetton about the closure of bus
route 175. The Minister indicated he would try to obtain some
information for me. Has the Minister obtained that information?

Hon E.. CHARLTON replied:
I have discussed this matter with Transperth which advised me that the
installation of traffic calming devices has caused problems to a range of
traffic operators in the metropolitan areas. Transperth advised that since
the initial measurement of running times during December 1985,
increased traffic and the installation of traffic-calming devices by local
government authorities on sections of these routes had resulted in the need
to retime them to maintain bus timetables.

Hon Cheryl Davenport: I thought it had something to with relocating the bus
terminus to Canning Vale.

Hon E.J CHARLTON: That is one of the factors in the decision. The advice
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hrorn Transperth is char to assist these people, without placing an
unreasonable cost burden on the community, it offered to deviate selected
trips around Portcullis Drive, at times which would be compatible with
shopping, medical visits, and the like. In order to establish the most
suitable times, Transperth wrote to the few customers who had contacted
it asking them to telephone the planning branch and indicate what times of
the day would be most suitable for their needs. To date Transpenth has
received only one reply.
I strongly recommend that the member take up that matter with Transperib
on behalf of her constituents. While Transperth can extend a limited
number of trips each day without incurring a significant cost, in the
absence of information from customers an informed decision cannot be
made.

HITCHINS, MR JEFFREY - LEAVE WITHOUT PAY
285. Hon TOM STEP]HENS to the Minister for Health representing the Attorney

General:,
(1) Is the Attorney General aware that the ministry suggested to Mr Jeffrey

Hitchins char he proceed on leave without pay in February 1994 because
no suitable position was available to him?

(2) If the Attorney General believed that redundancy was not appropriate at
that time, what action did she take to ensure Mr Hitchins returned to
work?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of the question. The Attorney
General has provided the following response -

(1)-(2) The Attorney General was advised by the Ministry of Justice that
Mr THtchins proceeded on leave without pay in December 1993.
In June 1994 he was informed that his application for leave
without pay had been reviewed and that he was required to report
for duty.
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